FEDERAL BUREAU
OF INVESTIGATION

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACTS
RELEASE

SUBJECT: JOHN LENNON
SUBJECT: John LENNON; Allamuchy Tribe (NL)

1. Reference is made to your teletype 003, dated 24 January 1972, Subject: Protest Activity and Civil Disturbances, reporting that former Beatles singer John LENNON had contributed a large sum of money to the "Allamuchy Tribe", headed by Rennie DAVIS.

2. It is requested that you furnish this office with any additional pertinent information concerning LENNON's relationship with the "Allamuchy Tribe" and any indications that DAVIS has received other funds for his activities from foreign sources.

Please transmit reply via CACTUS channel.

[Redacted per CIA declaration]

100-469910-X
16 FEB 10 1972
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS CLASSIFIED
DATE:  7/9/81  BY
5:31 PM HSTEL  2-10-72 ASW
TO DIRECTOR
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE
NEW YORK
FROM WASHINGTON FIELD

ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC), IS
DASH NEW LEFT, CALIF. NEW YORK FILE 100-175228, WFO FILE
100-55361. P.

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM DASH NEW LEFT, 00 NEW YORK,
WFO FILE 100-55429. RUC.

RE NYTEL TO BUREA, FIRST CAPTION, FEBRUARY TWO, LAST.
SPECIAL CLERK DETERMINED FEBRUARY TEN
INSTANT FROM CENTRAL IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
THAT FILES REGARDING JOHN WINSTON LENNON AND WIFE YOKO ONO
LENNON ARE CURRENTLY CHARGED OUT TO INS, NEW YORK CITY.
END

U.S.A.
Reference is made to your memorandum captioned "John Lennon; Allamuchy Tribe (NL)," dated February 3, 1972, your reference 1-360.

For your information, organization formerly known as Allamuchy Tribe, led by Rennie Davis, convicted Chicago Seven Conspiracy trial defendant, was recently renamed EYSIC.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, has advised that John Lennon, former member of The Beatles singing group, has contributed $75,000 to assist in the formation of EYSIC, formed to direct movement activities during the coming election year to culminate with demonstrations at the Republican National Convention during August, 1972. This source advised that other leaders of EYSIC are in constant contact with Lennon.

On February 2, 1972, a representative of Immigration and Naturalization Service, New York, advised that Lennon, born October 9, 1940, in England, arrived in New York City on August 11, 1968, with B-2 visitor's visa. He left the United States and subsequently reentered holding H-1 temporary visa which expires at the end of February, 1972. Lennon has applied for a B-2 visa indicating his intention to become a United States citizen.

On February 2, 1972, a second confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono Lennon, are currently vacationing in the Virgin Islands for health reasons and most EYSIC planning meetings will be postponed until their return to New York City, possibly during the second week in February, 1972.

At this time, this Bureau has no additional pertinent information concerning other foreign sources of funds for the activities of EYSIC or Rennie Davis.
NOTE:
Pun CIA letter dated 1/12/72 and affixed 1/12/73.
FOR INFORMATION CAPTURED ORGANIZATION LED BY RENNIE DAVIS, KEY ACTIVIST AND CONVICTED CHICAGO SEVEN CONSPIRACY TRIAL DEFENDANT, WAS FORMERLY NAMED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.

[Redacted] FORMERLY KNEW NAKED ALAMANDY TRIBE AND HAS BEEN FORCED TO DIRECT MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING COMING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST NEXT.
CABLEGRAM TO LONDON
RE: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)

TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION OBTAINED TO U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT AND
U.S. IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS).

NOTE:

EYSIC, apparently dedicated to creating disruptions during Republican National Convention, obviously being heavily influenced by John Lennon, British citizen who is currently in U.S. attempting to obtain U.S. citizenship. Since he is attempting to stay permanently in U.S., it is anticipated pertinent information concerning him will be disseminated to State and INS.
To: SACO, New York
Los Angeles
San Diego
NYO

From: Director, FBI

PROJECT "YES" (a) (b)
LS - NEW YORK

Recipients expeditiously alert all pertinent informants for any information concerning captioned and submit positive information developed in LHM with airtel cover. Recipients promptly determine if captioned identical with Election Year...
Airtel to New York, et al
RE: [Project "Yes"?]

Strategy Information Center (FYSIC), group led by Renee Davis
allegedly aimed at creating disruptions during Republican
National Convention.

Recipients are reminded that investigative instructions
relating to possible disruptions during Republican National
Convention must be handled on expedite basis and by mature,
experienced Agents. Recipients carefully note dissemination
instructions on above information from CIA.

NOTE:

Essential captioned organization be further identified
expeditiously and logical investigation initiated.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR 16 1972

ALL INFORMATION OBTAINED
IN WRITING

DATE 2/9/71 BY Spy 5cm/mc

NR 028 NY CODE

440 PM URGENT 3-16-72 BGW

TO DIRECTOR
ATTN: D.I.D

FROM NEW YORK (100-175319) 2P

Security Matter
JOHN WINSTON LENNON; SM-NEW LEFT 00:NY

ON MARCH SIXTEENTH INSTANT MR. VINCENT SCHIANO,
Immigration and Naturalization Service; New York City
CHIEF TRIAL ATTORNEY, INS, NYC, ADVISE THAT JOHN LENNON AND
HIS WIFE YOKO ONO APPEARED AT INS, NYC THIS DATE FOR
DEPORTATION PROCEEDINGS. BOTH INDIVIDUALS THRU THEIR ATTORNEY
WON DELAY OF HEARINGS. LENNON REQUESTED DELAY WHILE HE
ATTEMPTED TO FIGHT A NARCOTICS CONVICTION IN ENGLAND. YOKO ONO
REQUESTED DELAY ON BASIS OF CHILD CUSTODY CASE IN WHICH SHE
IS INVOLVED.

MR. SCHIANO ADVISED THAT NEW HEARINGS WOULD BE
HELD ON APRIL EIGHTEEN NEXT. IF LENNON WINS OVERthrow OF
BRITISH NARCOTICS CONVICTION, INS WILL RECONSIDER THEIR ATTEMPTS

END PAGE ONE

MAY 18 1972

MR. ROSEN FOR THE DIRECTOR
PAGE TWO

TO DEPORT LENNON AND WIFE. SCHIANO ADVISED THERE WAS EXTENSIVE NEWS COVERAGE AT HEARINGS BOTH INSIDE AND OUT OF United Press International BUILDING. LENNON SPOKE WITH LOCAL UPI, AND ASSOCIATED PRESS (AP) REPRESENTATIVES WHEN HE LEFT HEARINGS AND CLAIMED HE WAS FRAMED IN BRITISH NARCOTICS ARREST.

NYO FOLLOWING

END New York Office

CC: MR. MILLER
You were previously advised that John Winston Lennon, and his wife, Yoko Ono, are in the U.S. and that Lennon is the major financial contributor to Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) which was organized to conduct disruptive demonstrations during the Republican National Convention. EYSIC has been "dying on the vine" recently due to Lennon's imminent deportation and recent dissatisfaction with Rennie Davis, militant revolutionary, who is the head of EYSIC.

Attached states that Lennon and his wife appeared at the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in New York City on 3/16/72 for deportation proceedings. Both Lennon and wife won delay until 4/18/72; Lennon because he stated he was attempting to fight a narcotics conviction in England, the basis for his deportation; and Ono on the basis of a child custody case in which she is involved.

We are closely following these proceedings and you will be kept advised.

ABK: lrs/mcm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/17/72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLASS: 6 EXT. BY 5-11-66 (9-29-65)
REASON: CM II, 12/4/66
DATE OF REVIEW 12/1/66
TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING IN AIRTEL AND OTHER OFFICES ADvised BY ROUTING SLIP(S) ON CLASSIFICATION FORM.

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175310) (P)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM-NEW LEFT (00:NY) Classified by

DECLASSIFY ON: DATE

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an LHM dated and captioned as above.

A copy of this LHM has been disseminated locally at INS, NYC.

It is requested that Legat London be furnished appropriate copies of this LHM.

WPO is being furnished a copy of this LHM due to their previous interest.

1 - Bureau (Encls. 12) (RM)
2 - Washington Field Office (Encls. 2) (RM)
1 - New York (100-175328)
1 - New York

CJL: 12h (10)

CONFIDENTIAL
Sources mentioned in the attached LHM are identified as follows:

The LHM is classified "Confidential" as to protect sources through of continuing value whose unauthorized disclosure could be prejudicial to the security interest of the United States.

LEADS:

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK. Will follow deportation proceedings.
John Winston Lennon

On January 21, 1972, [redacted] advised that a group of individuals calling themselves, the Allamuchy Tribe, were to open an office in New York City within the next two weeks. The leaders of the Tribe initially were Rennard Cordon Davis and Steward Albert. The main purpose of the group was to coordinate New Left movement activities during this election year to culminate with demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego, California during August, 1972.

Rennard Cordon Davis, is a convicted defendant of the so called Conspiracy Seven Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period September, 1969 through February, 1970, involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

Stewart Albert: [redacted] on April 25, 1966, advised that Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966 at Berkeley, California along with other members of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.

Progressive Labor Party

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, following the Chinese communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and Mao-Tse-tung thought.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
On January 24, 1972, [redacted] advised that John Winston Lennon, who was formerly associated with the Beatles Music Group, donated seventy-five thousand dollars to the Allamuchy Tribe, to further their cause of New-Left activities.

On January 28, 1972, [redacted] advised that the Allamuchy Tribe had changed its name to the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC), so as to be more effectively known to the general public.

On February 2, 1972, [redacted] advised that several members of the Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice from Washington, DC transferred to the PCPJ office in New York City to work on EYSIC.

Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ)

The PCPJ is self-described as an organization consisting of over 100 organizations using massive civil disobedience to combat war, racism, poverty and repression. Its National Office is located at 156 5th Avenue, New York City, Room 527.
On February 15, 1972, advised that John Lennon on November 28, 1969, pled guilty in Marylebone Magistrates Court, London, England to possession of dangerous drugs (Cannabis). He was fined £150 and ordered to pay £21 in court costs.

John Winston Lennon. On February 2, 1972, Immigration Officer, Immigration and Naturalization Service, (INS) New York City advised that Lennon, Alien Registration Number A-17597321, first arrived in New York City on August 11, 1968 under a B-2 visitors visa. He subsequently departed the United States, and during his 1971 re-entry was granted another B-2 visa. His latest visa was due to expire on February 29, 1972.

Yoko Ono. advised that Ono, Alien Registration Number A-19489154 was born on February 16, 1953 in Japan. She entered the United States on August 13, 1971 along with Lennon after being granted a B-2 visa.

INS has a current address of the Saint Regis Hotel, 150 Bank Street, New York City for both Lennon and his wife.

During Lennon and his wife's current stay in the United States they made a public appearance along with Jerry Rubin, on the Mike Douglas Television Show which was aired on February 22, 1972 on Channel II, Columbia Broadcasting System, in New York City.

During February, 1972, advised that Rennard Davis, Stewart Albert, Jerry Rubin and John Lennon are heavy users of narcotics. Source advised that Rubin and Davis are apparently at odds with Lennon due to his excessive use of drugs, which are referred to in the Vernacular as "Downers".
CONFIDENTIAL

John Winston Lennon

Source advised that Lennon appears to be radically orientated, however he does not give the impression he is a true revolutionist since he is constantly under the influence of narcotics.

Jerry Rubin, a convicted defendant of the so called Conspiracy Seven Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period September, 1969 through February, 1970, involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

On March 4, 1972, Mr. Vincent Schiano, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, New York City, advised that Lennon and his wife Yoko Ono on March 6, 1972 were served with an INS order to show cause as to why they should not be deported from the United States as over-stayed visitors. Mr. Schiano advised that Lennon and his wife are scheduled to appear at INS, New York City on March 16, 1972 to answer the show cause order.
In Reply, Please Refer to File No.

Title John Winston Lennon

Character Security Matter - New Left
Reference is made to New York Letterhead Memorandum dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

CONFIDENTIAL
To: SAC, New York (100-175319) (Enclosures - 3)

From: Director, FBI (100-469910)

John Winston Lennon
SM - NEW LEFT

ReNYtel 3/16/72.

Enclosed for information of New York are two copies of Alexandria airtel dated 3/31/72 captioned "White Panther Party, IS - WPP; CALREP; MIDEM," which contains information from Alexandria source relating to current activities of subject.

It appears from referenced New York teletype that subject and wife might be preparing for lengthy delaying tactics to avert their deportation in the near future. In the interim, very real possibility exists that subject, as indicated in enclosed airtel, might engage in activities in U.S. leading toward disruption of Republican National Convention (RNC), San Diego, 8/72. For this reason New York promptly initiate discreet efforts to locate subject and remain aware of his activities and movements. Handle inquiries only through established sources and discreet pretext inquiries. Careful attention should be given to reports that subject is heavy narcotics user and any information developed in this regard should be furnished to narcotics authorities and immediately furnished to Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.

To: SAC, New York (100-175319) (Enclosures - 3)

From: Director, FBI (100-469910)

John Winston Lennon
SM - NEW LEFT

ReNYtel 3/16/72.

Enclosed for information of New York are two copies of Alexandria airtel dated 3/31/72 captioned "White Panther Party, IS - WPP; CALREP; MIDEM," which contains information from Alexandria source relating to current activities of subject.

It appears from referenced New York teletype that subject and wife might be preparing for lengthy delaying tactics to avert their deportation in the near future. In the interim, very real possibility exists that subject, as indicated in enclosed airtel, might engage in activities in U.S. leading toward disruption of Republican National Convention (RNC), San Diego, 8/72. For this reason New York promptly initiate discreet efforts to locate subject and remain aware of his activities and movements. Handle inquiries only through established sources and discreet pretext inquiries. Careful attention should be given to reports that subject is heavy narcotics user and any information developed in this regard should be furnished to narcotics authorities and immediately furnished to Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.
In view of subject's avowed intention to engage in disruptive activities surrounding RNC, New York Office will be responsible for closely following his activities until time of actual deportation. Afford this matter close supervision and keep Bureau fully advised by most expeditious means warranted.

NOTE:

John Lennon, former member of Beatles singing group, is allegedly in U.S. to assist in organizing disruption of RNC. Due to narcotics conviction in England, he is being deported along with wife Yoko Ono. They appeared at Immigration and Naturalization Service, New York, 3/16/72, for deportation proceedings but won delay until 4/18/72 because subject fighting narcotics conviction and wife fighting custody child case in U.S. Strong possibility looms that subject will not be deported any time soon and will probably be in U.S. at least until RNC. Information developed by Alexandria source that subject continues to plan activities directed toward RNC and will soon initiate series of "rock concerts" to develop financial support with first concert to be held Ann Arbor, Michigan, in near future. New York Office covering subject's temporary residence and being instructed to intensify discreet investigation of subject to determine activities vis a vis RNC.
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

AIRTEL

(Priority)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN

DATE 3/31/72

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-112678)

FROM: SAC, ALEXANDRIA (100-506) (P)

C WHITE PANTHER PARTY (WPP)

IS-WPP

(FO: DETROIT)

CALREP JOHN OLEON

MIDEM

Re Detroit airtel to the Bureau dated 3/23/72, (no

copy to Miami and San Diego); and Detroit letter to the

Bureau, 3/15/72.

For the information of Miami and San Diego, referenced

airtel contained information from Detroit that the White

Panther Party (WPP) is not a structured organization in that

WPP activities in several cities throughout the country are

not contingent upon approval of the Detroit Chapter or other-

wise.

10 - Bureau (By Courier)

2 - Chicago (RM)

2 - Detroit (100-36217) (RM)

2 - Miami (RM)

(1 - 100-16553)

(1 - 80-1353) (DEMCORE)

2 - San Diego (RM)

(1 - 80 - CALREP)

(1 -

? - Alexandria

(1 - 100-506)

(1 - 100-883) (CALREP)

RESEARCH SECTION

Approved:

Sent

58 APR 17 1972

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971-413-110
On 3/31/72, Alexandria source mentioned in referenced letter who has furnished reliable information in the past concerning the WPP and who has been characterized by the Detroit Office on the basis of information furnished as "a competent observer and an efficient interviewer who obtained very factual and significant information" advised as follows:

On 3/26/72, [redacted] told source that he had been recently contacted by one [redacted] who is allegedly [redacted] and who allegedly had some connection with the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) in 1968, and who was said to have taken part in planning Youth International Party (YIP) demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

[redacted] told source that [redacted] related to him that he had been in contact in the recent past with individuals who were planning disruptive activities directed towards the Republican National Convention in San Diego, California, in August, 1972.

[redacted] stated that there would be no organized effort to disrupt the Democratic National Convention scheduled for Miami, Florida, in July, 1972, by this group as the Democrats are currently destroying themselves and will need no assistance from anyone to disrupt their own convention. However, "there will be a lot of trouble at the Republican National Convention in San Diego" and plans are currently being discussed but not implemented as how to best achieve this disruption. One of the primary reasons according to [redacted] as to why no active efforts have been made to implement these plans is a lack of funds at the present time. This group consists, according to [redacted] of people who were formerly affiliated with the PCPJ and YIP, and who have some funds left over from prior campaigns of these organizations.
told that many former leaders of the PCPJ and YIP have been discredited in the eyes of "rank and file" activists of these organizations as they feel that former leaders such as JERRY RUBIN have "become self-made superstars" and are only interested in obtaining fame and publicity for themselves rather than in the past stated goals of YIP and other related groups.

Leadership of PCPJ and YIP, according to is currently fragmented and the task of "picking up the pieces" and putting together an effective organization has been assumed by WPP leader JOHN SINCLAIR and a former member of the Beatles singing group, JOHN LENNON. LENNON and SINCLAIR are said to be working together and devised the following plan to obtain funds to finance activities against the Republican Convention:

A series of "rock concerts" featuring big-name established stars in the musical field as headliners and backed up with lesser known individuals and groups will be put on throughout the country. LENNON is said to have the know-how and the connections to achieve the above. These performances will provide the main source of funds needed by LENNON and SINCLAIR to carry out the disruptive tactics in San Diego.

The first such concert, according to source, is to be held in the Chrysler Arena, Ann Arbor, Michigan, in the near future. This will be, according to "the opening gun of the campaign."

Alexandria source again advised that remind him that he desired no direct contact with the Federal Bureau of Investigation but would furnish information only to him. Additionally, for the information of the Bureau, Alexandria source still desires an interview with (Bureau refer to Alexandria airtel to Director, 3/10/72.)
Additionally, the above information if disseminated outside the Bureau could tend to compromise as it is not known how many individuals have had access to it.

LEADS

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will obtain background information on and advise Bureau and interested offices of any pertinent information.

DETROIT

AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 1. Will discreetly ascertain if a rock concert is scheduled to be held at the Chrysler Arena, Ann Arbor, in the near future.

2. Will attempt to obtain background information on and advise Bureau and interested offices of pertinent information developed.

3. Will through established sources ascertain if SINCLAIR and LENNON are involved in attempt to cause disruption of the Republican Convention at San Diego, California, in August, 1972.

4. Will advise Alexandria if any of the above information in the body of instant communication is verified in order to assist Alexandria in directing its source.

ALEXANDRIA

AT ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. 1. Will submit LHM regarding the above information.

2. Will maintain contact with source and await results of investigation set forth above.
926 PM URGENT 4-18-72 FPI
TO DIRECTOR
ATT ATT
FROM NEW YORK (102-175319)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON SM-NEW LEFT OONY

ON APRIL EIGHTEEN INSTANT A REPRESENTATIVE OF IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) TWENTY WEST BROADWAY NYC ADVISED THAT SUBJECT AND WIFE YOKO ONO LENNON APPEARED BEFORE SPECIAL INQUIRY OFFICER IRA FIELDSTEEL THIS DATE FOR PURPOSE OF DEPORTATION HEARINGS. THE LENNON'S WERE REPRESENTED BY THEIR ATTORNEY LEON WILDES OF NYC.

MR. WILDES, MADE COMMENTS CONCERNING THE LENNON'S CHILD CUSTODY CASE IN HOUSTON, TEXAS, IN WHICH HE INDICATED THE CHILD HAD BEEN ABDUCTED BY HIS NATURAL FATHER, AND THAT THE LENNON'S WERE ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE CHILD. THE ATTORNEY COMMENTED THAT HIS CLIENT FELT HE WAS BEING DEPORTED DUE TO HIS OUTSPOKEN REMARKS CONCERNING U.S. POLICY IN S.E. ASIA. THE ATTORNEY REQUESTED DELAY TO AS SECURE CHARACTER WITNESSES TO TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF SUBJECT. WILDES READ INTO COURT RECORD WHERE SUBJECT HAD BEEN APPOINTED ONTO THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL FOR DRUG ABUSE AND AS WELL ONTO FACULTY OF NY UNIVERSITY IN NYC.

END PG ONE
SPECIAL INQUIRY OFFICER FIELDSTEEL ADVISED THAT HE WOULD MAKE TIME AVAILABLE TO HEAR CHARACTER WITNESSES AND SET HEARING FOR MAY TWO NEXT.

AFTER SUBJECT LEFT INS HE WAS MET BY GROUP OF EIGHTY FIVE SUPPORTERS INCLUDING BOTH RADIO AND TELEVISION AND PRESS REPRESENTATIVES. LENNON WAS OBSERVED BY A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FBI TO MAKE A PRESS RELEASE IN WHICH HE INFERRED INS WAS ATTEMPTING TO DEPORT HIM DUE TO HIS POLITICAL IDEAS AND PRESENT POLICY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AS TO ALIENS WHO SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION. ADMINISTRATIVE

FEBUAIPTEL APEIL TEN LAST. INS REPRESENTATIVE WAS VINCENT A. SCHIANO CHIEF TRIAL ATTORNEY. SA WHO OBSERVED SUBJECT WAS SA [REDACTED] 67C

FOR INFO OF BUREAU, NYCPD, NARCOTICS DIVISION IS AWARE OF SUBJECTS RECENT USE OF NARCOTICS AND ARE ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN ENOUGH INFO TO ARREST BOTH SUBJECT AND WIFE YOKO BASED ON PD INVESTIGATION. NYO FOLLOWING. P.

END
REGARDING INFORMATION FURNISHED BY SUBJECT'S ATTORNEY TO IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) THAT SUBJECT HAD BEEN APPOINTED TO PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL FOR DRUG ABUSE AND TO FACULTY OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK EXPEDITIOUSLY CONDUCT DISCREET INQUIRIES IN ATTEMPT TO CORROBORATE THIS INFORMATION. WFO CONDUCT INQUIRY ATTEMPT CORROBORATE SUBJECT'S ALLEGED APPOINTMENT PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL FOR DRUG ABUSE, CORRECTLY KNOWN AS NATIONAL COMMISSION ON MARIJUANA AND DRUG ABUSE. RECIPIENTS SUITEL.

NEW YORK ADVISE EXTENT LIVE INFORMANT COVERAGE CONCERNING SUBJECT AND INSURE ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED REGARDING SUBJECT'S USE OF NARCOTICS WHILE IN U.S. IMMEDIATELY DISSEMINATED TO PERTINENT LOCAL AND FEDERAL NARCOTICS OFFICIALS.

NOTE: Subject, former member of Beatles singing group, allegedly in U.S. to assist organizing disruption of Republican National Convention. He is under deportation proceedings and is attempting to delay deportation mainly due to argument that wife, Yoko Ono, should have custody of child currently in U.S. At deportation hearing in New York City 4-18-72 before INS, subject's attorney made statement subject appointed to President's Council for Drug Abuse and to faculty of New York University. Subject illegally in U.S. and New York and WFO should determine immediately whether statements made by subject's attorney are true.

1 - Mr. T. J. Smith (Horne)
2 - Mr. K. Pence
3 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford
John Winston Lennon is a British citizen and former member of the Beatles singing group. Despite his apparent ineligibility for a United States visa due to a conviction in London in 1968 for possession of dangerous drugs, Lennon obtained a visa and entered the United States in 1971. During February, 1972, a confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Lennon had contributed $75,000 to a newly organized New Left group formed to disrupt the Republican National Convention. The visas of Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, expired on February 29, 1972, and since that time Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has been attempting to deport them. During the Lenmons' most recent deportation hearing at INS, New York, New York, on April 18, 1972, their attorney stated that Lennon felt he was being deported due to his outspoken remarks concerning United States policy in Southeast Asia. The attorney requested a delay in order that character witnesses could testify for Lennon, and he then read into the court record that Lennon had been appointed to the President's Council for Drug Abuse (National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse) and to the faculty of New York University, New York, New York.

A second confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Lennon continues to be a heavy user of narcotics. On April 21, 1972, a third confidential source in a position to furnish reliable information advised that there was no information available indicating that...
The Acting Attorney General

Lennon has been appointed to the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse. A fourth confidential source in a position to furnish reliable information advised that Lennon has been offered a teaching position at New York University for the Summer of 1972.

This information is also being furnished to the Honorable H. R. Haldeman, Assistant to the President, at The White House. Pertinent information concerning Lennon is being furnished to the Department of State and INS on a regular basis.

1 - The Deputy Attorney General

1 - Assistant Attorney General

Internal Security Division

NOTE:

Classified "Confidential" since information is contained from

First confidential source is [redacted]
Second confidential source is [redacted]
Third confidential source is [redacted]
Pretext inquiry by WFO with [redacted], National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, Washington, D. C.; and fourth confidential source is [redacted], New York University, New York, New York. (ʌ)

See memorandum R. L. Shackelford to Mr. E. S. Miller, 4/21/72, captioned as above, prepared by RLP:plm.
John Winston Lennon is a British citizen and former member of the Beatles singing group. Despite his apparent ineligibility for a United States visa due to a conviction in London in 1968 for possession of dangerous drugs, Lennon obtained a visa and entered the United States in 1971. During February, 1972, a confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Lennon had contributed $75,000 to a newly organized left wing group formed to disrupt the Republican National Convention.

The visas of Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, expired on February 29, 1972, and since that time Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has been attempting to deport them. During the Lunnon's most recent deportation hearing at INS, New York, New York, on April 18, 1972, their attorney stated that Lennon felt he was being deported due to his outspoken remarks concerning United States policy in Southeast Asia. The attorney requested a delay in order that character witnesses could testify for Lennon, and he then read into the court record that Lennon had been appointed to the President's Council for Drug Abuse (National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse) and to the faculty of New York University.

New York, New York.
A second confidential source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Lennon continues to be a heavy user of narcotics. On April 21, 1972, a third confidential source in a position to furnish reliable information advised that there was no information available indicating that Lennon has been appointed to the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse. A fourth confidential source in a position to furnish reliable information advised that Lennon has been offered a teaching position at New York University for the Summer of 1972.

This information is also being furnished to the Acting Attorney General. Pertinent information concerning Lennon is being furnished to the Department of State and INS on a regular basis.

Sincerely yours,

NOTE:

Classified "Confidential" since information is contained from first confidential source is second confidential source is third confidential source is pretext inquiry by WFO with National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, Washington, D. C.; and fourth confidential source is New York University, New York, New York.

915 PM URGENT 04-21-72 KEH
TO DIRECTOR (100-469910)
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
WASHINGTON FIELD (100-55429)
FROM NEW YORK (100-175319)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - NEW LEFT.

ON APRIL TWENTY ONE, INSTANT, A SOURCE WHO IS IN A
POSITION TO FURNISH RELIABLE INFORMATION ADVISED THAT SUBJECT
HAS BEEN OFFERED A TEACHING POSITION WITH NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
(NYU) DURING THE SUMMER. NYU HAS APPARENTLY SENT SUBJECT A
LETTER REQUESTING HIS AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER REGARDING THE POSITION.
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS PRESUME THAT SUBJECT WILL ACCEPT.

ADMINISTRATIVE-----

REFERENCE BUREAU TELETYPE DATED APRIL TWENTY, LAST.

NYO HAS SEVERAL SOURCES IN A POSITION TO FURNISH INFOR-
MATION ON SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES BUT SOURCES DO NOT HAVE
PERSONAL CONTACT WITH THE SUBJECT.

NYO CONTINUING INVESTIGATION ON SUBJECT. LHM FOLLOWS. EF APR 27 1972

END

JDJ FBI WASH DC

MSG 029 027 028 030 039 07// 041 040 047

CLR

70 MAY 2 1972
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
APR 21 1972
TELETYPE

PROG WT CODE

9:47 AM URGENT 4-21-72 SNA
TO DIRECTOR (100-469910)
NEW YORK (100-175319)
FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (100-55400)  

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM-NEW LEFT.

RE BUREAU TELETYPE APRIL TWENTY INSTANT.
NO NAME INQUIRY THIS DATE AT NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
MARIJUANA AND DRUG ABUSE (NCDA), EIGHT ZERO ONE NINETEENTH
STREET, NORTHWEST, WASHINGTON, D.C. OF  

NCDA, DEVELOPED NO INFORMATION
INDICATING LENNON HAS BEEN APPOINTED TO THE NCDA.
END

KUE FEI WA DC CLR

EX-109

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 2/12/71 BY SM/NS

70 MAY 3 1972

AGENCY: ACNY, CIT, DST, DOD, SER, STATE, CIA

DATE FORW: 4/18/72
NOW FORW:
BY: RUP/WU
Memorandum

TO: Mr. E. S. Miller

FROM: R. L. Shackelford

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SECURITY MATTER - NEW LEFT

PURPOSE: To advise of recent tactics of subject, New Left sympathizer already in U.S. illegally, to avoid deportation from the U.S.

BACKGROUND: Lennon is former member of Beatles singing group in England who, despite clear ineligibility for U.S. visa due to conviction in London in 1968 for possession of dangerous drugs (marijuana), was allowed to re-enter U.S. during 1971 on visitors visa due to unexplained intervention by State Department with Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Visas of Lennon and wife Yoko Ono expired 2-29-72 and since that time INS has been attempting to deport the Lenmons.

On 3-1-72 INS notified Lenmons to be out of U.S. by 3-15-72. On 3-16-72 Lenmons appeared at INS, New York City, for deportation proceedings and, through their attorney, won delay of hearings based on subject's attempt to fight narcotics conviction in England and wife's attempt to regain custody of child who is now living in U.S. On 4-18-72 Lenmons again appeared at INS, New York City, during which appearance attorney

100-469910
Enclosures Lct 4-25-72 ST-114

CONTINUED - OVER

REASON: Classified by: 559-4883 7/11/73
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X

CV 83-1720
Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller  
RE: John Winston Lennon  
100-469910

commented that subject felt he was being deported due to his outspoken remarks regarding U.S. policy in Southeast Asia.  
Attorney requested delay so character witnesses could be introduced to testify on behalf of subject. Attorney also read into court record fact subject had been appointed to the President's Council for Drug Abuse, correct name National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (NCMDA), and to the faculty of New York University, New York City. As a result of these revelations, INS set new hearing date for 5-2-72, and Lennons left INS to be met by throng of supporters and news media reporters who listened to subject's press release implying he was being deported due to his political ideas and policy of the U.S. Government to deport aliens who speak out against the Administration.

OBSERVATIONS:

Irony of subject being appointed to President's Council for Drug Abuse, if true, is overwhelming since subject is currently reported heavy user of narcotics and frequently avoided by even Rennie Davis and Jerry Rubin, convicted Chicago Seven Conspiracy trial defendants, due to his excessive use of narcotics. New York City Police Department currently attempting to develop enough information to arrest both Lennons for narcotics use. WFO has contacted NCMDA under pretext and determined no information available indicating subject has been appointed to NCMDA. New York Office has confirmed that Lennon has been offered teaching position at New York University for Summer of 1972.  
In view of successful delaying tactics to date, there exists real possibility that subject will not be deported from U.S. in near future and possibly not prior to Republican National Convention.  
Subject's activities being closely followed and any information developed indicating violation of Federal laws will be immediately furnished to pertinent agencies in effort to neutralize any disruptive activities of subject. Information developed to date has been furnished as received to INS and State Department. Information has also been furnished Internal Security Division of the Department.

ACTION:

Attached for approval are letters to Honorable H. R. Haldeman at The White House and Acting Attorney General with copies to the Deputy Attorney General and Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division, containing information concerning Lennon.
You were previously advised that both John Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, are in the U.S. and that Lennon is the major financial contributor to the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) which was organized to conduct disruptive demonstrations during the Republican National Convention. EYSIC has been "dying on the vine" due to Lennon's possible deportation which he is fighting in court.

Attached states that Lennon and his wife appeared in New York City Court 5/3/72 to obtain an injunction against deportation proceedings. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) hearing has been delayed until 5-9-72 and the New York City Court granted a visa petition be given to subject and his wife.

INS has advised that British authorities stated that Lennon's narcotics conviction in England is not likely to be overturned. It stated a large volume of mail is being received from both supporters and non-supporters of deportation proceedings. Mayor Lindsay has publicly requested INS stop the deportation proceedings as Lennons are "distinguished artists in the music field and are an asset to U.S.

For information.
MR922 MY CODE
49PM URGENT 5-3-72 PAC
TO DIRECTOR 188-469916
ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FROM NEW YORK 188-175319 2P

Security Matters
JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM DASH REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES

ON MAY SECONd LAST A REPRESENTATIVE OF IMMIGRATION AND
NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) NEW YORK CITY, ADVISED THAT ON
PREVIOUS DAY, MAY FIRST LAST, BOTH LENNON AND WIFE YOKO ONO
APPEARED IN NEW YORK CITY COURT FOR PURPOSE OF OBTAINING
INJUNCTION AGAINST INS DEPORTATION PROCEEDINGS. SCHEDULED
HEARING AT INS WAS DELAYED UNTIL MAY NINE NEXT. NEW YORK COURT
ON MAY TWO LAST GRANTED A VISA PETITION BE GIVEN TO SUBJECT
AND WIFE.

ADMINISTRATIVE
INS REPRESENTATIVE IS VINCENT A. SCHIANO CHIEF TRIAL ATTORNEY
WHO FURTHER ADVISED THAT BRITISH AUTHORITIES HAVE ADVISED THAT
LENNON'S NARCOTICS CONVICTION IN ENGLAND IS NOT LIKELY TO

END PAGE ONE. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
MAY 3 1972

EX-116
REC-35

MAY 10 1972

30
PAGE TWO

BE OVER Turned. SCHIANO FURTHER ADVISED LARGE VOLUME OF MAIL
BEING RECEIVED BY BOTH SUPPORTERS AND NON SUPPORTERS OF DEPORTATION
PROCEEDINGS. MAYOR JOHN LINDSAY, NEW YORK CITY PUBLICLY
REQUEST INS STOP DEPORTATION PROCEEDINGS AS LENNON'S ARE
"DISTINGUISHED ARTIST IN THE MUSIC FIELD AND ARE ASSET
TO US". PENDING.

NEW YORK OFFICE FOLLOWING.

END

AND HOLD
You were previously advised that both John Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, are in the U.S. and that Lennon is the major financial contributor to the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) which was organized to conduct disruptive demonstrations during the Republican National Convention. EYSIC has been "dying on the vine" due to Lennon's possible deportation which he is fighting in court.

Lennon and his wife have been fighting deportation proceedings in New York City. Attached states Lennon and his wife are scheduled for deportation proceedings on 5/17/72 in New York City. INS planning to utilize two key points during the hearing as follows: (1) establish claims by the Lennons that child was abducted by natural father are false; (2) establish that Lennon's claim he earned no income while in U.S. involves fraud. INS plans to request mental examination of both Lennons.

For information.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIC
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAY 16 1972

TELETYP

NR 044 NY CODE
821 PM NITEL 5-16-72 KPR

TO ACTING DIRECTOR (100-469910)
FROM NEW YORK (100-175319) (P)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON. SECURITY MATTER DASH REVOLUTIONARY
ACTIVITIES.
Reference Teletype
Renytel May Three Last.

On May Sixteen Instant, Vincent Schiano, Chief Trial
Attorney, INS, NYC, Advised Subject and Wife, Yoko Ono,
Are Scheduled For Hearing On Deportation Proceedings May
Seventeen Next.

Schiano Advised INS Using Three Key Points For Hearing
Next:

One, Concerning Child Custody Case Of Kyoko Cox, Son
Of Anthony David Cox And Yoko Ono By Previous Marriage.

Lennons Claim Natural Father Abducted Son Shortly After
Court In Houston, Texas, Awarded Lennons Custody With Requirements
Child Be Raised In US. INS Believes Lennons And Cox May Be
End Page One
PAGE TWO

PARTY TO KEEPING CHILD HIDDEN AS TOOL OF DELAYING DEPORTATION HEARINGS. IF FACT ESTABLISHED, INS WILL GO ON PERJURY CHARGES AGAINST LENNONS.

Immigration and Naturalization Service

THREE, INS WILL REQUEST MENTAL EXAMINATION OF LENNONS AT LATER DATE.

END

PLS ACK FOR THREE
ACK FOR THREE TELS
MRF FBI WA DC

T's to Rosen
Miller
Wannall
Shackelford
Recer
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

MAY 18, 1972

WE26 NY CODE

1250 PM URGENT 5-18-72 PAC

TO ACTING DIRECTOR 100-469910

ATT I D

FROM NEW YORK 100-175319 2P

JOHN WINSTON LENNON: SECURITY MATTER DASH REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES. OFFICE OF ORIGIN: NEW YORK.

ON MAY SEVENTEEN, LAST, A REPRESENTATIVE OF IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) ADVISED THAT THE SUBJECT AND HIS WIFE YOKO ONO APPEARED AT INS HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK CITY THAT DATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEPORTATION HEARINGS.

THE CHIEF TRIAL ATTORNEY FOR INS MAINTAINED THAT THE SUBJECT WAS DEPORTABLE FROM THE UNITED STATES DUE TO HIS ONE NINE SIX EIGHT CONVICTON ON NARCOTICS CHARGES IN ENGLAND. YOKO ONO WAS ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP. SUBJECTS ATTORNEY LEON WILDES STATED HE WOULD FILE PETITIONS ON BEHALF OF BOTH THE SUBJECT AND HIS WIFE FOR THEM TO BECOME UNITED STATES CITIZENS.

TO ACTING DIRECTOR 100-469910

END PAGE ONE

100-469910-L3

REC-100

82 MAY 23 1972

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS CONFIDENTIAL

DATE 5/25/72 BY SC/SSM/1NC

MAY 25 1972
SPECIAL INQUIRY OFFICER IRA FIELDSTEEL CONCLUDED THE
HEARINGS AND GAVE INS ATTORNEYS UNTIL JULY ONE NEXT, TO FILE
LEGAL BRIEFS ON THE CASE. FIELDSTEEL COMMENTED LENNONS
APPEALS COULD GO ON FOR YEARS IF THEY SO CHOOSE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

INS REPRESENTATIVE IS VINCENT SCHIANO CHIEF TRIAL ATTORNEY.
ON MAY SIXTEEN, LAST, THIRD
NARCOTICS DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT ADVISED THAT
HIS DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN UNABLE TO MAKE A NARCOTICS CASE ON
THE LENNONS. NYPD CONTINUING. NYO FOLLOWING. NO LHM FOLLOWS.
END
RMS FBI WA DC CLR

PAGE TWO
TO ACTING DIRECTOR (1:02-46990)

DO NOT DELAY ACTIVITIES IN ENGLAND.

ATTENTION:

MAY 25, 1972

I HAVE RECENTLY DISCOVERED THAT YOKO ONO WAS AWARDED CUSTODY OF HER CHILDREN DURING A VISIT TO YOKO ONO'S NATURAL FATHER. ANTHONY DAVID HOOX, HOUSTON COURT HAS GRANTED CUSTODY. NO PROCESS ON HIM.

John Winston Lennon, SM-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES ORIGIN:

TELETYPE

P.S. THIS IS MY CODE.

D.B. MUELLER, P.B. MILLER, M.E. BAXTER, J.G. BATES, M.B. CONRAD, J.M. CURTIS.
NYO IN RECEIPT OF INFORMATION THIS DATE THAT LENNONS
HAVE HIDDEN CHILD AT RESIDENCE OF  IN ATTEMPTS
TO DELAY DEPORTATION.

HE HAS ADVISED THEY WILL FILE PERJURY CHARGES AGAINST
LENNONS IF ESTABLISHED LENNON FURNISHED FALSE INFORMATION
DURING INS HEARING.

LEAD
HOUSTON

AT  CONDUCT APPROPRIATE INVESTIGATION
TO DETERMINE IF KYOKO COX IS AT ABOVE ADDRESS, AND ATTEMPT
TO ESTABLISH IF  IN CONTACT WITH LENNONS IN NYC. SUTEL.

END
TO SACS NEW YORK (100-175319)
HOUSTON
FROM ACTING DIRECTOR FBI (100-469910) 1
1 - Mr. C.W. Bates
(C.A. Nuzum)
1 - Mr. R.L. Shackelford
1 - Mr. R.L. Pence
JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES
RENETEL MAY TWENTY-THREE LAST.
HOUSTON DISREGARD LEAD SET BY NEW YORK IN REFERENCED TELETYPKO
EXCEPT FOR CONTACT WITH ESTABLISHED SOURCES ONLY.

BUREAU FULLY AWARE PROGRESS OF NEW YORK OFFICE IN DEVELOPING
EXCELLENT COVERAGE SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES. HOWEVER, ASPECTS INVESTI-
GATION RELATING TO SUBJECT'S APPEARANCE AT INS HEARINGS AND POSSIBLE
PERJURY INVOLVED IN FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY SUBJECT STRICTLY,
RESPONSIBILITY OF INS. INFORMATION DEVELOPED BY NEW YORK SHOULD BE
IMMEDIATELY, IF NOT ALREADY, FURNISHED TO INS. ALL SUBSEQUENT
INFORMATION DEVELOPED REGARDING SUBJECT'S VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL AND
LOCAL LAWS INCLUDING NARCOTICS OR PERJURY, SHOULD LIKELY BE
DISSEMINATED WITHOUT DELAY TO PERTINENT AGENCIES.

Lennon is former member of Beatles singing group in
England who, despite clear ineligibility for U.S. visa due to
narcotics conviction in England in 1968, was allowed to reenter
U.S. during 1971 on visitors visa. Visas of Lennon and wife, Yoko
Ono, expired 2/72 and since that time Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) has been attempting to deport LENNON. A New York
Office following activities of LENNON closely.
Teletype to New York and Houston  
RE: John Winston Lennon  
100-469910

NOTE CONTINUED:  
sources that Lennon donated $75,000 to organization formed to  
disrupt Republican National Convention. Lennon using delaying  
tactics to avoid deportation claiming that they must locate  
Ole's child by former marriage who was reported abducted by  
natural father Anthony Cox. New York developed information that  
Lennon actually have child hidden at certain residence in Houston  
Division for purpose of delaying deportation. INS considering  
filing perjury charges against Lennon if information can be  
established they furnished false information during hearing. New  
York has set urgent lead for Houston Division to attempt to locate  
Ole's child and attempt to establish if person keeping child is  
in contact with Lennon. Actual location of Ole's child and  
subsequent prosecution for perjury in this instance is responsibility  
of INS and Houston being instructed to disregard lead except  
for contact with established sources only. In view of possible  
court proceedings, active investigation by FBI in this area could  
result in FBI Agents testifying which would not be in Bureau's  
best interest and would result in considerable adverse publicity.
To:      ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)  
From:   SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319) (P)  
Subject: JOHN WINSTON LENNON  
SM-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES (00:NY)  

Re: Butel and Houston teletype both dated 5/24/72.

On 5/25/72, Mr. VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, NYC, advised that his agency is in receipt of a letter from dating 5/19/72, which states the following:

"I can no longer remain silent, I know the whereabouts of KYOKO COX, and I wish to be of assistance. I am willing to help..."

The letter was signed SCHIANO advised that he will contact his headquarters in Washington this date and advise the appropriate official, Mr. CARL BURROWS, who is in charge of INS Investigation of the above information. He will request INS officials in Texas to contact concerning her letter.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBY IS CONFIDENTIAL.

Date 2/12/71 B/524/5am/nc

May 27 1972
SCHIANO also advised that he has considered requesting INS to place the subject and YOKO ONO on bond pending the outcome of their deportation proceedings and to restrict their travel. He has received information that the LENNONs are planning a large rock concert in Miami during the Conventions and that the rock concert was to be held in front of the Convention Hall.

The above information is being furnished in view of possibility ... may contact the Houston Office. Name should be appropriately indexed.
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION.

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES.

RE NYTEL MAY TWENTY-THREE LAST AND BUREAU TEL MAY TWENTY-FOUR INSTANT.

MAY 24, 1972

MAY 30, 1972

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 3/19/71 BY 5/10/71
IN VIEW OF INSTRUCTIONS IN REBUTEL, NO FURTHER INQUIRY BEING MADE BY HOUSTON DIVISION.

END

KJB FBI WA DC CLXX REC THREE TELS
CLR
FBI

Date: 6/5/72

Transmit the following in

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469901)
(100-469601)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (100-MEW) (P)
(80-1353) (P)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES
(00: NEW YORK)

MIDEM

Re New York airtel to the Bureau dated 5/25/72,
under first caption above.

New York airtel indicated information was received
from VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, New York
City, on 5/25/72, to the effect that he had received infor-
mation that subject LENNON and his wife, YOKO ONO, are
planning a large rock concert in Miami during the conventions
and that the rock concert was to be held in front of the
convention hall.

LEAD

NEW YORK

4 - Bureau (RM)
(2 - 100-469901)
(2 - 100-469601)
2 - New York (RM) (100-175319)
3 - Miami
(2 - 100-MEW)
(1 - 80-1353)

JCB:nly
(9)
At New York, New York

Will re-contact Attorney SCHIANO for source and accuracy of above information. New York thereafter requested to place this information in LHM form under caption Demonstrations at Democratic and Republican National Conventions.
Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319) (P)
SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - REVACT
(00: NY)
MIREP

ReNYairtel, dated 5/25/72, and Miami airatel, dated 6/5/72,
attached are 5 copies for the Bureau, and seven copies for Miami, of an LHM
dated and captioned as above.

Miami should note that LENNON is reportedly a
"heavy user of narcotics" known as "downers". This in-
formation should be emphasized to local Law Enforcement
Agencies covering MIREP, with regards to subject being
arrested if at all possible on possession of narcotics
charge.

Local INS has very loose case in NY for de-
porting subject on narcotics charge involving 1968 arrest
in England.

INS has stressed to Bureau that if LENNON were
to be arrested in US for possession of narcotics he would
become more likely to be immediately deportable.

[Redacted]
Captioned LHM is classified "Confidential" because it contains information furnished by Confidential Sources through who are of continuing value, the unauthorized disclosure of which information would tend to identify them and thus be prejudicial to the national defense interest of the US. LHM is so classified by SA.
On January 21, 1972, a group of individuals calling themselves the Allamuchy Tribe were advised to open an office in New York City within the next two weeks. The leaders of the tribe were Rennard Cordon Davis and Stewart Albert.

Lennon, who was formerly associated with the Beatles music group reportedly donated $75,000 dollars to the tribe. The main purpose of the group was to coordinate New Left Movement activities during this election year to culminate with demonstrations at the Republican National Convention during August, 1972.

Rennard Cordon Davis is a convicted defendant of the so-called Conspiracy Seven Trial, at Chicago, Illinois, in the period September, 1969 through February, 1970, involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Laws.

Stewart Albert, on April 25, 1966, advised that Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966, at Berkeley, California along with other members of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.
John Winston Lennon

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for following the Chinese communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tung thought.

On March 10, 1972, the first source advised that the Allamuchy Tribe which had changed its name to the Election Year Strategy Information Center had ceased functioning.

During February, 1972, [redacted] advised that Rennard Davis, Stewart Albert, and John Lennon are heavy users of narcotics. Source advised that Davis is apparently at odds with Lennon due to Lennon's excessive use of drugs.

On May 17, 1972, Mr. Vincent Schiano, Chief Trial Attorney, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), New York City advised that Lennon and his wife Yoko Ono appeared at INS Headquarters in New York City on that date for the purpose of deportation hearings. INS maintains that Lennon is deportable from the United States due to his failure to "timely renew his visitors visa", which expired during February, 1972, and in particular, his 1968 Narcotics conviction in England.

On July 27, 1972, Mr. Anthony DiVito, Attorney, INS, New York City advised that INS is still in the exchange of briefs stage with Lennon's Attorney and no definite decision has been reached as to when Lennon will be deported.

Attached is a memorandum, including descriptive data and photograph of Lennon.
John Winston Lennon

John Winston Lennon, a former member of the Beatles Rock Music Group is presently the subject of deportation hearing by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Lennon is described as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>John Winston Lennon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race:</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth:</td>
<td>October 9, 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Birth:</td>
<td>Liverpool, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair:</td>
<td>Brown to Blond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>160 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td>Approximately six feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build:</td>
<td>Slender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality:</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Residence:</td>
<td>105 Bank Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrest Record:</td>
<td>1968 Narcotics Arrest, in England for Possession of Dangerous Drugs (Cannabis) Pled Guilty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
July 27, 1972

Title John Winston Lennon

Character Security Matter - Revolutionary Activity

Reference is made to letterhead memorandum, dated and captioned as above at New York.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
TO: ACTING DIRECTOR (100-469910)
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (100-16733) (P)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - RA
(OO: NEW YORK)

MIREP

Re Miami airtel to Bureau, 6/5/72.

The New York Office is requested to furnish any results regarding the information set forth in referenced airtel obtained to date to the Bureau and Miami in a form suitable for dissemination under caption "Demonstrations At Democratic and Republican National Conventions", with a copy for Miami file 100-16733.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 7/1/72

RECEIVED: 4 - Bureau (2-100-469910) (RM)
2 - New York (100-175314) (RM)
2 - Miami (1-100-16733)
(1-80-1374)

WED/tp

70 AUG 18 1972

Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge

☆ U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971-418-136
TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319) (P*)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM-REVACT (OO: NY)

DATE: 8/30/72

REFERENCED COMMUNICATIONS SET FORTH BACKGROUND INFORMATION AS REQUESTED BY MIAMI IN VIEW OF MIREP ACTIVITIES IN THAT CITY, AUGUST 21-24, 1972.

Case Agent traveled to Miami as a member of the Weatherman Task Group (WTG). The subject was not observed by the case agent and based on informant coverage it is believed that the subject did not travel to Miami for the Republican National Convention as he had previously planned.

On August 28, 1972, Mr. VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, NYC, advised that no information has come to his attention to indicate the subject traveled to Miami.

For the past several months there has been no information received to indicate that the subject is active in the New Left.

Sources; all advised during the month of July, 1972, that the subject has fallen out of the favor of activist JERRY RUBIN, STEWART ALBERT, and RENNIE DAVIS, due to subject's lack of interest in committing himself to involvement in anti-war and New Left activities.

In view of this information the New York Division is placing this case in a pending inactive status. When information concerning subject's tentative deportation is received such information will be sent to the Bureau.

RE: Bureau (RM)
1-New York

CJL:jas (3)
54 SEP 1972

CLASSIFIED EXCEPT AS REASON PER IN 1-2-11
DATE OF REVIEW 5/28/72

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
To: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-46920)
From: SAC, MIAMI (100-16733) (P)
Subject: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES
(00: NEW YORK)


Copies of referenced LHM were disseminated to the Miami Beach Police Department in connection with the dissemination program in the MIDEM case. The Miami Beach Police Department and other local authorities have furnished no information to indicate the presence of the subject in Miami Beach, Florida, at any time during the summer of 1972.

The following informants were alerted concerning the subject but were unable to furnish information which would indicate his presence in Miami Beach:  

On 8/22/72 and 8/23/72 approximately 1,200 individuals were arrested in Miami Beach by local authorities during protest demonstrations against the Republican National Convention. The records relating to these arrests were photographed by the Miami Office and the film is currently being processed by the FBI Laboratory. When the arrest records become available, they will be reviewed.
MM 100-16733

to determine whether subject may have been arrested
during the above conventions.
Memorandum

TO: Acting Director, FBI
FROM: Legat, London (105-5492) (P)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM -NEW LEFT

00 - NYC

Enclosed are 2 copies of a self-explanatory classified Secret.

Bureau is requested to have the NYO fully identify the International Committee for John and Yoko.

Incorporate results in LHM.

DATE: 9/12/72

REASON: 1.5 (d) (6)

CLASSIFIED DECISIONS FINALIZED BY DEPARTMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE (DRG)
DATE: 12/16/71

CLASSIFIED BY: SSA-5665-60/JS
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X6

REASONS:

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
AND FIELD OFFICES
ADVISED OF FINDINGS
SLIP(S) OF

CLASSIFICATION

DATE: 3/17/72

REASONS:

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
AND FIELD OFFICES
ADVISED OF FINDINGS
SLIP(S) OF

CLASSIFICATION

DATE: 3/17/72

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MEMORANDUM IS UNCLASSIFIED, EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

By U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
MEMORANDUM

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (100-16733) (RUC)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - RA
(OC: New York)

Re Miami letter to Bureau, 9-28-72.

A review of records relating to the individuals arrested in Miami Beach, Florida, on 8/22 and 23/72, in connection with protest demonstrations against the Republican National Convention, failed to reflect that the subject was one of those arrested.

Inasmuch as there is no indication that the subject ever appeared in Miami Beach during either of the national political conventions in July and August, 1972, no further investigation is being conducted by Miami.

2-Bureau (RM)
2-New York (100-175319) (RM)
1-Miami
WED/AL

(5)

BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS REGULARLY ON THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 2/19/82 

DAY 1D

NY. YORK (UPI) — FORMER BEATLE JOHN LENNON, FIGHTING A 1972 
DEPORTATION ORDER, HAS FILED SUIT AGAINST THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, 
CHARGING THEY SINGLED HIM OUT FOR "IMPROPER SELECTIVE PROSECUTION.
LEON ILDES, LENNON'S ATTORNEY, SAID MONDAY HE HAS DOCUMENTS 
SHOWING LENNON'S DEPORTATION AS ORDERED FROM "WASHINGTON BECAUSE OF 
HIGH PLANS TO DISRUPT THE 1972 REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION.

KONFERENCE HE MADE THE DECISION TO PROCEED AGAINST LENNON HIMSELF.
"CONDUIT" FOR INSTRUCTIONS FROM "WASHINGTON, WHICH HE UNDERSTOOD TO 
MEAN THAT "WE WERE NOT TO GIVE THIS MAN A BREAK.

KONFERENCE, ILDES SAID.

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST LENNON, BEGIN IN MARCH 1972 WHEN HE WAS 
CHARGED WITH OVERSTAYING HIS VISA, ARE STILL PENDING. PROSECUTORS 
CITED A 1968 BRITISH CONVICTION FOR MARIJUANA POSSESSION AS THE BASIS 
FOR DENYING HIS PERMANENT RESIDENCE.

ILDES SAID SEN. STROM THURMOND, R-S.C. SENT A LETTER TO MITCHELL 
"THIS APPEARS TO ME TO BE AN IMPORTANT MATTER, AND I THINK IT 
WOULD BE WELL TO BE CONSIDERED AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL ... AS I CAN 
SEE LAVY HEADACHES MIGHT BE AVOIDED IF AN APPROPRIATE ACTION IS 
TAKEN IN TIME," ILDES QUOTED THURMOND'S LETTER AS SAYING.

ILDES SAID OTHER DOCUMENTS SHOW KLEINDIENST SENT THE MEMO TO 
INSTRUCTED SUBORDINATES IN NEW YORK TO SEEK DEPORTATION OF LENNON AND 
RICHARD KLEINDIENST, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL AT THE TIME AND 
MITCHELL'S SUCCESSOR, AND "VARIOUS IMMIGRATION OFFICERS.

NOT RECORDED

7 SEP 2 1975

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE
NEW YORK (UPI) -- AN ATTORNEY FOR FORMER BEATLE JOHN LENNON SAID
MONDAY THAT HE HAS FILED SUIT AGAINST FORMER U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL
JOHN N. MITCHELL AND OTHERS CHARGING THEM WITH "IMPROPER SELECTIVE
PROSECUTION" IN SEEKING TO DEPORT LENNON IN 1972.

THE ATTORNEY, LEON WILDES, SAID THAT IN ADDITION TO MITCHELL, THE
DEFENDANTS IN THE FEDERAL SUIT INCLUDE THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE, FORMER DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL RICHARD G. KLEINDIENST AND
"VARIOUS IMMIGRATION OFFICERS."

THE CASE IS BEFORE JUDGE RICHARD OVEN IN MANHATTAN FEDERAL COURT.
DEPORTATION PROCEEDINGS AGAINST LENNON WERE STARTED IN NEW YORK IN
MARCH 1972. HE WAS CHARGED WITH OVERSTAYING HIS U.S. VISA, AND
PROSECUTORS CITED A 1968 BRITISH CONVICTION FOR MARIJUANA POSSESSION
AS THE REASON FOR DENYING HIM PERMANENT RESIDENCE.

AT A NEWS CONFERENCE IN 1973, NEW YORK IMMIGRATION DIRECTOR SOL
MARKS SAID IT WAS HE WHO MADE THE DECISION TO PROCEED AGAINST LENNON
WILDES SAID IN A STATEMENT THAT HE HAS OBTAINED DOCUMENTS SHOWING
THAT LENNON'S DEPORTATION WAS ORDERED FROM WASHINGTON ON THE STRENGTH
OF A SENATE INVESTIGATIVE REPORT WHICH SOUGHT TO LINK THE SINGER WITH
A PLAN TO DISRUPT THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION IN 1972.

UPI 06-16 08:47 FED
TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING IN

(TYPE IN PLAINTEXT OR CODE)

VIA

AIRTEL

(PRIORITY)

TO:  ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319)(c)

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON

SM - RA

(00:NY)

Re: Legat, London letter, 9/12/72; NYlet, 8/30/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of an ILMcaptioned "International Committee for John and Yoko," dated as above. [Appropriate copies should be made available to Legat, London, as per their request/25.(u)]

In view of the subject's inactivity in Revolutionary Activities and his seemingly rejection by NY Radicals, captioned case is being closed in the NY Division.

In event other information comes to New York's attention indicating subject is active with Revolutionary groups, the case will be re-opened at that time and the Bureau advised accordingly.

The Special Agent of the FBI who contacted INS was SA

G - Bureau (RM) (Encls. 10)

1 - New York

CJL:eps

(4)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

DEPT. OF JUSTICE
FBI

INFORMATION

CONFIDENTIAL

MDO

11 DEC 11 1972

RECV: 700-469910-24

REC 72

DATE 3:12:81

NY 100-175319

Sources referred to in LHM are:

b2
b7D
(b) b1
(b) b1
On December 8, 1972, Mr. Vincent Schiano, Chief Trial Attorney, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), 20 West Broadway, New York City, New York, advised a representative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that the "International Committee for John and Yoko," has been established to campaign for John Winston Lennon and Yoko Ono Lennon who are currently appealing their deportation case in the United States.

John Winston Lennon

On February 2, 1972, Mr. Raymond Connley, INS, New York City, advised that Lennon, Alien Registration Number A-17597321, first arrived in the United States through New York City on August 11, 1968, under a B-2 visitors visa. He subsequently departed the United States and re-entered in 1971. Lennon is married to Yoko Ono Lennon, Alien Registration Number A-19469154. They both entered the United States together on August 13, 1971, and their visas were due to expire on February 29, 1972.
International Committee for
John and Yoko

Mr. Schiano advised that the International Committee for John and Yoko is located at Number One White Street, New York City, and in addition he understands they use Post Office Box 693 Radio City Station, New York City.

Mr. Schiano further advised that the Lennons deportation is still being appealed by their attorney.

During the months of September, October, and November, 1972, sources of the FBI who are familiar with Revolutionary Type Activities in the New York City area could not furnish additional information concerning this organization or the Lennon's activities.
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FBI/DO
Memorandum

TO: Director, FBI (100-469910)

FROM: John Winston Ono-Lennon (105-5492) (RUC)

SUBJECT: IS - GREAT BRITAIN

Enclosed are 2 copies of:

- LHM Communication dated 7/23/76, with enclosure classified CONFIDENTIAL. X Conceal source.

Source of information or communication:

Investigation requested, report results in form suitable for dissemination.

APPROPRIATE DIVISIONS AND DEPARTMENTS TO BE作った:

- Bureau (Encs. - 4)
- London Foreign Liaison Unit
- Passport files, Department of State.

DATE: 7/27/76

Copy to: NY (10101)

58 SEP 1976
Chief, Visa Unit
American Embassy

Subject: John Winston One - IV 00034
Adjustment of Status Applicant

Please refer to the attached application for adjustment of status pertaining to the above applicant.

According to information available to this office, Headquarters in Washington D.C., has information concerning the above individual.

Please let me know the decision in the cases which involve the issuance of a visa.

Cordially,

Tom Blackshear

Encl: (1)

cc: Legal Attache w/att.

William M. McGhee
**Applicant's Residence Last Five Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREET AND NUMBER</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>PROVINCE OR STATE</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Present Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 W. 72nd Street</td>
<td>N.Y.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 Bank Street</td>
<td>N.Y.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Regis Hotel</td>
<td>N.Y.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tittenhurst, London Rd</td>
<td>Ascot</td>
<td>Berkshire</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applicant's Last Address Outside the United States of More Than One Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREET AND NUMBER</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>PROVINCE OR STATE</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper West Side</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applicant's Employment Last Five Years**

- Full Name and Address of Employer: *(self employed artist)*
- Occupation: (past five years)

---

**Applicant:**

- **Be sure to put your name and Alien Registration Number in the box outlined by heavy border below.**

- **Complete this box (Family name):** Lennon
- **(Given name):** John
- **(Middle name):** Winston
- **(Surname):** Ono
- **Alien Registration Number:** A17 597 321

---

**Other Information:**

- **Form G-325A**
- **Reclassified by:** [Redacted]
- **Date:** 2/24/76
- **Office Code:** [Redacted]
- **Date:** 4/24/76
- **Office Code:** [Redacted]
- **Date:** 6/17/76

---

**Signature of Applicant or Petitioner:** 

- **Date:** 3/31/76

---

**Additional Information:**

- **Severe Penalties:** Provided by law for knowingly and willfully falsifying or concealing a material fact.
- **Are all copies legible?** Yes

---

**Background:**

- **John Lennon** was born on 9/10/40 in Liverpool, England.
- He was of British nationality.
- On 3/20/69, he married **Yoko Ono** in Tokyo, Japan.
RIDER TO FORM G-325A

RE: JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON
Social Security #127-52-158?

Self-employment was in connection with the following corporations:

Apple Corps, Limited
Maclen (Music) Limited
Lennon Productions Limited
Bag Productions, Limited
Joko Films, Limited
Ono Music, Limited
Subafilms, Limited
Apple Films, Limited
Apple Publishing, Limited
The Beatles, Limited

Lennon Productions, Inc.
Joko Films, Inc.
Bag Music Productions, Inc.
Yoko Ono Projects, Inc.
Ono Music, Inc.

JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON

DECLASSIFIED BY STATE JUDICIAL ORDER, JFF.
ON DATE: 1/17/67

100-46,9910-26
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TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (62-112678)
FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-61875)
SUBJECT: RAINBOW PEOPLE'S PARTY
(formerly the White Panther Party)
IS - WPP

OO: DETROIT

Enclosed for Detroit is a xerographed copy of the May 19, 1972 issue of "GRASS ROOTS", self described as the National Publication of the People's Party, which has its National Office at 1401 M Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. Enclosed item was xerographed from a copy made available by...

Although enclosed item undoubtedly received wide distribution and needs no classification, any mention that it was received by...

Enclosed item, on pages 10 through 13 sets forth an article by LOWELL YOUNG, captioned: "A TIME OF TRIAL FOR THE PEOPLE'S PARTY", in which he deplorates the fact that some potential and actual supporters of the People's Party have decided to support McGovern's candidacy. LOWELL spends some time discussing the captioned organization and its having united with the Youth International Party and deplorates the fact that "ABBIE HOFFMAN, JERRY RUBIN, JOHN SINCLAIR, GENTE PLAMONDON" and the entire Rainbow People's Party of Michigan have come out in support of George McGovern's candidacy. YOUNG's article appears to be of interest and is set out in xerox form as the following four pages of instant letter.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT AS NOTED OTHERWISE.

DECLASSIFIED ON 4-22-84
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(1)
A TIME OF TRIAL FOR THE PEOPLE'S PARTY

By Lowell Young

"My candidacy is the only way to avoid a fourth party on the left in 1972." — George McGovern

The George McGovern candidacy for the Democratic nomination for President has been transformed from an invisible campaign supported by only a faithful few into a lavishly financed campaign of a front-runner. From the beginning, McGovern's campaign has been an attempt to co-opt a fourth party on the left by adopting the left's issues and rhetoric as his own. His initial strong stands in opposition to the war and in favor of amnesty for all draft evaders and exiles, legalization of marijuana, abortion on demand, and the shifting of the burden of taxation from the poor and the working class onto the shoulders of the super-rich and the corporations were all designed to rally all possible fourth party constituents to his cause. And, for the moment, he has partially succeeded.

Recently, Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, John Sinclair, Gene Plamondon, and the entire Rainbow People's Party of Michigan have come out in support of George McGovern's candidacy. Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin founded the Youth International Party (YIP) in 1967. Their perfection of the use of guerrilla theater was designed to gain media attention in order to try to educate the American people about the hypocrisies of the present system.

To strengthen their organization and broaden their base of support, they united YIP with the Michigan based White Panther Party. The White Panther Party was founded by John Sinclair and "Pun" Plamondon with the intention of it becoming...
the white counterpart of the Black Panther Party. But, that never came to be due to the different forms of oppression the different constituencies of the Black and White Panther Parties are subjected to. Black people are oppressed racially and materially; so the ten-point program of the Black Panther Party related to those forms of political oppression by making political demands for "land, bread, housing, clothing, education, justice, and peace." The white people Sinclair and Plamondon were attempting to organize were primarily culture-oriented; so the ten-point program of the White Panther Party related primarily to their cultural oppression by demanding an open society where free dope, free sex, and free rock music abounded. (They did make political references as well, the principle ones being the right of armed self-defense and complete support for the ten-point program of the Black Panther Party.)

While their followers were primarily culturally oriented, Sinclair and Plamondon were themselves very political. They were thought to believe that the perverted system of values in this country was a direct outgrowth of the undemocratic political system and the competitive economic system. By primarily relating to their followers' cultural oppression now, they supposedly hoped to educate them to the system's role in that oppression later. They were therefore viewed as very dangerous by the power structure and were moved against. Plamondon was framed on a charge of attempting to blow-up a Federal Building in Ann Arbor and is still in jail today. Sinclair was given a ten year jail sentence for possessing two joints and wasn't released until early this Spring.

The Rainbow People's Party was founded by Sinclair as the successor to the White Panther Party. It concentrated its efforts on local community organizing in the Ann Arbor area and linked-up with the state-wide Human Rights Party. Five Rainbow candidates, including "Pun" Plamondon's wife Genie, ran for Ann Arbor city council seats in April under the Human Rights Party banner. Part of the agreement between the two parties was that neither would support any Democratic candidates. But, two weeks after two of their candidates got elected, Sinclair, Genie Plamondon, and the rest of the Rainbow Party broke the agreement and announced their support for George McGovern.
But they are not alone. Such "radical" entertainers as Joan Baez and John Lennon have also come out in support of McGovern. Also, Gore Vidal, Secretary of State in the People's Party Shadow Cabinet, and an individual with the means to provide the party with much needed economic assistance, never came across with a cent and at the May 4th Moratorium rally in New York City announced his support for George McGovern.

The defections by potential members and, worse yet, by people within the party itself, makes this a period of extreme darkness for the People's Party. But, that proverbial light at the end of the tunnel is coming into view; and the reason is George McGovern himself.

As his chances of getting the nomination have become better, McGovern has found it necessary to broaden his base of support by moving to the right. He is making an attempt to win over the reactionary labor leaders currently in the Humphrey camp. He is talking more about the economic issues relevant to George Wallace's alienated constituency than about the political or cultural issues relevant to his own alienated constituency.

George McGovern has a history of backing off on strong stands he might initially take. He initially agreed to introduce a bill on the floor of the Senate calling for Statehood for the Colony of Columbia, but at the last moment changed his mind, much to the embarrassment and anger of Julius Hobson and the D.C. Statehood Party. He initially agreed to run a slate of delegates in Chicago as a challenge to Mayor Daley in the Illinois Primary, but, after a twenty minute talk in the Mayor's office, agreed not to challenge Daley, much to the chagrin of his Chicago supporters. During the recent Nebraska primary, McGovern was accused of harboring "radical" views regarding the issues of marijuana, amnesty, and abortion. He immediately changed his previously stated positions. Now, he is opposed to the legalization of marijuana, says that abortion is a matter for the states to deal with, and that all draft evading cases should be dealt with on an individual basis.
"Radicals" who support George McGovern do not have a clear understanding of the true nature of this society and the ruling system responsible for the current oppressive conditions. We in the People's Party have a general understanding of the problem, but by no means do we possess a specific or a clearly thought out understanding to the point that we can serve as that force which will educate and awaken the unconscious and mislead (by McGovern on down) masses of the American people.

In order to develop that specific and clearly thought out understanding, we must turn our energies inward - i.e., concentrate on educating those of us already committed to building the People's Party so that we can begin to make crystal clear the differences between what we must advocate and the "New Populism" of George McGovern and the left-wing of the Democratic Party. They advocate reforming the present capitalist system; we must advocate replacing the present capitalist system with Socialism. But, in order to talk about Socialism to others, we must first have a complete understanding of Socialism ourselves.

Our attempts at recruitment should center upon those groups and individuals politically educated enough to contribute to this period of internal development. This doesn't mean that we should be closed to those who through their own bitter experience decide that they should join the party. In the immediate future, as McGovern's move to the right - and thus his duplicity - becomes more blatant, the People's Party can expect an influx of McGovern's more radical supporters, including, hopefully, all those mentioned above. The doors should and will be open to them.

The further one looks into the future the brighter that light at the end of the darkness becomes. If McGovern gets the nomination, wins the election, and then proceeds to carry on Johnson's and Nixon's policies (since he can't do any different because of the nature of the system); then for many millions of the American people that will be it. They will be through with the Democratic Party and the capitalist system, and they will turn to the only mass-based, independent political party calling for Socialism: the People's Party!
Lennon Is Given 60 Days to Leave

The Justice Department announced yesterday that John Lennon, the former Beatle, has been given 60 days to leave the country or be forcibly deported. The order is based on a decision reached by the Board of Immigration Appeals on July 10, and Mr. Lennon's departure deadline is retroactive to that date.

Mr. Lennon, who has been living in New York and other American cities since 1971, has fought lengthy and costly legal battles through the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Federal Courts to have his visa extended.

Extensions have been denied because he pleaded guilty in Britain in 1968 to a charge of possession of marijuana. In his appeals of earlier denials of extensions Mr. Lennon contended the marijuana had been planted in his home and he had pleaded guilty to the possession charge only to spare his former wife, then pregnant, the ordeal of a court appearance.

A spokesman for Mr. Lennon's lawyer said that "workout avenues for appealing the order are being explored."
FBI

Date: 1/11/69

Transmit the following in
-Type in plaintext or code-

Via AIRTTEL
-(Priority)-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-19899) (C)

SUBJECT: DEMONSTRATION
UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
JANUARY 9, 1969

STAG

Re NH teletypes, 1/9/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an
LHM in captioned matter.

Information was furnished to the following
agencies: USA, Hartford, Conn.; 108th MI Group, Hartford,

SEC. SER.; RAO (152)/15, 15
DATE FORWARD: 1/15/69
HOW FORWARD: J/5
BY: Bacid

ENCLOSURE

REC 39. 62-112228-32-5
17 JAN 14 1969

IN TL SEC.

3 - Bureau (Encs. 10)
1 - New Haven
JAD/Jbm
(4)

C. C. Bishop

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN THIS DOCUMENT
DATE 6-1-69 BY 1678RF100m

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per

56 JAN 27 1969

93
University of Hartford, 200 Bloomfield Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut, advised on January 9, 1969, that a group of students were planning a march from the university campus center to the administration building on January 9, 1969.

The march was to demonstrate the protest of the students over the suspension of the campus newspaper, "The UH News, Liberated Press." The press was suspended by Dean of Student Relations, EUGENE T. SWEENEY, on Wednesday, January 8, 1969, after publication of nude photographs, front and back, of Beatle JOHN LENNON holding hands with his girlfriend YOKO ONO.

advised no march took place but a standing room only rally concerning the issue was held in the campus center on January 9, 1969. Present at this rally were about 200 students and five faculty members. Both the students and faculty asked and answered questions concerning the suspension and other matters which they felt should be aired at this time.

The faculty felt that guidelines should be drawn for journalistic good taste, but the students refused to agree to this. When the authorities stated that no more money was to be allocated for the publication of the paper, the students stated they had been given $2,000 previously from student government funds and additional papers would be printed.

A suggestion was made for a poll to be taken of students, faculty, and alumni concerning the paper, but the faculty did not agree with this.
DEMONSTRATION
UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
January 9, 1969

It was decided before the end of the meeting that there would be no march or further demonstration.
This will confirm conversation on March 7, 1969, between Mr. Robert Mahony and Special Agent Charles R. McKinnon of this Bureau.

Mr. Mahony was advised that this Bureau has received a communication from Congressman Ancher Nelsen of Minnesota forwarding a letter sent to him from an employee of the Minnesota Bureau of Narcotics, which has observed the cover of a phonographic album by John Lennon. This album, according to the letter, contains a nude photograph of Lennon and Yoka One. Mr. Mahony is concerned with the effect such a photograph may have on the youth in this country and requested to know what can be done to keep this photograph out of the hands of the American public.

Mr. Mahony advised he is familiar with the phonographic album by John Lennon, which cover contains the nude photograph of Lennon and Yoka One. He advised that the photograph does not meet the existing criteria of obscenity from a legal standpoint and is not a violation of the Interstate Transportation of Obscene Matter Statute. Congressman Nelsen was so advised.

See letter to Congressman Ancher Nelsen dated 3/10/69.
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

March 5, 1969

Congressional Liaison
F.B.I.

Sir:

The attached communication is sent for your consideration. Please investigate the statements contained therein and forward me the necessary information for reply, returning the enclosed correspondence with your answer.

Yours truly,

Congressman Ancher Nelsen
2329 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C.

Attn: Miss Olsen

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNSCRIPTIFIED
DUE 4-3-69 BY 1672 REP. Hugh

Ack: 3-10-69
CRIM:
Congressman Ancer Nelson

Dear Ancers,

Yesterday I received an album at our Government Office which came to me because I am in charge of the... which...

It is the latest album of John Lennon of the Beatles and his latest flame Yoko One. The cover of the album was a photograph of Lennon and Ono completely nude; and believe me they didn't hide a thing. It is now being sold to our young people on the record stands. Mr. Nelson, it is the most discolored and vulgar display of garbage I have ever seen in my life.

Isn't there some way we can get this album off the market?? It has to be sent in the mail to the stores which in turn sell it to the kids. It does have an envelope over the picture when bought in the stores, so it is also fraudulent advertising. Most of the store managers do not know this picture is on the cover because of the envelope. I am at this time trying to get ahold of all of the local merchants carrying this album and filling them in on what is really on this album.

You ask why the youth of today are like they are....this is one of the prime reasons. Ancers, I say to you, this has to stop....and I mean now!! Please write me as soon as you receive this letter and tell me what we can do to get this trash off our youth market.

Respectfully yours,

[Signature]
March 10, 1969

1 - Mr. McKinnon

Honorable Ancher Nelsen
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

My dear Congressman:

I have received your communication dated March 5, 1969, along with its enclosure, a letter to you dated January 31, 1969, from Mr. McKinnon.

A representative of the Department of Justice has advised me that he is familiar with the photograph contained on the cover of an album by John Lennon. He stated that no violation with regard to obscenity exists concerning this photograph as it does not meet the criteria of obscenity from a legal standpoint.

Your bringing this to my attention is indeed appreciated.

I am returning Mr. McKinnon's letter to you as requested.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

Enclosure

NOTE TO SAC, MINNEAPOLIS:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter dated 1-31-69, from Mr. McKinnon to Congressman Ancher Nelsen for your information.

CRM:erg (5)

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
NOTE:

By communication 3/5/69, Congressman Ancher Nelsen (Rep. - Minnesota) forwarded a letter sent to him from an individual stated he is an employee of a store in Minnesota. The letter stated the latest album of John Lennon of the Beatles contains a cover of Lennon and "his latest flame" Yoko One which depicts both completely nude.

Attorney Robert Mahony has previously reviewed the photograph contained on this record album and advised that it does not meet the criteria of obscenity from a legal standpoint. This is being confirmed in writing. We have had limited but cordial relations with Congressman Nelsen.
Memorandum

TO       Mr. Bishop
FROM    M. A. Jones

SUBJECT: CONGRESSMAN CHARLES E. BENNETT (D - FLORIDA) REQUEST FOR INFORMATION REGARDING PROPOSED LEGISLATION PROHIBITING THE DISSEMINATION OF OBSCENE MATERIAL TO MINORS

DATE: 3-20-69

By letter dated March 17th, Congressman Bennett sent a copy of H.R. 5171, which is legislation he has introduced to prohibit the dissemination of obscene material to minors. Congressman Bennett pointed out that his bill is patterned after a New York State statute which has been upheld by the Supreme Court. He also sent a copy of two other identical bills, H.R. 6186 and H.R. 7167. In his letter, Congressman Bennett requested "any information you can provide me to back up this bill." By letter of March 18th, Congressman Bennett followed up his previous letter with a request for "evidence," which would show that the rise in crime or the rise of sex crimes is attributable to pornography. He also asked if we can show that a substantial number of criminals have been exposed to pornography. He also asked if we know of any articles or research which would demonstrate a clear need for such a law as he proposes.

We have had cordial relations with Congressman Bennett over the past several years.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Director restrict our assistance in this matter to provide Congressman Bennett with appropriate reprint material, and that attached letter to this effect be sent.

Enclosures:
1 - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Rosen - Enclosure

SIGNED: REC 43

[Date: 3-21-69]
TO: Special Investigative Division

FROM: [Markets Intelligence] [General Investigative] [Special Investigative]

REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of request: 9/24/73
Requesting Agent: [Redacted]

Please complete following and return one copy to:

Organized Crime Section

Domestic Intelligence
General Investigative
Special Investigative

NAMES TO BE SEARCHED

Known Aliases

Vince (Vincent) Gio Lorenzo

Results of Criminal and Security Special Indices Search

(attach separate sheet, if necessary)

Date: 8/2/83

Search: [Redacted]

Date: 9/24/83
REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of request: 9-18-73

Please complete following and return one copy to:

REQUESTED

Names to be searched: John Winston

Known aliases: None - NR

All information contained

4-3-73

(67c)

Search date: 9-19-73

(67c)
To: IAC, New York
From: Director, FBI
REC: 70 62-318 - 9020

Enclosed for your office is one copy of Department of Justice memorandum dated 9/18/73 requesting electronic surveillance information in accordance with specific questions set forth in the enclosed memorandum.

Conduct check in order to answer specific questions in enclosed memorandum and Criminal Division memorandum, 4/16/69, furnished field 5/3/69. Key answers to correspond with questions A through F. If results reveal positive information, ensure microphone sources monitoring individuals involved are identified to the Bureau.

New York check captioned individual.

Submit your response to reach Bureau by COD 9/24/73. If positive, submit logs and pertinent documents by airtel.

Enclosure
Memorandum

TO: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FROM: Henry E. Petersen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

SUBJECT: In re John Winston Ono Lennon
Board of Immigration Appeals

The individual named on the attached list is the subject of a deportation proceeding before the Board of Immigration Appeals scheduled for October 29, 1973, at 2:00 p.m.

Would you please supply us with electronic surveillance information pertaining to the individual named on the attached list, following the form set forth in our memorandum to you dated April 16, 1969.

In addition, should your files reveal that the individual or the premises in which he had a proprietary interest were subjected to electronic surveillance, we would appreciate your furnishing Mr. Robert P. Weidner, Government Regulations Section, Criminal Division, with the following:

1. Logs disclosing the conversation of the individual and logs of any of the premises in which the individual is or was the owner, lessee, or licensee.

2. Any airtels which expand or summarize the portions of the logs disclosed unless fully reflected in the logs themselves.

3. Any memoranda, including reports to the Department of Justice, which expand or summarize the portions of the logs mentioned above or which demonstrate pertinent leads which may have come from the illegal electronic surveillance.

Enclosure
It is also requested that you advise us whether the individual has been subjected to any lawful electronic surveillance, including such surveillance where one of the parties may have consented to the surveillance, as well as such surveillance conducted pursuant to the provisions of Title III of Public Law 90-351.

If your records indicate that the individual has used names other than that given, please check your electronic surveillance indices with respect to the additional names.

Attachment
Name: John Winston Ono Lennon
Alien Citizen of Japan, age 50

Entry: Entered U.S. at New York 8/13/71

Present Address: Dakota House, Central Park West,
New York City (most recent)

Prior Address: 105 Bank Street
New York City

Aliases: None Known

Date of Birth: October 9, 1940

Place of Birth: Liverpool, England

Citizenship: English Citizen

Employment: Entertainer

Last Place of Employment: 

Attorney: Leon Wildes
515 Madison
New York, New York 10022

Proceeding Date: October 29, 1973, 2:00 p.m.
AR023 NY CODED
805PM NITEL 9-21-73 NFM
TO DIRECTOR
FROM NEW YORK (92-4564) 1 P

ELSUR, JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON, BUDED: 9-24 73.

REBUAIRTEL TO NEW YORK, 9-15-73.

THE SPECIAL INDICES OF THE NYS AND CORRESPONDING RECORDS
WERE REVIEWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CRIMINAL DIVISION MEMORANDUM
DATED 4-16-69, CONCERNING CARTOONED INDIVIDUAL, WITH THE FOLLOWING
RESULTS:

(A) NO
(B) NO
(C-F) NOT APPLICABLE

SUCH A REVIEW FAILED TO INDICATE THAT LENNON OR PREMISES
IN WHICH HE HAD PROPRIETARY INTEREST HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO ANY
LAWFUL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE.

END

REC 70 62-318-9021
20 OCT 4 1973

6 OCT 11 1973
Assistant Attorney General  
Criminal Division  
Director, FBI  

JOHN WINSTON ONSO LENNON  

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE CHECK  

Reference is made to your memorandum dated September 18, 1973, requesting electronic surveillance information on captioned individual. Reference is made to your memorandum dated September 18, 1973, requesting electronic surveillance information on captioned individual.

On the basis of identifying data provided by the Department concerning captioned individual(s), a review has been made of appropriate records. The review indicates that no direct electronic surveillance nor were any of (his) conversations monitored by an electronic device of the FBI. Further, this Bureau did not maintain any electronic surveillance on premises which were known to have been owned, leased, or licensed by the above individual(s).

It is suggested that other Federal investigative agencies be contacted to determine if they had coverage of the subject(s).

NOTE: The above individual's name was cleared with an Intelligence Division.

(WAH: dsl (4)  
Return to Mr. Room 1535.

3-7-75  
MAIL ROOM  
TELETYPe UNIT
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FBI/DOJ
Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

Via Airtel VIA COURIER (Priority)

To: Director, FBI

From: Legat, Ottawa (105-0-3188)

Subject: PEACE STATION NETWORK IS - MISCELLANEOUS (NEW LEFT - FOREIGN INFLUENCE - CANADA)

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are the original and two copies of RCMP letter dated 4-21-70 together with two copies of the two enclosures thereto.

There is no prior record of the captioned subject in the files of the Ottawa Office or of any of the individuals mentioned in the enclosed RCMP letter.

Note paragraph four of RCMP letter.

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
ADDIT. AGENCIES 516
SLIP. PAR
DATE 3/11/70 CNG

4 - Bureau (Enc. 7)
1 cc - Liaison Direct
1 cc - Baltimore
1 - OTT
MLI: jhc (5)

Copy to by routing slip for

Info action

date 5/15/70 by... FBI 11/2/69

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

Sent ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNASSIGNED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Moss Lee Innes,  
c/o U.S. Embassy,  
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Attached is a copy of a letter dated March 18, 1970 which was received from Mr. Edward MARZOA of Radio Station WJWL in Georgetown, Delaware and a copy of our reply to Mr. MARZOA dated April 21, 1970.

2. According to the February 20, 1970 edition of the Telegram (Toronto daily newspaper), Mr. Ritchie York of Toronto, Ontario was endeavouring to set up a "Peace Network", being a loose organization of radio stations aimed at promoting the July 3/5, 1970 Mosport Peace Festival at Mosport, Ontario.

3. The Mosport Peace Festival was initiated by John Lennon (of Beatle fame) and his wife, while visiting Canada during December 1969. To facilitate the "peace festival", which in fact would be a youth oriented rock festival, Ritchie York and John Backer both of Toronto, Ontario, were engaged as advertising and expediting co-ordinators for promotion of the "festival". The Mosport location for the "festival" was recently vetoed by the Ontario Municipal Board and at the present time it is not certain whether the "festival" will proceed at some other location.

4. Should Mr. MARZOA contact your Agency, you may verbally pass the information contained in paragraphs 2 and 3 to him.

Yours truly,

(J.E.M. Barrette),
Assistant Commissioner,
Director, 
Security and Intelligence.

ENCLOSED
April 21, 1970.

Mr. Edward Marzoa,
Radio Station WJWL,
Georgetown, Delaware.

Dear Sir:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated March 18, 1970 concerning the lobbying of a youth delegation under the auspices of "Peace Station Network" of 120 Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario for the purpose of having WJWL broadcast 5-minute "peace" programs.

We regret that we are unable to supply you with the information which you requested, as government policy requires us to liaise with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in matters related to enquiries of this nature. We therefore suggest you redirect your enquiry to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Yours truly,

(S.V.M. Chisholm) Supt.
March 18, 1970

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Montreal, Canada

Gentlemen:

WJWL has been approached by the Peace Station Network of 120 Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada, to participate in a network of stations broadcasting 5-minute "peace" programs.

On a telephone listener opinion program on WJWL, I read the proposal, then solicited listener response to the question of whether WJWL should or should not air the "peace" programs.

The response was overwhelmingly against such programming, and I advised the Peace Station Network to remove WJWL and our affiliate, WJWA from their mailing lists.

I was subsequently approached by a youth delegation with a petition in hand claiming the station was unfair in refusal of time. I attempted to explain that this was a Canadian organization, with no claim to any U.S. rights. Not satisfied, they claimed it was "their right to hear" that I was infringing on. Well, to head off any prolonged debate, I agreed to listen to a tape from the Peace Station Network people if they would procure one. After no reviewing same, we would take a final decision.

The purpose of this letter is not to solicit any program recommendation from your organization. It is rather, to ascertain if the Royal Canadian Mounted Police has any information which may shed some light on the Peace Station Network. I would like to know who the officers are; what their purposes are; how they are financed; and why the Canadian base. I have my suspicions.

The decision of course is mine. I would appreciate however, something more concrete than my intimation to support whatever that decision may be.

I would appreciate an early response.

Sincerely,

Edward Marzoe
Manager

EM/mf

March 2, 1970
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9-63510 (ENTIRE FILE) HEADQUARTERS
TO: DIRECTOR (ATTN: DID) AND SACS, NEWARK
SAN DIEGO
WASHINGTON FIELD
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK

ALLAMUCHY TRIBE, IS DASH NEW LEF, CALREP

INSTANT DATE, SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION
IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT THE ALLAMUCHY TRIBE IS TO OPEN AN
OFFICE IN NYC DURING THE NEXT TWO WEEKS. SOURCE STATED THIS
GROUP WAS FORMED FROM MEETINGS HELD AT THE PETER STUYVESANT
FARM, ALLAMUCHY, NJ, DURING THE LAST MONTH. MEMBERS OF THIS
GROUP, HEADED BY RENNIE DAVIES, INCLUDE STU ALPERT, J. CRAVEN.
SOURCE NOTED ALL INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATING IN THIS ENTITY WERE.

FURTHER ADVISED THE PURPOSE OF THIS GROUP WAS TO DIRECT
MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING THE ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH

1 - NEW YORK
   1 - NEW YORK
     1 - NEW YORK (105 42122) (STU ALPERT)
     1 - NEW YORK (100 163425) (RENNIE DAVIES)
     1 - NEW YORK (100 J. CRAVEN)
     1 - NEW YORK (100 J. LENNON)
PAGE TWO

DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION AUGUST NEXT. SOURCE NOTED A LARGE SUM OF MONEY HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THIS GROUP BY JOHN LENNON. JOHN LENNON IS IDENTIFIED AS FORMER MEMBER OF THE BEATLES ROCK GROUP, WHO IS CURRENTLY RESIDING IN NYC.

ADMINISTRATIVE

[Handwritten note: CONFIDENTIAL]

[Handwritten note: Source is identified as...]

[Handwritten note: New York office is opening a separate case captioned "Allamuchy Tribe."

COPY PROVIDED SAN DIEGO DUE TO INTEREST IN FORTHCOMING NATIONAL CONVENTION. INFORMATION COPY PROVIDED NEWARK.

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD

CONTACT SOURCES RE ACTIVITIES OF RENNIE DAVIS AND PCPJ AND FORWARD ANY INFORMATION REGARDING FORMATION OF ALLAMUCHY TRIBE.

[Handwritten note: Confidential]
TO: CHIEF CLERK

Subject: John Winston Lennon

Aliases: John Lennon

Address: 150 Bank St, NYC

Birth Date: 1940
Birthplace: London, England

Race: Male

Exact Spelling

Main Criminal Case Files Only

Restrict to Locality of

Criminal References Only

Main Subversive Case Files Only

Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

Subversive References Only

Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

File & Serial Number

Remarks

File & Serial Number

Remarks

See att

Requested by: [Redacted]

Squad: 50

Extension: 4/8

File No.

2-2-72

Search by: [Redacted]

Consolidated by: b7c

Reviewed by: [Redacted]

File Review Symbols

1 - Identical

? - Not identifiable

N1 - Not identical

U - Unavailable reference

GPO 875-305

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 6-1-83 BY [Redacted]
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (ATT: DIO) & SACG, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228)

CHANGED, ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC), IS NEW LEFT, CALREP.

TITLE "CHANGED" DUE TO GROUP BEING ORGANIZED BY RENNIE DAVI, FORMERLY KNOWN AS ALLAMUCHY TRIBE, HAS NOW CHANGED ITS NAME AS THE PUBLIC WILL SOON BECOME AWARE OF ITS EXISTANCE AND PURPOSE (ANTI-CALREP ACTIVITIES.)

FIRST SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THIS DATE EYSIC HAS MOVED INTO OFFICE SPACE IN THE VICINITY OF TENTH STREET AND HUDSON STREET, EARLIER, EYSIC WAS FORMED FOR PURPOSE OF DIRECTING NEW LEFT ACTIVITIES DURING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION AUGUST, NEXT.

A SECOND SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED JANUARY TWENTY SEVEN, LAST, MEMBERS OF GROUP INCLUDES JERRY NORTH, GUY ALBRIGHT, JAY DAVIS, JAY CRAYON, CAROL CRAYON, CAROL KITCHEN AND JOSIAH.

[Signature]

[Date: 1/26/72]

[Classified]

[Code]

[Priority]

[Origin]

[Supervisory]

[Approved]

[Special Agent in Charge]
DROBENARE. MAJOR FINANCIAL BACKER APPEARS TO BE JOHN LENNON, FORMERLY OF THE BEATLES ROCK MUSIC GROUP. SOURCE ADVISED ALBERT AND RUBIN ARE IN CONSTANT CONTACT WITH LENNON REGARDING GROUP.  

SECOND SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY TWENTY ONE, THAT, THAT A FACTION OF THE PEOPLES COALITION FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ) MET AT ALLAMUCHY, NEW JERSEY ON DECEMBER SEVENTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, THRU EIGHTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, AND THAT THEY HAVE SINCE HELD A MEETING AT A SITE LOCATED IN PENN., EXACT PLACE UNKNOWN. GROUP INCLUDED BEFORE MENTIONED INDIVIDUALS.  

PCPJ SELF-DESCRIBED AS ORGANIZATION CONSISTING OF OVER ONE HUNDRED ORGANIZATIONS USING MASSIVE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE TO COMBAT WAR, RACISM, POVERTY AND REPRESSION. ITS NATIONAL OFFICE LOCATED AT ONE FIVE SIX FIFTH AV., NYC, FIFTH FIVE TWO, SEVEN.

ADMINISTRATIVE

REPTED TO BUREAU, JANUARY TWENTY ONE, I.A.E., CAPTIONED "ALLAMUCHY TRIBE, IL-NEW LEFT, CALLED."
FIRST SOURCE IS [Redacted]

SECOND SOURCE IS [Redacted]

COPY OF TEL BEING SENT PITTSBURGH AND PHILADELPHIA
FOR FUTURE LEAD VALUE.

NEW YORK ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE OFFICE SPACE PHYSIC
SO AS TO EFFECT APPROPRIATE COVERAGE.

NEWARK AT ALLAMUCHY, NEW JERSEY. IDENTIFY EXISTANCE
OF PETER STUYVESANT FARMS AND OCCUPANTS.

TWO. IMMEDIATELY OBTAIN TOLL CALLS FOR FIX BE AT
FARM FOR PAST THREE MONTHS. SUBMIT TO NEW YORK AND BUREAU,
ATT: ADP UNIT - NEW LEFT, SECTION.

THREE. SURVEY SOURCES.

WASHINGTON FIELD CONTACT SOURCES REGARDING ACTIVITIES
YOUR SUBJECTS DAVIS AND CULLEN CONCERNING THIS GROUP. SUBMIT
RESULTS OF ABOVE LEADS.

Approved: ___________________________  Sent: _____________ M. Per

Special Agent in Charge
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228) (P)

ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)
SM-NL (CALREP)

ON INSTANT DATE PERSONNEL AT INS, NYC ADVISED
THAT JOHN WINSTON LENNON, DOB TEN NINE FORTY, POB ENGLAND,
ARRIVED NYC ON AUGUST ELEVEN SIXTY EIGHT UNDER A B DASH
TWO VISITOR'S STATUS. HE LEFT THE UNITED STATES AND
REENTERED NOW HOLDING B DASH ONE TEMPORARY VISA STATUS
WHICH EXPIRES END OF FEBRUARY INSTANT. LENNON HAS APPLIED
FOR ANOTHER B DASH TWO STATUS LEADING UPTO BECOMING A
UNITED STATES CITIZEN. INS FILE LOCATED CENTRAL OFFICE INS,
WDC CHARGED TO BASIS MASON TELEPHONE TWO ZERO TWO DASH
SIX TWO SIX DASH ONE THREE THREE SIX. LENNON'S ALIEN NUMBER
A ONE SEVEN FIVE NINE SEVEN THREE TWO ONE.

100-175319 (LENNON)
Supervisor

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4/13/72
BY 43852
HE IS PRESENTLY MARRIED TO YOKO ONE LEMON.

IRS LIST NYC RESIDENCE AS SAINT REGIS HOTEL,
ONE FIFTY BANK STREET. LEMON HAS SINCE MOVED TO UNKNOWN
ADDRESS.

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE IMMEDIATELY REVIEW IRS
FILE REGARDING LEMON, AND FORWARD BACKGROUND INCLUDING
PHOTO OF SUBJECT TO NYO.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (ATT: DID) AND SACs, NEWARK, SAN DIEGO, WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: NEW YORK (100-New)

SUBJECT: ALLAMUCHY TRIBE IS-NEW LEFT CALREP

INSTANT DATE SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED AS FOLLOWS: (X)(U)

CAPTIONED GROUP HAS PENTED TWO STORIES OF WAREHOUSE SPACER ON HUDSON ST. TO BE USED AS OFFICES. THIS SPACE PRESENTLY BEING EQUIPPED WITH FURNISHINGS AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND WILL BE OPERATIONAL NEAR FUTURE. ALLEGEDLY JOHN LENNON HAS CONTRIBUTED SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND ONE, FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS TO AID IN THE FORMATION OF CAPTIONED ENTITY.

100-175319 2/12

CONFIDENTIAL

SEARCHED SERIAL FILED
Rennie Davis purported one of the initial aims of this group would be to attempt to purchase the Liberation News Service. Due to the LNS' financial crisis Davis plans to use LNS as a media tool of the Allamuchy Tribe. X (w)

ADMINISTRATIVE

Re: NY Teletype, January Twenty-One, Last.

Source is identified as...

NYO IS

Affording close coverage of matter on advice of Bureau. (w)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated, explain this deletion.

☐ Deleted under exemption(s) ________________________________ with no segregable material available for release to you.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

☐ Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies) for review and direct response to you.

Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

THIS DOCUMENT PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED IN HQ FILE

100-4/6910-1.

☐ For your information: ______________________________________

☑ The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

100-175319-5
ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)

NEW "NEW LEFT" GROUP FORMED

Operating under the cumbersome title of Election Year Strategy Information Center is a new organization which has been formed to direct New Left protest activities during the 1972 election year, with these efforts geared to culminate in massive demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego in August. Before finally settling on this name, EYSIC was known both as the Allamuchy Tribe and the International News Service, names which some members of the group still occasionally use. Organizers of this band of activists are seasoned veterans of protest: Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin, Stewart Albert, and Jay Craven. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Finances do not seem to be an immediate problem for EYSIC since John Lennon, formerly with the Beatles musical group, has reportedly contributed $75,000 to this embryonic organization. Lennon's money and name have placed him in a position of considerable influence in EYSIC—no key planning sessions are being held without Lennon (pictured at left). Lennon, a British subject, has also taken steps to acquire American citizenship. (CONFIDENTIAL)

EYSIC is headquartered in New York City in space rented in a warehouse on Hudson Street. Plans are being generated there to get EYSIC members to appear at major primary elections in 1972 to confront the candidates with the "New Left message" and to additionally encourage individuals to travel to San Diego to demonstrate in August against the Republican Party. (CONFIDENTIAL)
A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN THE PAST, NOW,
MARY TWO, LAST, MOST STAFF MEMBERS OF PEOPLES COALITION
PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ) FORMERLY OPERATING OUT OF
WASHINGTON, D.C. (WASH), AND ELSEWHERE, ALL OF WHOM HAVE
COLLECTIVE CONNECTIONS, TRANSFERRED TO NEW YORK CITY
DURING MID JANUARY, SEVENTY TWO, TO INITIATE EYSIC. SOURCE
LEFT TO PERSONNEL TRANSFER TO NYC INITIATED BY
SELECTION OF RENNIE DAVIS, CONVICTED CHICAGO SEVEN CONSPIRACY TRIAL
DEFENDANT. SOURCE IDENTIFIED TRANSFEEES AS CAROLE SUE CULLUM,
GRAVEN, CHRISTINE HARRIET JOHNSON, STEWART ALPERT, NOREEN
, ALLAN ALPERT, MIKE DROBINEAR, MIKE WEBER, AND WINSLOW PECK.
Source indicated these individuals staying at Tom Hirsch's apartment, six hundred west one hundred eleventh street, NYC. Telephone number (two one two) seven four nine five eight one.

Confidential. Source stated that John Lennon, former Beatles rock singer member, and his wife Yoko Ono Lennon, are currently vacationing in the Virgin Islands for health reasons, and most Eysic planning meetings will be postponed until their return to NYC—probably the second week of February, seventy-two. According to the source, John Lennon has financially contributed to Eysic.

Administrative

Redy Tels to Bureau, February two, last.

Source utilized is

Source utilized by WFO most likely to report on Eysic activities in future. Source currently directed to develop

End page two

Page three.

Information re same. Other WFO sources familiar with New Left activities currently unaware of Eysic.

WFO initiated search of Central Ins for John and Yoko Ono files. WFO will review and furnish results when completed.

One copy to San Diego via air mail.
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175438) (P)

SUBJECT: CHANGED

YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, aka

PROJECT "YES"

IS-NEW LEFT

(CO: NY)

Title is changed to reflect captioned matter.

ReBuairtel, 2/15/72.

On 2/17/72, [redacted] advised that the Youth Election Strategy is the videotape arm of the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC), which will eventually attempt to purchase the Liberation New Service in New York City. This group is controlled by JOHN LENNON, RENNIE DAVIS and JERRY RUBIN who are also the key figures in EYSIC. They will make the contacts for videotapes, films, special events and entertainers to raise money for the group to finance EYSIC's anti-calrep demonstrations in New York City, however, they are working out of the Global Village which is a media - TV type of organization.

LHM will follow.

3 - Bureau (RM)
   (1 - 100- EYSIC)

2 - Los Angeles (RM)

3 - San Diego (RM)
   (1 - 100- EYSIC)

3 - Washington Field (RM)
   (1 - 100- EYSIC)

- New York copies cont'd.
  New York
NY 100-175483

COPIES CONT'D.

1 - New York (100-163425) (DAVIS)
1 - New York (100-157178) (RUBIN)
1 - New York (100-175319) (LENNON)
1 - New York (100-175228) (EYSIC)
1 - New York (100-174678) (CLAREP)
1 - New York (100-163250) (LNS)
1 - New York [REDACTED]
Memorandum

TO: SAC New York (100-157178)
FROM: [Redacted]

DATE: 2/22/72

SUBJECT: Jerry Rubin
SM-Your International Party
(Exhibit)

Key Activist
(100-157178)

John Winston Lennon
SM-NL
(100-175319)

Captured subjects will appear on the Mike Douglas Show, WCBS, New York Channel 2 TV on 2/22/72. Show begins at 4:30 pm and runs until 6 pm.

In view that both subjects are currently of interest to the Bureau & that New York has origin it is requested that Section 14 record the show.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
On February 22, 1972, Jerry Rubin appeared on the Mike Douglas Television Show which was aired on Channel II, Columbia Broadcasting System, from 4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. John Lennon, formerly with the Beatles musical group, and his wife were co-hosts on this show. This program was tape recorded and pertinent statements made by Rubin are included in this memorandum.

Mike Douglas introduced Jerry Rubin stating his feelings were quite negative concerning Rubin but that John Lennon wanted him on the show.

John Lennon stated that Rubin was not at all like his image as he and his wife were not like their image. He stated he found something in Rubin that was artistic.

Mike Douglas asked, "What is Jerry Rubin thinking about these days?"

Rubin stated, "Glad you asked that! We're going to support Nixon for President, because by going to China he is furthering communist revolution throughout the world, and also encouraging communism at home. Anything to get elected! Even though it's not appreciated by the right wing, it's appreciated by the left. - I'm just kidding! What he has really done is automate the war in Vietnam so that its machines killing people create a situation where 43 people can be murdered at Attica, create a situation where four kids can be killed at Kent State and people are afraid. The atmosphere of the country is one of his debts. I think the administration did this, and he is the symbol of it. And so I'm working very hard with people all over the country to defeat Nixon."
Jerry Clyde Rubin

When questioned about the "Movement," Rubin stated that "the way the movement has changed is the pressure is so heavy that if anybody does anything, gets arrested, jailed, killed, that people are very pessimistic."

Douglas stated he had heard that Rubin was against drugs and this was the reason he was in favor of having him on the program. Rubin stated he was not against drugs but against heroin. Rubin stated, "the police are the protectors of the heroin trade, and heroin is used against Black people and against some white people right now, as a killer drug. Too many young kids are taking downers and heroin, because they see no future for themselves in this country, they see no hope in changing the country, they see no decent life in which they can be creative and express themselves, so they shoot into their veins and take a pill. And that's the society's fault, as it offers no alternative. As a revolutionary movement, we've got to give an alternative."

When questioned about voting, Rubin stated that all young people should vote as a block, just like women should vote as a block. "We've got to get Nixon out of the White House because we've got to stop the automated war in Vietnam. It's power if we vote together. We shouldn't vote for any candidate that doesn't automatically withdraw everything from Vietnam. And we ought to go to both Conventions in Miami and San Diego and non-violently make our presence felt and stand on the issues. If we do anything any other way, we'll be killed."

When questioned as to what he thinks is right in this country, Rubin stated that what's right is the fact that there are people in the country who want to change it. He stated that what he thought was beautiful about it, is that the children of America want to change the country and are going to.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-131719)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-157178)

SUBJECT: JERRY CLYDE RUBIN
SM-YIP
(EXTREMIST)
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

Re: MTMtel, 2/22/72 captioned, "DAVID TYRE DELINGER, aka, ET AL (TRAVEL OF DEFENDANTS), ARL-CONSPIRACY; COC," relating that RUBIN was to appear on the Mike Douglas Show, 2/22/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an LHM concerning RUBIN's appearance on the Mike Douglas Show, 2/22/72. Five copies of LHM are enclosed for Chicago.

The tape recording of RUBIN's remarks on the above program is being exhibited in NY file 176-9 (JERRY CLYDE RUBIN.)

3-Bureau (Encs. 10) (RM)
(1-176-59) (RUBIN)
2-Chicago (100-43245) (Encs. 5) (RM)
(1-176-39) (RUBIN)
1-New York (100-17528) (EYSIC) (42)
1-New York (100-175319) (JOHN LENNON) (42)
1-New York (175-9) (RUBIN)

Approved: J

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per
On February 3, 1972, a confidential source advised that a group headed by RENNARD CORDON DAVIS, also known as Rennie Davis, is in its first phase of planning for disruption at the Republican National Convention (RNC) to be held in San Diego, California, from August 21 - August 23, 1972. According to this source, DAVIS and other associates from the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) recently moved from Washington, D.C. to New York City.


PCPJ in a press release dated March 1, 1971, described itself as being headquartered in Washington, D.C. and consisting of over 100 organizations which are using massive civil disobedience to combat racism, poverty, repression and war.
According to this source, the plans for San Diego include rock concerts featuring JOHN LENNON, formerly of the Beatles rock music group, and his wife, YOKO ONO, as the main crowd drawers backed up by lesser rock group talents.

It was further related by this source that dates have been reportedly been arranged in Florida and New Hampshire and the concerts will include speeches by JERRY RUBIN and RENNIE DAVIS, along with LENNON who will urge the audience to (a) register to vote; (b) work for the legalization of marijuana; and (c) get to San Diego for the GOP Convention.

This source further stated that conflicting reports make it difficult to analyze the proposed activities of JOHN LENNON at this time. While this source indicates LENNON may be coming to San Diego, other indications are that he will perform along the East Coast only and contribute a portion of his proceeds to the San Diego Convention Coalition.

JERRY RUBIN is a convicted defendant of the so-called Conspiracy 7 Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period of September, 1969 - February, 1970, involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

SDCC is a group comprised of representatives of various radical groups in San Diego, California, which was formed for active opposition to the United States Government through "serious, determined, and long term social upheaval."

The aforementioned confidential source, along with other confidential sources familiar with certain phases of New Left activity in the San Diego area, advised
YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, ALSO KNOWN AS PROJECT "YES"

On February 24, 1972, that information has been received in San Diego regarding proposed activities of a group headed by RENNIE DAVIS and including JOHN LENNON in connection with the RNC but no specific information has been received regarding any such activities under the name of Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) or Youth Election Strategy, also known as Project "Yes." (X) (V)

EYSIC is a group formed from meetings held at the Peter Stuyvesant Farm, Allamuchy, New Jersey, during December, 1971. The group is headed by RENNIE DAVIS and was organized for the purpose of directing New Left activities during the election year and to culminate with demonstrations at the 1972 RNC. On January 28, 1972, the group changed its name from Allamuchy Tribe to EYSIC.

Youth Election Strategy, also known as Project "Yes," is the video-tape arm of EYSIC which will eventually attempt to purchase the Liberation News Service in New York City. This group is controlled by JOHN LENNON, RENNIE DAVIS, and JERRY RUBIN, who are also key figures in EYSIC. They will make the contacts for video tapes, films, special events, and entertainers to raise money for the group to finance demonstrations in opposition to the RNC. (X)

Liberation News Service (LNS) publishes news packets in New York City on a weekly basis and the packets are sold to radical New Left underground newspapers.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Title: YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, ALSO KNOWN AS PROJECT "YES".

Character:

Reference: Memorandum dated and captioned as above at San Diego, California.

All sources (except any listed below) used in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.
Transmit the following in  

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via  

(AIRTEL)  

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-16434) (P)

CALREP:
YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, aka Project "Yes"
IS - NEW LEFT
(00: New York)


Forwarded herewith to the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of an LHM concerning captioned organization.

Two copies are forwarded herewith to New York and one copy each to Los Angeles and Washington Field Office for information.

One copy each of this LHM is being disseminated locally at San Diego to the U.S. Secret Service; Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division (ATFD); U.S. Naval Investigative Service Office (NISO); and the U.S. Attorney, San Diego.

2 - Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
2 - New York (100-175438) (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
1 - WFO (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
9 - San Diego
(2 - 100-16434)
(2 - 100-16372)
(2 - 100-16200-Sub 2)
(1 - 134-999A)

JHS: jam

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

ALL INFORMATION HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
Dissemination of this LHM is being to NISO, San Diego, inasmuch as San Diego is home of the First Fleet and, therefore, NISO has a direct interest in developments pertaining to CALREP.

One copy of this LHM is being disseminated to the U.S. Attorney in San Diego in order that he may be apprised of developments dealing with CALREP.

Information contained in this LHM has been made available to local law enforcement agencies in San Diego, California.

The enclosed LHM is being classified "Confidential" as it contains information from documents so classified and because it contains information of a nature that its unauthorized disclosure would be prejudicial to the defense interests of the United States.

Sources mentioned in the enclosed LHM, contacted on 2/24/72, are identified as follows:

LEADS

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. Will maintain contact with sources and informants and report any planned activities of captioned organization in form suitable for dissemination.
Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated, explain this deletion.

☐ Deleted under exemption(s) (b)(2)(c), (b)(7)(D) with no segregable material available for release to you.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

☐ Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies) for review and direct response to you.

Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

__________________________

__________________________

☐ For your information:

__________________________

The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

100-175319-13 pg 3
On January 21, 1972, a source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that a group of individuals calling themselves the Allamuchy Tribe, met at the Peter Stuyvesant Farm in Allamuchy, New Jersey, during December, 1971. The source advised that Rennie Davis headed the group along with Stewart Albert and Jay Craven. Jay Craven and the other individuals in attendance were either members of the May Day Collective (MDC) or Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ). The source further advised that the purpose of the meeting was to establish a group of individuals to coordinate New Left Movement activities during the election year, to culminate with demonstrations at the Republican National Conventions in San Diego, California during August, 1972.

Rennie Davis

On February 18, 1970, Rennie Davis, whose true name is Rennard Cordon Davis, was found guilty in United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois, for violation of the Federal Antiriot Law Statute in that he traveled in interstate commerce from outside the State of Illinois with intent to incite, organize, promote and encourage a riot on or about August 28, 1968.

On February 20, 1970, Davis received 23 individual and separate criminal contempt citations regarding the above trial, and was sentenced to serve two years, one month and nine days regarding these citations. Davis was incarcerated February 14, 1970, Cook County Jail, Chicago, and released on $25,000 bond on February 28, 1970, pending trial. During January, 1971, Davis organized the MDC at Washington, D.C. to exert an influence on the PCPJ policies concerning the planning of a massive anti-war demonstration at Washington, D.C. during May, 1971.

Stewart Albert

On April 25, 1966, a second source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Stewart Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966 at Berkeley, California, along with other Progressive Labor Party (PLP) members while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.

PLP

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for following the Chinese Communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working-class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and MAO Tse-tung thought.

MDC

The MDC in New York City (NYC) is publicly known as an organization that participated in demonstrations in Washington, D.C. during the first week in May, 1971, sponsored by the PCPJ.
PCPJ

The PCPJ is self-described as an organization consisting of over 100 organizations using massive civil disobedience to combat war, racism, poverty and repression. Its National Office is located at 156 5th Avenue, NYC, Room 527.

On January 24, 1972, the first source advised that John Winston Lennon, who was formerly associated with the Beatles Music Group, donated $75,000 and donated $15,000 to the group to finance their activities.

Mary Boulton

Mary Boulton is the widow of the late Frank Bancroft. The now defunct "New York Journal American" in its November 28, 1952 issue, carried an article entitled, "Oust Teacher, Wife of UN Aide." This article related that the wife of Frank Bancroft, a United Nations Executive that was suspended for refusal to answer a question if he was a communist, had lost her substitute teacher's license in the State of New York. The article related that her husband had been subpoenaed by a Federal Grand Jury, later for appearance before a Senate Internal Security Subcommittee. The article further related that Mrs. Bancroft had failed to appear when she was summoned for questioning concerning a Board of Education Probe into Communism.

On January 27, 1972, a third source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that during December, 1971, a group of individuals calling themselves the Allamuchy Tribe had met in Allamuchy, New Jersey to discuss plans for coordinating demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego, California in August, 1972. The group included Carole Sue Cullem, Carol Mildred Kitchens, Michael Alan Drobenare and other individuals unknown to him who were members of the PCPJ in Washington, D.C. that had traveled to New Jersey for this particular meeting. Along
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

with Stewart Albert and Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin appeared to be in leadership at the meeting.

Jerry Rubin

On February 18, 1970, Jerry Rubin was found guilty in United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois for violating the Federal Antiriot Law Statute for traveling in interstate commerce from outside the State of Illinois with intent to incite riots in Chicago, Illinois during the Democratic National Conventions in August, 1968. On February 20, 1970, he was sentenced to five years imprisonment and fined $5,000. On February 28, 1970, the United States Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, Chicago, Illinois, ordered him released on $25,000 bond, pending appeal of his conviction.

On January 28, 1972, the first source advised that the group formerly known as the Allamuchy Tribe had changed its name to the "Election Year Strategy Information Center" (EYSIC). This change was made as to be "more effectively known, since the general public would soon become aware of its anti-Republican National Convention activities." The group decided that a permanent staff of officers would be set up in the near future and that the officers would receive $125 per week salary.

On February 2, 1972, the first source advised that a meeting had been held at the Washington Square Methodist Church in NYC on January 29, 1972 to further discuss officers and finances of EYSIC. The group decided that a permanent staff of officers would be set up in the near future and that the officers would receive $125 per week salary.

On February 2, 1972, a fourth source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Christine Johnson, Noreen Banks, Allan Alpern, Mike Weber, and Winslow Peck, who are all members of the PCPJ in Washington, D.C., transferred to the PCPJ office in NYC to work on the EYSIC project. All of these individuals were to stay with Thomas Hirsch at Apartment 9E1, 600 West 111th Street, NYC. Tom Hirsch is also associated with the PCPJ in NYC.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

On February 17, 1972, the first source advised that individuals with EYSIC had formerly planned on using a warehouse on the corner of West 10th Street and Hudson Avenue in NYC as their headquarters. However, they had abandoned the idea due to the warehouse space being in such dilapidated condition. The source advised that at the present, Jerry Rubin, Stewart Albert and John Winston Lennon are working in office space at the Global Village, which is a TV media type of organization in NYC. They are coordinating plans to purchase the Liberation News Service (LNS) in NYC and use its wire services and mailing list to expand the activities of EYSIC. This group, a segment of EYSIC is calling itself the Youth Election Strategy (YES), and it has the financial backing of Lennon.

LNS

The LNS is self-described as an underground news wire service with headquarters in NYC which publishes news packets weekly that are sold to radical New Left underground newspapers. It was founded in 1967 and reportedly has a paid circulation over 600.

On February 23, 1972, a fifth source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the Global Village is located at 454 Broome Street, NYC. The source further advised that several members of EYSIC are making plans to form a musical band to travel to several election primaries. They will eventually travel to San Diego, California to participate in demonstrations at the Republican National Convention.
Date: 2/28/72

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228) (P)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)
IS-NEW LEFT
(CALREP)
(00: NY)

Re: Airtel, 1/26/72, Airtel, 2/15/72, captioned Project "Yes" IS-NL, and NYairtel, 2/17/72, captioned Youth Election Strategy, IS-NL, 00: NY, NY file 100-175438.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Copies are being designated for those offices having PCPJ, May Day Collective, or National Political Conventions in their Divisions.

Copies of the LHM are also being designated to INS, 108 MIG, USA, SDNY, and USSS for information purposes.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bureau (Encls. 10) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>INS, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>108 MIG, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USA, SDNY (Encl. 1) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USSS, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Albany (Encl. 2) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Atlanta (Encl. 2) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Boston (Encl. 3) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Buffalo (Encl. 2) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Indianapolis (Encl. 2) (EM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Los Angeles (Encl. 2) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Miami (Encl. 4) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>San Diego (Encl. 5) (RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>San Francisco (Encl. 2) (RM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copies Cont'd.

1 - New York
Two extra copies are being sent to Miami and San Diego in event they wish to furnish appropriate Military Intelligence Groups and USSS in their Divisions.

Captioned LHM is classified "Confidential" as to protect the continuing value and the unauthorized disclosure of their identities could impair their future effectiveness and be prejudicial to the National defense interest of the United States.

The New York Division will follow captioned matter closely and forward promptly any information developed to the Bureau and interested offices.
LEADS

Receiving offices who are office of origin on individuals mentioned in this LHM are requested to furnish the NYO with background, descriptive data and a current photograph of their subjects. Receiving offices are also requested to contact informants in their Divisions who are acquainted with subjects mentioned; PCPJ; and May Day Collective, activities regarding information on captioned case.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175229) (P)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER IS - NEW LEFT (CALIF) (00:NY)

Re NY airtel and LEM dated 2/25/72; and San Diego airtel and LEM dated 2/23/72 captioned 'YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY IS - NL'.

On 3/2/72, [redacted], Immigration Officer, Immigration and Naturalization Service, 20 West Broadway, NYC, advised that on 3/1/72 INS served notice to JOHN LENNON and his wife YOKO ONO LENNON to be out of the United States by 3/15/72, that their visas had been recalled.

LEAD:

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK. Will keep Bureau advised

4-Bureau (RM)
2-Miami (RM)
2-San Diego (RM)
8-New York (100-175319) (LENNON)
1-New York (100-175433) (YES)
1-New York

[Redacted]

(12)
Memorandum

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319)
FROM: SUPV. [Redacted]
SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON SM-NL

On 3/7/72, INS Investigator [Redacted] telephonically advised that captioned and his wife, YOKO ONO, were served on 3/6/72, with an order to show cause as to why they should not be deported from the US as over-stayed visitors.

Review of NY indices reflects ident case file as indicated presently assigned to Rotor #42.

The foregoing is furnished for information.
Re: JOHN WINSTON LENNON

(b7a) related

(b7b) asserted

The records of the Visa Section, American Embassy, London, as of February 15, 1972, revealed that JOHN LENNON last appeared at this Embassy on August 13, 1971. He was advised on February 15, 1972, that JOHN WINSTON LENNON, born October 9, 1940 in Liverpool, England, on November 28, 1969, at Marylebone Magistrates Court, London, pleaded guilty to possessing dangerous drugs (marijuana). He was fined £15 and ordered to pay £21 costs.

SECRET
Re: JOHN WINSTON LENNON

issued a D-1 and D-2 (business and pleasure) visa for one entry to the United States for a six-week period, after a waiver of his visa ineligibility because of his criminal conviction had been cleared with U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
SECRET

2-22-72

AIRSTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: LEGAT, LONDON (105-5492)(P)

SUBJECT: INFORMATION YEAR STRATEGY
          INFORMATION CENTER (LYCIC)
          IS - NEW LIFT
          Re:ucced 2-11-72.

Enclosed are the original and 4 copies of an LHM
relating to JOHN WINSTON LENNON.

A copy of the LHM has been disseminated to the Visa
Section, American Embassy, London.

(c) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
    HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
    WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

SECRET

SECRET
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exact Spelling</th>
<th>Main Criminal Case Files Only</th>
<th>Restrict to Locality of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All References</td>
<td>Main Subversive Case Files Only</td>
<td>Main Subversive (if no Main, list all Subversive References)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subversive References Only</td>
<td>Main Criminal (if no Main, list all Criminal References)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File &amp; Serial Number</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>File &amp; Serial Number</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>162-1 - 7/4/78</td>
<td></td>
<td>162-1 - 7/4/78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551 W 49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requested by
Searched by
Consolidated by
Reviewed by

1 - Identical
MI - Not identical
? - Not identifiable
U - Unavailable reference

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERE IS UNCLASSIFIED
Cover Sheet for Informant Report or M.C. FD-305 (Rev. 1-70)

Date prepared

Date received

Date prepared

Received from (name or symbol number)

Received by

Method of delivery (check appropriate block)

☑ in person ☐ by telephone ☐ by mail ☐ orally ☐ recording device ☐ written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Dictated

Transcribed

Authenticated by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Irish Republican Club meeting, NYC

Date(s) of activity

2/6/72

File where original is located if not attached

☑ Information recorded on a card index by

Remarks:

All necessary action taken.

1-105-113426
1-105-109381 (31)
1-105-113425 (31)
1-105-115623 (31)
1-100-4013 (45)
1-100-175319 (42)
1-105-110758 (31)
1-100-164962 (45)
1-105-117501 (31)
1-105-103115 (31)
1-105-115849

(12)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERETIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 3/8/72 BY

Block Stamp

SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED FILED

4/13 H.R. S. 1972
NEW YORK
February 6, 1972

Irish

A meeting of the committee against internment in Northern Ireland took place at the Irish Institute at 326 West 48th St., at 4:05 PM.

An amendment to the purpose of the group was made, so that the body was now not just against internment, but also for the immediate withdrawal of British troops from Northern Ireland.

A speaker from the floor asked that the purpose of the body be amended to include support for the Irish Republican Army in money and even in guns. This motion wasn't even accepted by the chair, and the gentleman declared he would leave the meeting.

A steering committee was set up after much discussion and argumentation. The original committee contained two representatives from the following clubs: Irish Republican Clubs, Northern Aid Committee, National Association for Irish Freedom, and the American Committee for Ulster Justice.

Members of the Socialist Workers Party were present, and they came into the meeting as a unit and argued the following points: "with four organizations it's packed (the steering committee)...the steering committee must be broad, the four organizations have shown that they can't cooperate freely...it is important that the steering committee be representative of all tendencies and individuals...those people who want to take responsibility will be able to do so (in the broad steering committee). There are talented people who want to do work".

The broad steering committee motion was passed.
A March 1 or 4th action date was proposed. The SWP people called for a mass demonstration.

It was announced that JOHN LENNON had offered entertainment. One route proposed was a march from Columbus Circle to Bryant Park, or Central Park.

Someone suggested that all British people, and all British organizations be harassed, as the Jewish Defense League does with the Soviets.

A boycott of British goods was proposed.

It was suggested that the Irish ask the Chinese in the Hotel Roosevelt (Red Chinese) to talk to NIXON when he is in Peking. This idea was strongly put down.

Three members of the SWP (if not more) were named to the steering committee: RAY "MARKY" (1930-local of the New York Public Library System), GENE "BERTINE" of Local 1199, and NAT LONDON, formerly of the Peace Action Coalition. In all 28 names were accepted for the committee.

The Irish Republican Clubs are aware of the presence of SWP people, and they are watching them. MARY COTTER was a spokesman for the Irish group, and she's a SWP person (this occurred at a BOAC demonstration previous to this meeting), and as such served the interests of the Irish group rather than the SWP.
| Date prepared | 3/7/72 |
| Received from | (Protect Con) |
| Received by | |

**Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):**
- [ ] in person
- [ ] by telephone
- [ ] by mail
- [ ] orally
- [ ] recording device
- [ ] written by informant

**Brief description of activity or material:**

```
Info re Election Year Strategy info
and other individuals.
```

**Remarks:**

```
All necessary action taken.
```

---

**Individuals designated by an asterisk (*) only attended a meeting and did not actively participate. Violence or revolutionary activities were not discussed.**

- (JERRY RUBIN) 5/2/83
- (JOHN LENNON) 5/2/83
- (WSMC) 1/11/83
- (NY SWITCHBOARD) 1/11/83
- (ELECTION JR INFO CAT) 1/11/83
- (STU ALPERT) 1/11/83

---

**Remarks:**

```
All information contained herein is unclassified except where shown otherwise.
```
NY 100-
COPIES CONTINUED:

- 100- [REDACTED] (YOKO ONO)
- 100-174986 (NYHC)
- 100- [REDACTED] (RU)
- 100-156088 (USCANLF-AIO)
- 100- [REDACTED] (RED BALLOON COLLECTIVE PEOPLE)
Tuesday January 25, 1972

This is the first sign of tightening in the open house procedure that has prevailed. (N.M.)

One Michael LNU, acting as front man for Rennie Davis, John Lennon and Jerry Rubin, came to Washington Square Meth to the NY Office and had a long discussion with William Kittredge about what was going down. The office will be opened in 2 weeks - 1 month at Hanson and 10th Street and will occupy 2 floors there. The staff that was brought from Washington, DC appear to have some problems with the middle leadership (Stu Alpert and Jay Craven in particular). The staff salaries are said to be $125 per week, and Rubins presence in the top echelon is confirmed. The bulk of the is coming from Lennon-One. (R.M.)

Renner and Kittredge went to the NYLC loft to see William Smith about 8:00 p.m. and later went to Larry Levy's returning to the church at 1:30 a.m. (1/26/72) Joseph Pissarevsky was in touch with Revolutionary Union, Dia Cooper with LNS, and C. Donham with AIO. The purpose of all these meetings was to discuss a conference format that this group has cooked up and to feel out the various groups vis a vis the Red Balloon people. (R.M.)
Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated, explain this deletion.

☐ Deleted under exemption(s) __________________________________________ with no segregable material available for release to you.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

☐ Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

☐ Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies) for review and direct response to you.

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

☐ DOCUMENT PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED IN HQ FILE
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1-New York (45) (45) (45)
1-New York (100-175316) (J. LENNOX) (42)
1-New York (100-165469) (COLLIFAN) (42)
Daniel Berrigan will be released today on bail. On February 24, 1972 there will be a demonstration at Danbury Prison sponsored by the Harrisburg Defense Committee.

After the demonstration at Danbury Prison there will be a "New England pilgrimage for peace and freedom". This will be a march by those demonstrators at Danbury Prison to Harrisburg where they will hold a short press conference.

Berrigan will come to New York City as soon as he is released.

If one goes to Danbury to demonstrate and needs housing he may contact the following:

FRED CARPENTER
Danbury, Connecticut
telephone number 203-744-2903

Page Miller
Danbury, Connecticut
743-5037

Barbara Jenkins
Waterbury, Connecticut
757-8651

Ruth Tewksbury
Danbury, Connecticut
754-3542

The above information was issued by Tom Davidson.
Mike Drobenare went to an unknown address for a meeting today, the address had phone number 431-6624.

There was a Mickey from the Peace Parade Committee (PPC) in the PFCJ office today. He is a white, male, 190 pounds, approximately 25, five feet nine inches, heavy build, shoulder length straight brown hair.

The following were found in Barbara Webster's phone book: Sue Leitner, 175 West 93rd Street, New York, New York, telephone number 865-9103; Steve Schere, PPC, telephone 343-6570; Florida Platform, Post Office Box 17521, Tampa, Florida, 33612.

The Florida Platform appears to be a mailing address for a peace organization.

The following information was also located in Webster's phone book:

As of November 15, 1970 there were 339 Prisoners of War alive in North Vietnam. Twenty have died of that twenty fifteen died of wounds while parachuting and five died of disease. Nine have been released.

Webster left on February 23, 1972 for Washington D.C. and will be back February 25th.

The 9000 letters being mailed by PFCJ in their fund raising effort will be mailed from the 32nd Street Westside Post Office.

Michael Drobenare is in New York City at the present time.

Alex is still in New York City and is growing a full beard.

During a conversation concerning information received at [name unknown] was attempting to locate [name unknown] stated that...
has had numerous conversations with John Lennon and his wife about becoming active in the New Left movement in the United States, and that Lennon and his wife seem uninterested. Can't seem to convince them they should become more active. It was his opinion Lennon and his wife are passe about United States politics.
TO: SAC, BOSTON
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-169939)
SUBJECT: PCPJ SM-NEW LEFT

Date received: 2/2/72
Received from (name or symbol number): b2, b10
Received by: b7c

Date: 2/1/72
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks): (In person, by telephone, by mail, orally, recording device, written by informant)

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:
Dictated
Transcribed
Authenticated by Informant

Brief description of activity or material
PCPJ Activity

File where original is located if not attached: b2, b10

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.

Information recorded on a card index by

Remarks:
All necessary action taken.

1 - Boston (NHPCPJ) (RM)
1 - Washington Field Office (100- ) (R. DAVIS) (RM)
1 - New York (42)
1 - New York (45) b7c
1 - New York (45)
1 - New York (100-157178) (J. RUBIN) (42)
1 - New York (100-157319) (J. LENNON) (42)
1 - New York (100-172771) (MDC) (42)
1 - New York (100-21672) (D. DELLINGER) (42)
1 - New York

100 175319 26
Block stamp

DECLASSIFIED ON 5-2-73
BY 1678 Rep/15m.
February 1, 1972

Renne Davis is staying at Jerry Rubin's house.

May Day is at Odds with PCPJ.

Dave Dellinger is still in a hospital in Boston. Some people in Harrisburg Committee said last Friday some government agents were around. Please find some 3" x 5" cards of key contacts in the Southwest. PCPJ is conducting a campaign of pledge signing. The pledge states that the signee will not support a war candidate. May Day promises that San Diego will be like Washington, but with 100 times the people.

Davis and Rubin still run May Day, but do not wish the public eye to be cast upon them so they are running the party from the background.

John Lennon is working very closely with May Day and there may be a Peace Concert next month in the Boston Garden. PCPJ refuses to pay any taxes, including the phone excise tax.

Barbara Webster will most likely be in the office Thursday (Wait for my call).
Election Year Strategy Information Center
(Formerly known as the Allamuchy Tribe)

Reference is made to Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), memorandum dated February 28, 1972, and captioned as above.

The Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) is no longer functioning. The organization ceased to exist approximately the first of March, 1972. Former members Jerry Rubin and Stewart Albert, upon dissolving EYSIC seem to have no definite plans regarding either the Miami Democratic National Convention or the Republican National Convention in San Diego. Rennard Cordon Davis who was also associated with EYSIC was last known to be in Florida.

Jerry Rubin and Rennard Cordon Davis, are both convicted defendants of the so called Conspiracy Seven Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period September, 1969 thru February, 1970; involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

Stewart Albert, that Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966, at Berkeley, California, along with other members of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.

Progressive Labor Party

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for following the Chinese Communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and MAO Tse-tung thought.

EYSIC is no longer operational. Youth Election Strategy, which started out as a political education arm of EYSIC is presently engaged in the production of films depicting the Automated Military Machinery used in Southeast Asia by the United States Army. The films are designed so as to be shown to demonstrators at the sites of the Republican and Democratic National Conventions. The source advised that John Winston Lennon was formerly associated with EYSIC, however shortly before the organization was dissolved, Jerry Rubin and Rennard Davis were apparently at odds with Lennon due to his excessive use of drugs.

John Winston Lennon, On February 2, 1972, Mr. Raymond Connelly, Immigration Officer, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) New York City, advised that Lennon, Alien Registration Number A-17597321, first arrived in New York City on August 11, 1968, under a B-2 visitors visa. He subsequently departed the United States, and during his 1971 re-entry was granted another B-2 visa. Lennon is married Yoko Ono, Alien Registration Number A-19489154. They both entered the United States on August 13, 1971 and their visas were due to expire on February 29, 1972.

CONFIDENTIAL
On March 14, 1972, Mr. VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, New York City, advised that LENNON and his wife, on March 6, 1972 were served with an INS order to show cause why they should not be deported from the United States as over stayed visitors.

Mr. SCHIANO advised on March 16, 1972, that LENNON and his wife showed at INS, New York City on this date, however their hearing was delayed until April 18, 1972.

Peoples Coalition For Peace and Justice (PCPJ)

The PCPJ is self-described as an organization consisting of over 100 organizations using massive civil disobedience to combat war, racism, poverty and repression. Its National Office is located at 156 5th Avenue, New York City, Room 527.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228) (C)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY
INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)
IS-NEW LEFT (CALREP) (C)

ReNYtel dated 3/10/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten (10) copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Copies are being designated for Miami, San Diego and WFO who have had a previous interest.

Copies of the LHM are also being designated to INS, 108th MIG, USA, SDNY and USSS, New York City for information purposes.

2 - Bureau (Encls. 10) (RM)
2 - Miami (Encls. 2) (RM)
2 - San Diego (Encls. 2) (RM)
2 - Washington Field Office (Encls. 2) (RM)
1 - New York (105-42122) (ALBERT) (42)
1 - New York (100-163425) (DAVIS) (42)
1 - New York (100-157178) (RUBIN) (42)
1 - New York (100-175319) (LENNON) (42)
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) (42)
1 - New York (100-174678) (CALREP) (42)

Classified by

SECRET

1-17-73

1678REP 1/EM 4-27-73

CLASS. & EXT. BY

REASON-FORM II, 1/24/72

DATE OF REPLY 3/29/72

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

SEAL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
Captioned LHM is classified "Confidential", because it contains information furnished by confidential
who are of continuing value; the unauthorized disclosure of which information would
tend to identify them and thus be prejudicial to the
national defense interest of the United States.

Due to EY$IC no longer being in existence
as a functioning organization captioned case is being placed
in a closed status by the NYO.
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Memorandum

TO: SAC New York (100-175319)

FROM: [Redacted]

SUBJECT: John Winston Lennon

Sr. New Left

On this date

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE: 6/9/72

BY [Redacted]
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TO: DIRECTOR; FBI (100-469910) (ATTN: DID) AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-55429).
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - NEW LEFT

ON APRIL TWENTY-ONE INSTANT, A SOURCE WHO IS IN A POSITION TO FURNISH RELIABLE INFORMATION ADVISED THAT SUBJECT HAS BEEN OFFERED A TEACHING POSITION WITH NEW YORK UNIVERSITY (NYU) DURING THE SUMMER. NYU HAS APPARENTLY SENT SUBJECT A LETTER REQUESTING HIS AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER REGARDING THE POSITION AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS PRESUME THAT SUBJECT WILL ACCEPT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REFERENCE BUREAU TELETYPE DATED APRIL TWENTY, LAST.

NYO HAS SEVERAL SOURCES IN A POSITION TO FURNISH INFORMATION ON SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES BUT SOURCES DO NOT HAVE PERSONAL CONTACT WITH THE SUBJECT.

NYO CONTINUING INVESTIGATION ON SUBJECT. LHM-follows.
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>2/23/72</td>
<td>b2 b70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):**

- [ ] in person
- [x] by telephone
- [ ] by mail
- [ ] orally
- [ ] recording device
- [ ] written by Informant

**If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:**

- Dictated ____________________________ to ____________________________
- Transcribed __________________________
- Authenticated by Informant

**Brief description of activity or material:**

- **PCPJ Activity**

**Date of Report:** 2/23/72

**Date(s) of activity**

**File where original is located if not attached**

- 62 670

---

**INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.**

- Information recorded on a card index by ____________________________ on date ____________________________

**Remarks:**

- All necessary action taken.

- Please index STEVE SCHER, Peace Parade Committee, telephone number 343-6570.

**DECLASSIFIED ON 5-2-83 BY 1678 REGISTRATION**
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<th>(Date)</th>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-100-)</td>
<td>(D. BERRIGAN)</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-100-)</td>
<td>(HDC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-1-1-1-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-1-1-1-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-1-1-1-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(RM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-1-1-1-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(100-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FLORIDA PLATFORM)</td>
<td>(RM)</td>
<td>62,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLASS. & EIT. BY:** 2/28/72

**REASON-FCS II, F.C.I.P.**

**DATE OF REVIEW:** 2/28/72

**ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS DECLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Washington Field Office (100-...) (R. DAVIS) (RM) (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York (100-175319) (J. LENNON) (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R DAVIS!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The text is partially redacted.
February 23, 1972

Daniel Berrigan will be released today on bail. On February 24, 1972 there will be a demonstration at Danbury Prison sponsored by the Harrisburg Defense Committee. After the demonstration at Danbury Prison there will be a "New England pilgrimage for peace and freedom". This will be a march by those demonstrators at Danbury Prison to Harrisburg where they will hold a short press conference. Berrigan will come to New York City as soon as he is released.

If one goes to Danbury to demonstrate and needs housing, he may contact the following:

FRED CARPENTER
Danbury, Connecticut
telephone number 203-744-2903

Page Miller
Danbury, Connecticut
743-5037

Barbara Jenkins
Waterbury, Connecticut
757-8651

Ruth Tewksbury
Danbury, Connecticut
754-3542

The above information was issued by Tom Davidson.

The Noreen (phonetic) previously reported on is Noreen Banks of the New Hampshire Pepples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ).
Mike Drobenare went to an unknown address for a meeting today, the address had phone number 431-6624.

There was a Mickey from the Peace Parade Committee (PPC) in the PCPJ office today. He is a white, male, 190 pounds, approximately 25, five feet nine inches, heavy build, shoulder length straight brown hair.

The following was found in Barbara Webster's phone book: Sue Leitner, 175 West 93rd Street, New York, New York, telephone number 655-9193, Steve Schere, PPC, telephone 343-6570; Florida Platform, Post Office Box 17521, Tampa, Florida, 33612.

The Florida Platform appears to be a mailing address for a peace organization.

The following information was also located in Webster's phone book:

As of November 15, 1973 there were 339 Prisoner of War alive in North Vietnam. Twenty have died of that twenty, fifteen died of wounds while parachuting and five died of disease. Nine have been released.

Webster left on February 23, 1972 for Washington D.C. and will be back February 25th.

The 9000 letters being mailed by PCPJ in their fund raising effort will be mailed from the 32nd Street Westside Post Office.

Michael Drobenare is in New York City at the present time.

Alex is still in New York City and is growing a full beard.

During a conversation concerning information received at (name unknown) was attempting to locate.

Stated that
John Lennon and his wife about becoming active in the New Left movement in the United States, and that Lennon and his wife seem uninterested. Can't seem to convince them they should become more active. It was his opinion Lennon and his wife are passé about United States politics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date received</th>
<th>5/23/72</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Received from</td>
<td>(name or symbol number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by</td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of delivery</td>
<td>(check appropriate blocks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:</td>
<td>Date of Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictated</td>
<td>5/13/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribed</td>
<td>5/13/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticated by Informant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief description of activity or material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on Benefit for JOHN LENNON and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structure of NYXU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (**) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. *

Remarks: All necessary action taken

22- New York  
1- 100- (JOHN LENNON)  
1- 100-17432 (ATTICA DEFENSE COMMITTEE)  
1- 100-156063 (ASIAN INFO OFFICE)  
1- 100-174966 (NYAC)  

Copies Continued:  
670 (22) CLASSIFIED EXPIRED  

Block Stamp:  
100-175319 - 45
After JOHN LENNON plugged it on the Dick Cavett Show, the benefit concert for the Attica Defense Committee turned a larger crowd than expected. Among the people who came were OTTO PERNINGER & a party of 5 people. Security was tight. The AIO core group included RONALD ROSEN, JOSEPHINE PIZZINO (both now members of AIO), JAMES DUFFY, MAURICE WADE, and was led by WALTER TEAGUE. Also on security were WALTER APONTI (recently purged from AIO) LAWRENCE ACKER, DIANE DANKAN, and STEPHEN FONDIANTE. The benefit was held at the Wash. Sq. Met Ch, began at about 20:00, was ended about 1:30 Sunday morning by a bomb threat, and netted $2,000 for the Defense Comm and $200 for the WSM Ch.

At 15:00 the NYCC had a meeting on re-organization at its hq (23 B third Ave). The meeting was fruitless. The two factions are basically these: LAWRENCE LEVY and HENRY PLATSKY want to form a more, intellectually oriented group which functions as a study group, at least at the outset. ROBERT HENES, EUGENIE S. JOSEPH, SUSAN LNU, WILLIAM SMITH, LESTER BAUN, and some unidentified members of the Prison Collective (an arm of NYCC concerned 8 prisoner liaison) wish the group to become more action oriented feeling that any form of movement toward the study group idea is a cowardly retreat.

Other facts:
John & Yoko Wait & Wait

A decision in the deportation proceedings against former Beatle John Lennon and his Japanese-born wife, Yoko Ono may not be reached until September, the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service said yesterday.

The government and the defense were to have submitted briefs by July 1, but they are still waiting for a transcript of the May 17 hearing.

Special inquiry officer Ira Fieldsteel, who is hearing the case, will be away in August, and so a decision is not expected until September.

The government wants to deny Lennon permanent residence here because of a 1968 marijuana conviction in England.

PacTel Appeals Refund
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph asked the U.S. Supreme Court yesterday to stop a $145 million refund to its customers which was ordered by the California Supreme Court Tuesday. The California court denied Pacific Tel's $143 million rate increase.
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Memorandum

TO: Sec. New York (100-175 319)  
FROM: Sec 42  
SUBJECT: John Winston Lennon  

On 10-3-72 Bureau Superintendents advised telephonically that the case should remain in a pending inactive status until such time as the subject is either deported from the US or until such time as to his activities warrant case being reopened.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 6-9-72 BY 42/42  

FBI—NEW YORK
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218 FBI/DOJ
TO: SAC:

- Albuquerque
- Anchorage
- Atlanta
- Baltimore
- Birmingham
- Boston
- Buffalo
- Butte
- Charlotte
- Chicago
- Cincinnati
- Cleveland
- Columbia
- Dallas
- Denver
- Detroit
- El Paso
- Honolulu
- Houston
- Indianapolis
- Jackson
- Jacksonville
- Kansas City
- Knoxville
- Las Vegas
- Little Rock
- Los Angeles
- Louisville
- Memphis
- Milwaukee
- Minneapolis
- Mobile
- New Haven
- New York City
- New York
- New Orleans
- Oklahoma City
- Omaha
- Philadelphia
- Phoenix
- Pittsburgh
- Portland
- Richmond
- Sacramento
- St. Louis
- Salt Lake City
- San Antonio
- San Diego
- San Francisco
- San Juan
- Savannah
- Seattle
- Springfield
- Tampa
- Washington Field
- Quantico

TO LEGAT:

- Beirut
- Benin
- Brasilia
- Buenos Aires
- Caracas
- Hong Kong
- London
- Madrid
- Manila
- Mexico City
- Ottawa
- Paris
- Rome
- Singapore
- Tel Aviv
- Tokyo

RE:

Date _______________

See attached for your information. No investigation should be conducted concerning subject but your sources should be alerted to the subject's presence in the area covered by your office. Any information developed indicating activity outside the scope of the intended purpose while in the United States should be promptly furnished to the Bureau.

Remarks: 10-175319-02

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEARIN A UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 9-8-76 BY
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Director  
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Henry E. Petersen  
Assistant Attorney General  
Criminal Division

In re John Winston Ono Lennon  
Board of Immigration Appeals

The individual named on the attached list is the subject of a deportation proceeding before the Board of Immigration Appeals scheduled for October 29, 1973, at 2:00 p.m.

Would you please supply us with electronic surveillance information pertaining to the individual named on the attached list, following the form set forth in our memorandum to you dated April 16, 1969.

In addition, should your files reveal that the individual or the premises in which he had a proprietary interest were subjected to electronic surveillance, we would appreciate your furnishing Mr. Robert F. Waichner, Government Regulations Section, Criminal Division, with the following:

1. Logs disclosing the conversation of the individual and logs of any of the premises in which the individual is or was the owner, lessee, or licensee.

2. Any airtels which expand or summarize the portions of the logs disclosed unless fully reflected in the logs themselves.

3. Any memoranda, including reports to the Department of Justice, which expand or summarize the portions of the logs mentioned above or which demonstrate pertinent leads which may have come from the illegal electronic surveillance.
It is also requested that you advise us whether the individual has been subjected to any lawful electronic surveillance, including such surveillance where one of the parties may have consented to the surveillance, as well as such surveillance conducted pursuant to the provisions of Title III of Public Law 90-351.

If your records indicate that the individual has used names other than that given, please check your electronic surveillance indices with respect to the additional names.

Attachment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>John Winston Ono Lennon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wife:</td>
<td>Alien Citizen of Japan, age 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry:</td>
<td>Entered U.S. at New York 6/13/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Address:</td>
<td>Dakota House, Central Park West, New York City (most recent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Address:</td>
<td>105 Bank Street, New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliases:</td>
<td>None Known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth:</td>
<td>October 9, 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Birth:</td>
<td>Liverpool, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship:</td>
<td>English Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment:</td>
<td>Entertainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Place of Employment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney:</td>
<td>Leon Wildes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings Date:</td>
<td>October 29, 1973, 2:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enclosed for your office is one copy of Department of Justice memorandum dated 9/18/73 requesting electronic surveillance information in accordance with specific questions set forth in the enclosed memorandum.

Conduct check in order to answer specific questions in enclosed memorandum and Criminal Division memorandum, 4/16/69, furnished field 5/2/69. Key answers to correspond with questions A through F. If results reveal positive information, insure microphone sources monitoring individuals involved are identified to the Bureau.

New York check captioned individual.

Submit your response to reach Bureau by COB 9/24/73. If positive, submit logs and pertinent documents by airtel.

Enclosure
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: NEW YORK (92-4564)

ELSUR, JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON. BUDED: 9/24/73.

REBUAIRTEL TO NEW YORK, 9/19/73.

THE SPECIAL INDICES OF THE NYO AND CORRESPONDING RECORDS WERE REVIEWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CRIMINAL DIVISION MEMORANDUM DATED 4/16/69, CONCERNING CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL, WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS:

(A) NO.
(B) NO.
(C - F) NOT APPLICABLE.

SUCH A REVIEW FAILED TO INDICATE THAT LENNON OR PREMISES IN WHICH HE HAD PROPRIETARY INTEREST HAVE BEEN SUBJECT TO ANY LAWFUL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE.
Memorandum

TO: 549, New York (100-157178)

FROM: 6A

DATE: 1/12/72

SECRET

SUBJECT: Jerry Clyde Rubin, AKA
S/M Yip (Extremist)
(Key Activist)

The subject appeared with John Lennon and
Yoko Ono at a press conference taped and shown
on WABC-TV "Eyewitness News" at 6:00pm on 1/12/72.
The press conference was held in NYC and only
Lennon was interviewed.

Rubin appeared to have his hair cut much
shorter than previously shown in other photographs.

ALL EXTREMISTS SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED DANGEROUS.
Dear Sir:

To John, Yoko, Jerry, and David—you come to America, check out of the St. Regis Hotel, and check into the Village, where you immediately strike up a friendship with Jerry Rubin, who is into everything you want to get into.

Jerry, after all being a Yippie with Yippie tendencies, introduces you to David Peel, the "park bench singer," who just happens to be without a recording contract. Zam. David Peel breaks into Apple Records.

Now David, as far back as we can remember, you and Weberman were a duet. Remember "A. J. A. J. Weberman?" No, I guess not. I mean, when it comes to choosing between being famous or having a real friend, being famous will always win out.

John Lennon, being "the" John Lennon, met Bob Dylan and naturally they began rapping. Between the rap, Dylan must have mentioned that a guy named Alan Julius Weberman had been bothering him for the longest time. Lennon, later, upon seeing Rubin and Peel, mentioned that Dylan had told him Weberman was a pest and he (Dylan) didn't know how to get rid of him. Lennon, Rubin, and Peel immediately took it upon themselves to help Dylan get rid of Weberman. Rubin called A.J. up, and who knows what they said to him. Weberman immediately wrote an apology into The Voice (Voice, December 9) who promptly misquoted him on one word which changed the context of the whole letter.

The question here is, exactly what was used to convince A.J. to leave the way? What's Lennon's money? Or was it Rubin's threat?

Name withheld
Manhattan Beach
TO: SAC, NEW YORK
FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO
SUBJECT: [redacted]

was arrested by FBI Agents in San Diego for Conspiracy to Injure Government Property and Trespassing for the Purpose of Injuring Government Property during demonstrations against the Vietnam War. An address book containing approximately 395 entries was found in his possession.
Set forth below are addresses which appeared in an address book and appear to be of possible interest to your Division. It should be noted that some names listed appear to be contacts among the revolutionary new left, while others may be associates of the subject from earlier years. Some names are apparently contacts used to obtain publicity for the Peace Movement.

The appearance of a person's name in an address book cannot be construed as an indictment of that individual's character nor an indication of his associations.

Information below is furnished for information purposes only, and dissemination to appropriate files is left to the discretion of receiving offices.
JOHN & YOKO LENNON
Old Chelsea Station
P.O. Box 654
N.Y., N.Y. 10011
Date received: 1/3/72

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):
- [ ] in person  
- [ ] by telephone  
- [ ] by mail  
- [ ] orally  
- [ ] recording device  
- [X] written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

- Dictated
- Transcribed
- Authenticated by Informant

Brief description of activity or material:

- FBI activity

File where original is located (if not attached):
- b2  
- b70

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.

Index:

1. Buffalo Union (111) b70
2. No Art (78)
3. Washington Field (5)
4. (85)
5. (122)
6. (100-19739/70)
7. (100-19739/70/1) [DECLASSIFIED ON 8/4/73]

DO NOT DESTROY - PENDING LITIGATION

100 169939 665

DECLASSIFIED ON 8/4/73 BY L78 REP 159m
January 4, 1972

George Vicora was in the office today. So was Mike Drobineer, Carol Cullen, Alex, Chris and Tom, and Stu Albert. All of the above, except for the first two, are members of the Alasmichie Group.

Stu Albert is living with Jerry Rubin when he's in New York. Stu, Carol and Mike are leaving for Washington on Thursday where they will stay in Carol Cullen's apartment.

Stu and Jerry are in constant contact with John Lennon. Reasons unknown (possibly financial). There will be an interim committee meeting Wednesday at 4:00 PM.

Stu will be traveling to Washington in Mike Drobineer's parents' car.
**Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material**

**FD-305 (Rev. 9-30-69)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date prepared</th>
<th>1/17/72</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date received</th>
<th>Received from (name or symbol number)</th>
<th>Received by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/6/72</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>SA b70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)**
- [ ] in person
- [ ] by telephone
- [ ] by mail
- [x] orally
- [ ] recording device
- [ ] written by Informant

**If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:**
- Dictated ______________________ to ______________________
- Transcribed ______________________
- Authenticated by Informant

**Brief description of activity or material**
- PCPJ activity.

**Date of Report**
- 1/6/72

**Brief description of activity or material**
- File where original is located if not attached
- [ ] Information recorded on a card index by ______________________ on date ______________________

**Remarks:**
- All necessary action taken.
- INDEX: JOHN LENNON

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DO NOT DESTROY - PENDING LITIGATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED**

**DATE 5-3-83 BY 1678246169**

**SEARCHED**
**INDEXED**
**SERIALIZED**
**FILED**

**FBI NEW YORK**

**JAN 17,1972**
January 6, 1972

The New Hampshire Peoples Coalition for Peace

and Justice (PCPJ) is planning a peace conference in
March, time and place not yet determined. At this time, the Peach March is planned to resemble a mule train.
The New Hampshire PCPJ hopes to have the peace conference sometime during the New Hampshire Presidential Primary and John Lennon, of the Beatles, Jerry Rubin, Rennie Davis and Jennifer Dohrn, of Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) are hoped to attend.

It seems that many former members of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) are now active in the SMC.

Mike Drobenare is now using his parent's car again.

The May Day Collective has an office in Washington, D.C. (exact address unknown).
**Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Memo**

**FD-316 (Rev. 9-30-69)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date received</th>
<th>Received from (name or symbol number)</th>
<th>Received by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/6/72</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>SA b70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ in person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dictated __________________ to __________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcribed ______________________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticated by Informant ________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brief description of activity or material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCPJ activity ___________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date of Report: 1/10/72

Date(s) of activity: 1/10/72

*INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.*

Information recorded on a card index by ____________________ on date ____________________

Remarks: All necessary action taken. Index: BOB DYLAN

1 - Atlanta (RM) b70
1 - Buffalo (RM) b70
1 - Newark (RM) b70
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) b70
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) b70
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) b70
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) b70

DO NOT DESTROY - PENDING LITIGATION
January 10, 1972

Tom Hayden is expected to be in New York City January 19 through 21, 1972. Alex Hladsky is making efforts to find speaking engagements for Hayden.

Mike Drobenare and Carrol Kitchens are presently in New York City.

Robert Greenblatt presently pays $75 per month to the New York Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) for use of one of the rooms at PCPJ Headquarters which he uses as his office. Recently Greenblatt has been spending much time at the PCPJ Office.

A male North Vietnamese exchange student at MIT named Dwn (ph) has contacted the New York PCPJ and wants to take part in anti-war activities. PCPJ has begun efforts to schedule speaking engagements for the student in New Hampshire.

PCPJ is presently planning to hold a peace concert at unknown location in New Hampshire during the New Hampshire Presidential Primary. Plans presently are to have John Lennon and Bob Dylan take part in the concert.

A peace concert has also been planned for the Boston area after the New Hampshire concert.

It appears that all of the equipment from the Washington, DC PCPJ Headquarters has now been transferred to the New York Office.
Dylan and Weberman: A Letter

WE ASK A. J. Weberman to publicly apologize to Bob Dylan for leading a public campaign of lies and malice against Dylan in the past year. It is about time someone came to Dylan's defense when A. J. published articles and went on radio calling Dylan a junkie—which he never was—attacked Dylan for "deserting the movement"—when he was there before the movement and helped create it—and publicized Dylan's address and phone—exposing Bob and his wife and children to public embarrassment and abuse.

Dylan is more than a myth—he is a human being, like you and me. He has feelings and sensitivities like you and me. Who is there among us who has not had his consciousness shaped by the words and music of Bob Dylan? Yet who raised his or her voice or uttered a word to defend Dylan when A. J. Weberman began his personal campaign of slander against Dylan—in the true tradition of the sensationalistic press willing to print anything about someone famous—even organizing demonstrations at Dylan's home—for god's sake—can't Dylan have some privacy! Can't he have some peace of mind in his own home to think and write and make music and be with his family?

Weberman took advantage of Dylan's fame. If Bob Dylan attacked A. J. Weberman, who would listen or publish it? If A. J. Weberman has some "inside gossip" or "the real truth" about Bob Dylan, everyone is all ears because everyone wants to talk about Bob Dylan. Stories spread from person to person in an ever-widening circle of exaggeration and bullshit. No one cares to find out the truth about Bob Dylan, the person. They are too busy amusing themselves by telling outlandish stories about Bob Dylan—the myth—whom they have never met.

Weberman tried to make a name for himself by attacking Dylan and proclaiming himself a Dylanologist or something like that. No one else named Weberman an expert on Dylan. Weberman calls himself an expert, and all of a sudden the press is all over him trying to get information or gossip about Dylan. Now whenever someone writes about Bob Dylan, they also interview A. J. because he is a self-proclaimed authority on Dylan's music. A. J. claims everything Dylan writes is either about Weberman or about heroin. What bullshit!

Weberman is to Dylan as Manson is to the Beatles—and Weberman uses what he interprets from Dylan's music to try and kill Dylan and build his own fame. Now A. J. Weberman takes credit for Dylan's "George Jackson" song. More egocentric bullshit. Dylan wrote it in spite of Weberman and in spite of "the movement." Dylan wrote it because he felt it.

A. J. Weberman's campaign—and the movement's complicity in it—is in the current fad of everyone in the revolution attacking each other and spreading false rumors about each other. It's time we defended and loved each other—and saved our anger for the true enemy, whose ignorance and greed destroys our planet.

—The Rock Liberation Front: David Peel, Jerry Rubin, Yoko Ono, John Lennon

DO NOT DESTROY - PENDING LITIGATION

The Village Voice

Date: 11-30-71
Edition: 1
Author: 
Editor: 
Title: 

Classification: 

Submitter: 
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SEARCH
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REDACTED

FILED
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NEW YORK
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237
John and Yoko Joining Vigil Here

By MILTON ADAMS

A weekend of massive demonstrations has been scheduled to take place here and across the country by several peace groups demanding complete withdrawal of U.S. forces from Indochina.

A candlelight vigil and "procession for peace" tomorrow night in Duffy Square, at Broadway between 46th and 47th Sts., from 8 to 11 p.m., will highlight local activities.

Sponsored by the National Peace Action Coalition, the vigil is expected to attract a number of prominent members of the city's art community, and rally support for a massive demonstration scheduled for Washington on Sunday.

The two demonstrations were announced by NPAC National Coordinator Katherine Sojourner yesterday.

Supporters of the Sunday march in Washington include about 25 members of Congress, a number of local politicians, and trade union leaders from across the country.

John and Yoko

Members of the art community endorsing the Washington march and expected to attend tomorrow's vigil include John Lennon and Yoko Ono; satirist Jules Feiffer; producer Joseph Papp; writers Arthur Miller and William Styron and others.

"This Sunday in Washington, thousands of Americans will express their opposition to Nixon's latest and most dangerous escalations," said novelist Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., reading a statement signed by about 50 prominent artists.

"At this critical time, we believe it important to share some time and feeling for peace," the statement said.

On Monday, Washington demonstrators plan what they call a "blockade" of the Pentagon by blocking entrances to the building.

Plans were also announced today by the U.S. Service Men's Fund, for a series of antiwar demonstrations at Fort Dix and more than 30 other military bases and installations across the country tomorrow.

Similar Armed Forces Day demonstrations organized by active-duty military personnel last year have forced the Pentagon to cancel official parades and ceremonies at these bases.

Such fears by officials of the Military Order of the World Wars resulted in the cancellation of New York's 23rd annual Armed Forces Day parade this week.
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC NEW YORK (100-170471)

FROM: [Name redacted]

SUBJECT: NATIONAL PEACE ACTION COALITION (NPAC) IS-C (TROTSKYIST) 00: NY

The attached flyer was obtained from unidentified individual by SAC at an anti-war demonstration on 5/2/92 at Duffy Sq., NYC, NY.

CLASS: FRT, PV
REASON-FCM 11-2 (4/2/2) (3)
DATE OF REVIEW

DEClassified on 5-3-83
By 1628 REP 16am

[Signature]

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
Join us Saturday night, May 20, 1972 – 8 to 11 p.m. in Duffy Square, Broadway between 46th & 47th for CANDLELIGHT VIGIL AND PROCESSION FOR PEACE!

"This Sunday in Washington thousands of Americans of all ages will express their opposition – legally and peacefully – to Nixon’s latest and most dangerous escalations. At this critical time we members of New York’s community of the arts believe it important to share with you some time and feeling for peace.

"Join us Saturday night, May 20, 1972 – 8 to 11 p.m., in Duffy Square. And, remember, you . . . we . . . are not alone!"

March on Washington Information

**TRANSPORTATION**

Bus tickets: $10 round trip. Train tickets: $15 round trip. Buses leave Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, Bronx at 6:00 a.m. Buses leave D.C. at 6:00 p.m. Train leaves Penn Station at 7:00 a.m., and leaves D.C. at 6:00 p.m. Make checks payable to "NPAC TRANSPORTATION FUND."

**DEMONSTRATION DETAILS**

Assemble: 10:00 a.m. at the Ellipse.
March: Noon on Pennsylvania Avenue.
Rally: 1:00 p.m. on the Capitol Steps, west side.

For more information, to volunteer, or to purchase tickets, contact: NATIONAL PEACE ACTION COALITION
150 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011. (212) 741-2018. Urgent – we need money now to help pay for M
THE ABLE HOFMAN TRIAL

Huber "Steve The Boss"
conspiracy has died down somewhat with Abbie's quiet departure from the scene, but nothing really has been resolved. His interest will probably be high and building but when the original manuscript plus all correspndences (in Abbie's handwriting) are auctioned off this Saturday December 15, at 9:30 in St. Peter's Church at 424 Greene Avenue. The book and letters are being sold with the stipulation that they must be temporarily returned when needed in any future court dispute. Will Hubie and Isaac's lawyers squabble over each other?

The auction is a benefit for "New Times," a new magazine scheduled to debut around the first of the year. Along with the original manuscripts from books, essays, and poems, paintings, photographs, prints, and sculptures are being donated. Guest auctioneers are Larry Rubin, Patty Goldenberg, and Dr. John, and the_Seiema_ of_ the_ auction_ which_ of_ the_ superstars make up the list of assistants: Carl Andre, Gregory Bateson, Charles Post Ford, Allen Ginsberg, James Dine, John Lennon, Robert Mapplethorpe, Jerry Brown, and Larry Homemade.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448910)

FROM: SAC, MILWAUKEE (100-16644) (P)

SUBJECT: YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY (YIP)

BU File 100-448910
MI File 100-16644

DEMONSTRATION DURING THE FORTHCOMING POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
MI File 100-18949

MI File 100-19451

Re Milwaukee airtel to the Bureau, 4/18/72, bearing dual caption, "Youth International Party (YIP)," and "Demonstration During the Forthcoming Political Campaign."

5 - Bureau (RM)(AN)(Encs. 13)
(1 - 100-MIEM)
(1 - 100-Demonstration - Political Campaign)
(1 - Legat, Ottawa "For Information")

7 - Milwaukee (1 - 100-16644) (YIP - Milwaukee)
(1 - 100-15948) (YIP - Madison)
(1 - 100-18949) (Demonstration - Political Campaign)
(1 - 100-19451) (MIEM)
(1 - 100-165260)
(1 - 100-18949)
(1 - 100-165260)
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN

DATE: 5/3/72

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1972--496--829

24
An extra copy of LHM is being furnished the Bureau in view of information set forth regarding Montreal, Quebec, Canada. If necessary, Bureau may furnish Legat, Ottawa a copy of enclosed LHM "for information" or whatever action deemed necessary.

Enclosed LHM is classified "Confidential" as it contains information furnished by a confidential source of continuing value, the unauthorized disclosure of whose identity may compromise source, thereby possibly having an adverse effect on the defense interests of this country.

Information copies of enclosed LHM are being furnished to Albany, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, and San Francisco in view of their divisions being mentioned in information furnished by source.

Individual concealed in enclosed LHM is identified as follows:

Source is [redacted]

Milwaukee will follow YIP activities planned by Wisconsin YIP activists and insure that the Bureau and interested governmental agencies, along with appropriate Field divisions, are advised on a timely basis of pertinent information developed.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
April 26, 1972

"Confidential"

YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY (YIP)

DEMONSTRATIONS DURING THE DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION, JULY, 1972 -
MIAMI, FLORIDA

(Reference is made to Milwaukee memorandum dated
April 18, 1972, captioned "Youth International Party (YIP)"
and "Demonstrations during the Democratic National Convention,
July, 1972 - Miami, Florida.")

YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY

The Youth international Party, also
known as Yippies, is a loosely knit,
anti-establishment, revolutionary
youth organization formed in New York
City in January, 1968.

"Confidential"

GROUP
excluded from automatic
downgrading and declassification

DO NOT DESTROY - PENDING LITIGATION

"This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency."

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4/26/72 BY 95955
Source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on April 17, 1972, that Shirley Jane
Hopper traveled to New York City, from Madison, Wisconsin,
on March 2, 1972, until March 6, 1972, to meet with Yippie
and Zippie representatives.

The following is an account of that trip furnished by
source:
Thursday - March 2, 1972
Jane Hopper took a bus to Chicago and stayed with the
Harlem people. She got up early and went down to Continental
Driveaway Company and made arrangements for cars to New York
and back. She went to the bus station and picked up John
Mattes who came down on the bus that morning.

Friday - March 3, 1972
After picking John up she went and picked up the car which
turned out to be a used squad car that was being sent to Brooklyn
for resale.

Saturday - March 4, 1972
They arrived in New York at 3:00 AM and went to A. J.
Noberman's house at 6 Bleecker Street. After getting some sleep,
A. J. went over to Tom Forcade's house to get him up. He came
back with Frank Rose, who lives with Tom. They decided to make a
Zippie presence at the Stonybrook Conference. Jane drove out
there with John, Pat Small, and Kathy Morales, (who are living
with A. J.) and Frank Rose. Pat Small made a plea for the people
there to join Zippie and announced that there would be a separate
caucus for Zip in another room. The Zips drew off maybe a third
of the people there. Most people were stopped by the campus police
either coming or going. Hopper was stopped and I.U.'d while
waiting to pick her friends up after the thing broke up.
Sunday, March 5, 1972

Hopper went over to the New York Switchboard and made arrangements for Zip announcements to appear in a newsletter they are planning to set up for all the underground switchboards in the next month. She went over to Rex Weiner's house. He is the editor of the "New York Age" which is an up and coming underground paper. He seems to be an old political hand. He was very glad to see us and proposed a party that night to welcome us to New York, at his newspaper office. The party started at about 9:00 PM so Hopper had time to go eat at Tom Forcade's house. He lives in a real dump at 209 East 5th Street. His office is at 204 West 10th Street (basement). He has no legitimate phone. To call out he taps into a Hungarian person's phone. There is a girl there named Linda who acts as a servant for Tom and Frank. Linda's parrot interjects "Right on" whenever the conversation gets rousing. Tom is trying to train it to say "eat shit" whenever he argues with anyone but the bird now says it to him whenever he sees him. The cage is surrounded by small objects that Tom has thrown in response. From there Hopper went to the party. She was introduced to the elite of the radical left. Jerry Rubin rushed up to Jane and begged her to let him be a Zippie. She said we would have to iron out a few differences first and she agreed to meet with him the next day. Jane left with Forcade for a while so John, A. J., and his girl Ann mingled for a while. Frank was acting as a chauffeur dressed up in a fancy uniform. Jane got quite drunk and Jerry began to give her trouble about it.

Monday - March 6, 1972

This was Hopper's and John's last day in New York so it was packed with business meetings. Hopper had to take care of delivering the car to Brooklyn. When Hopper got back to A. J.'s, Tom was there and they were finalizing plans for the smoke-ins. They are apparently going to take place in twenty states and five foreign countries including England, Netherlands, France, Germany, and New Zealand. Debi from the Toronto Guerilla arrived to get a ride back with us as far as Erie, Pennsylvania. They left A. J.'s and went over to Jerry Rubin's house at 156 Prince Street. Stew Albert was there. Jerry told us that the bad press we were giving him had hurt him badly politically. He said he would be finished in politics unless we patched things up. They replied that they thought he was an asshole. He said that Abby was coming back next
YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY (YIP)

DEMONSTRATIONS DURING THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION, JULY, 1972 - MIAMI, FLORIDA

month and that he wouldn't let us kick him around. They told
him that they would meet Abby at the airport and throw him out
of the party also. He layed down on the floor close to tears.
Stew said they were being too rough on him so they chewed him
up in like fashion. Jerry asked us to negotiate with him and
we agreed to it. We listed our bitches with him, 1. His
superstar ego which enables him to appear to lead us while he
does none of the work yet gets the credit; 2. Financial deals
that have netted him money in the past that he made in the name
of Yippie but then used for himself; 3. His b.o. and other bad
habits; 4. His feud with Tom and other Zip people. He said that
he would do anything and we should just tell him what we
wanted. They told him they wanted money and they told him that
they wanted him to get signatures for the Armstrong petition.
They also told him that we would stop bad-rapping his in accordanc
with how well he performs his assignments. We will make no
interferences in his affairs political or otherwise as long as
he didn't claim leadership in Zip or Yip. He will have no
decision making powers. If he of Abby want responsibilities
in the new party they will have to earn them like everyone else.
The fact that they are superstars and can get coverage of events
does not impress us at all. They are a liability within the
movement. They have turned too many people off. John and Hopper
left for Madison. The only trouble they had on the way home
was an incident in Pennsylvania. Their car was identified as
having been involved in a burglary. They were stopped for about
an hour and then released. They were somewhere around Sharon
and Mercer, Pennsylvania.

Jane and John seemed to think that Jerry was losing the
friendship of John Lennon. John had thought that he was the cent
of radical politics and by throwing him out we let the thought
enter Lennon's head that perhaps Jerry was washed up. Lennon
had a message delivered to us at Stonybrook that he would do
an Armstrong benefit if we didn't let it out that he was
coming. In other words, it had to be happening on its own
steam before he would come. He will also come to the conventions
if they are peaceful, under the same terms.

"Confidential"
It seems everyone and his brother is stepping into the rock festival, but this one sounds like it might headline the summer's fare, and include one unique and cozy feature. The entire stage will be in the form of a massive bed, and so this July 3, 4, and 5 the joyful noise of "rock, peace poetry, and whatever" will be coming from between the sheets. Then the Lenmons would like to tuck the whole package in and take it on a world tour, especially to Russia and Czechoslovakia.

When I asked him about the Beatles as an entity, John said casually that they might never play again, then added that they feel that way every time they finish an album. On the other hand, he mentioned that it is getting increasingly hard to fit all their songs on one LP, notably since George has begun to write so prolifically. He did seem sure they would never tour again as a group. As for music, John felt they hadn't made any dynamic changes since "Sergeant Pepper," and their music should go further out again. He also denied that the Beatles are leaving the Allan Klein management, and in fact said he liked Klein, not only as a businessman but also as a person.

When asked why he comes to Canada so often, other than problems with his U.S. visa, John answered, "Because it talks to China." Another reason why he was there this time was to sign the 5,000 copies of his erotic lithographs. In between writer's cramp and macrobiotic meals (served by two chefs flown in from the Caldon on the Lower East Side), the Lenmons planned the next phases of their peace campaign. (They just completed their billboard event in Times Square and 10 other major cities, and will present another surprise).

Both John and Yoko seem unaffected that war is even more powerful a single now, despite all their dove posters and exhortations. "We believe in selling peace...nobody says to give up Christianity because Christ died."

Their latest angle will be a "peace poll." Letters, postcards, or any other voucher from the peace-bent will be sent to a prescribed address. They think that maybe a mountain of this mail can be delivered to one of those masters of war who is impressed by statistics.
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"If the pigs interfere with him in any way, he will open free
gun clinics and distribute free guns," SEAL elaborated on
this point and said "We have access to all the guns we want,
and we'll kill any 'pig' that gives us trouble." (\(\text{x(u)}\)

Informant noticed that SEAL had several body
guards standing immediately behind him while SEAL was talking
with informant and others in informant's group behind the
podium. All of these body guards were carrying guns and
their actions were disciplined such as that used in the
military. (\(\text{x(u)}\)

Informant was present for the last part of SEAL's
public speech when he spoke of the Black Panther factors
which produce food and clothing and the Black Panther farms.
SEAL also made the following public statement: "You FBI
m______ f______, we know you're here." (\(\text{x(u)}\)

While behind the podium, informant also personally
met JOHN LENNON (former member of the Beatles Band). LENNON
spoke in definite anti-law enforcement tones and is a strong
believer in the movement and the overthrow of the present
society in America today. (\(\text{x(u)}\)

Informant advised that STEVIE WONDER was present,
that he entertained and made a plea for peace. Informant also
saw Reverend DENNIS MOLONEY, Reverend JAMES BLAKESLIE (associate
of MOLONEY), and JOHN SINCLAIR's wife (who appeared to be
"stoned"). (\(\text{x(u)}\)
Memorandum

TO: SAC, DETROIT (100) b7c
FROM: [Redacted]
SUBJECT: WPP - MISCELLANEOUS

ADMINISTRATIVE

Source is [Redacted] b7c

On 9/28/70, source made available an address book which she indicated belonged to [Redacted] who she believes is affiliated in some way with the White Panther Party. She does not know his connection with the Party but advised she felt the address book might be of some benefit. The following names, addresses, telephone numbers etc. were copied from this book. The book was returned to the source.

Address book contained the following:

A.B.C. Managers Ltd.
4721 Gerrard St. East
Toronto, Ontario
416-688-331

OUT
844 Pitt St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
(also associated with A.B.C. Managers Ltd. listed above)

Alternate U
44th Avenue Ave.
New York

RCP/rak
(2)

CONFIDENTIAL

have all played [Redacted] until October 1970

[Redacted] b7c at the Payroll Savings Plan

[Redacted] b7c

Do not destroy serial 323

Prior to 9/85 4/86
Lennon let his followers down

By Bill Gray

If anyone went to the John Sinclair rally Friday night in Ann Arbor for the sole purpose of seeing a rare John Lennon performance, he was to be a very disappointed.

Lennon was the only person that brought even a nodding acknowledgment from the 12,000 young people to Crisler Arena.

But almost eight hours of speeches by radical leaders, poetry by Allen Ginsberg, country rock by Commander Cody and rhythm and blues by Stevie Wonder preceded the former Beatle's appearance.

WHEN HE DID, it was brief and one major factor nearly spoiled the whole thing.

He brought Yoko.

Mrs. Lennon may be the genius that John keeps insisting she is. Possibly, if he keeps heavily hyping her, someone might believe it.

But before a singer can be judged, she must first be able to carry a tune. Yoko can't even remain on key.

This was evidenced clearly when she sang "O Sisters, O Sisters," a Women's Lib tune she claimed she wrote for the "Sisters of Ann Arbor" the day before the rally.

STANDING beside her, Lennon managed not to wince. He even kissed her when it was over.

Lennon's portion of the show was hardly worth the wait — three songs, all of which were unfamiliar to the crowd.

They were so new that Lennon had to read the lyrics from a music stand as he sang.

His tribute to Sinclair, which began, "John Sinclair, in the stir for breathing air," was played on steel guitar.

BECAUSE of the name attached to it, the song probably will become a million seller and should make Detroit Recorder's Court Judge Robert J. Colombo an anti-hero in the subculture. "He gave him, (Sinclair), 16 (years) for two marijuana cigarettes, what else can Judge Colombo do?"

It was an interesting piece, but lacking Lennon's usual standards.

Lennon and Yoko were dressed in matching black leather jackets, unzipped to reveal "Free John Now" T-shirts. Lennon wore small circular sunglasses. He was flip and tried to give the crowd the impression that they weren't watching a superstar, but simply the working-class hero.

PRECEDING the Lenlcons were David Peel and the Lower East Side, positively the worst act I've ever seen. The greasy-looking Peel sang like a deranged gorilla. The lyrics of one song consisted solely of repeating "mara-wanna" about 50 times.

The best rock 'n' roll of the evening was provided by some local artists. Bob Seger (formerly with the System) and Teegarden and VanWinkle combined for the evening's musical highlight.

Seger's "Looking Back" may be only a four-chord progression piece, but it's well-performed, and the lyrics should go down as the subculture's national anthem.
FROM: SAC, DETROIT (100-40422) (C)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FREEDOM RALLY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, 12/10/71, SPONSORED BY COMMITTEE TO FREE JOHN SINCLAIR
SM - NEW LEFT; TRAVEL OF DEFENDANTS; IS - WHITE PANTHER PARTY

Re Detroit teletype to Bureau, 12/11/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of a LHM setting forth information regarding captioned rally. Copies of LHM being furnished to below-listed offices for information purposes:

LHM classified confidential to protect the identity of sources utilized therein whose identities if disclosed could be detrimental to the national defense interests of this nation.

Sources identified as follows:

Source one is [redacted]
Source two is Intelligence Unit, Univ. State Police

2 - Bureau (Enc. 5) (R4)
2 - Boston (Enc. 2) (R4)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (R4)
   (1 - 176-5) (1 - 157-3315) (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (157-1785) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - New York (100-174910) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (176-2) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - WFO (1 - 100- [redacted]) (Enc. 2) (RM)
   (1 - NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION)
5 - Detroit (2 - 100-40422) (1 - 100-40452)
   (1 - 176-219) (1 - 176-68)

JBR:js (19)

DO NOT DESTROY PENDING LITIGATION
Re: Freedom Rally, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, December 10, 1971, Sponsored by Committee to Free John Sinclair

Alan Ginsburg is a New York based poet and philosopher. Jane Kennedy is reportedly a Women's Liberation representative. Tabankin is the President of the National Student Association, Washington, D.C. [c]

Source two advised December 3, 1971, that the WPF has in the past made intense efforts to legalize marijuana and that Sinclair has become the symbol of that effort. [c]

On December 8, 1971, source one advised that during a second press conference by David Sinclair, Lennie Sinclair and David Fenton, all officers of WPF, Ann Arbor, it was announced that the following additional persons were scheduled to speak at the December 10, 1971, Free John Sinclair Rally: Fr. James Groppi, Robert Williams, former head, Republic of New Africa, a Black militant organization, and John Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono. [c]

Source advised further that several national and international rock bands were scheduled for above rally. [c]

Source advised that attendance cost to the rally was set at $3.60 per person. Source advised that because of an anticipated overflow of persons at the rally hall, which hall seats 15,000 persons, the following allocation of tickets was made:

6000 - Ann Arbor, Michigan
4000 - Detroit, Michigan
1000 - Each Jackson, Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Grand Rapids, Michigan

Source four advised December 11, 1971, that the rally began at 7:15pm, December 10, 1971, at the University of Michigan Events Building, Ann Arbor. Source advised the rally terminated at approximately 3:30am, December 11, 1971, with estimated attendance of 15,000 to 16,000 persons. [c]
Re: Freedom Rally, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, December 10, 1971, Sponsored by Committee to Free John Sinclair

Source five advised December 13, 1971, rally was attended by an estimated 15,000 persons and terminated in the early morning hours of December 11, 1971, without any incidents. Source advised 10 off-duty Ann Arbor police officers patroled the area near the rally hall. Source advised the services of the off-duty police officers were obtained and paid for at a cost of $150.00 by the WPP at Ann Arbor, Michigan. Source advised police officers patroled only on the outside of the rally hall and were not permitted to enter rally.

Source advised the entire portion of the rally hall was patroled by so-called WPP Rangers, also known as The Psychedelic Rangers.

Source six advised December 13, 1971, University of Michigan facilities for captioned rally were obtained by unknown persons on or about November 30, 1971, at a cost of $4,000.00, which was paid for in cash and in advance. Source advised approximately five well known rock bands and/or singers performed at the rally, including John Lennon and wife Yoko Ono. Lennon formerly with group known as the Beatles. Source advised Lennon prior to rally composed the following song entitled, "John Sinclair", which song Lennon sang at the rally. Source advised this song was composed by Lennon especially for this event.
CONFIDENTIAL

Re: Freedom Rally, University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan, December 10, 1971
Sponsored by Committee to Free
John Sinclair

It ain't fair, John Sinclair
In the stir for breathing air
Won't you care, for John Sinclair
In the stir for breathing air.
Let him be, let him free
Let him be like you and me

They gave him 10 for 2
What more can the judges do
Gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta
Gotta, gotta, set him free.

If he'd been a soldier man
Shooting gooks in Vietnam
If he was a flying man
Dropping dope in old Siam
He'd be free, they'd let him be,
Breathing air, like you and me.

They gave him 10 for 2
What more can Judge Colombo do
Gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta
Gotta, gotta, set him free.

Was he jailed for what he done
Representing everyone
Free John Now if we can
From the clutches of the man
Let him free, lift the lid
Bring him to his wife and kids

They gave him 10 for 2
What more can Colombo, Nixon, Rockefeller, Agnew do
Gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta, gotta
Gotta, gotta, set him free.

On December 13, 1971, source six advised he learned
from Lennie Sinclair, Officer WPP, that the Detroit Committee
to Free John Sinclair netted a total of $26,000.00 from the
rally. (c)

Following are verbatim speeches of William Kunstler,
Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubbin and others as indicated: (c)
People have come from various parts of the planet to help get JOHN out. All right, BOBBY SEAL will be here, PHIL OAKS, JERRY RUBIN, SHELLA MURPHY, the UP, ED SANDERS, Commander COOK, RENNIE DAVIS, LENI SINCLAIR, ARCHE SHEPP (phonetic), Father GROPPI, a special guest and DAVID PEALE with JOHN LENNON and YOKO ONO.

The lost and found and drug help is in the northwest, I think that's over there if you need it. Right now we're gonna have a tape. Ok, this is gonna be an all night long hassle, we gotta keep the aisles clear, the firemen are running around so if possible we're gonna have to keep announcing, just keep the lanes as clear as you can.

WILLIAM KUNSTLER is a little busy with a new case. He's trying to get someone else out of jail and couldn't be here, so to send a message he put it on tape and we're gonna have that in about ten seconds.

WILLIAM KUNSTLER (taped message)

I have tried everything I could to be in Ann Arbor tonight but it is impossible. But I know that so many of JOHN SINCLAIR's friends will be with you that my absence will be more keenly felt by me than by anyone else. Yet I could not let the night go by without at least making this tape, unsatisfactory as it is, to give some concrete form to my devotion to JOHN and the cause which he symbolizes and represents.

JOHN is in jail for two essential reasons; first of all he is a political person who calls into question the validity of the super state which seeks to control all of us and destroys those it cannot readily dominate. Secondly, his harsh sentence dramatizes the absurdity of our marijuana laws which are irrational, unjust and indefensible. Recently, the National Institute of Mental Health submitted to the Congress its hundred and seventy six page report "Marijuana and Health" which comes to the conclusion that quote For the bulk of smokers, marijuana does not seem to be harmful, end quote. Yet it is made a crime in every state with penalties ranging in severity from life to six months in jail. On the other hand, conventional cigarettes can be legally sold as long as they bear a legend on the package that they can cause serious illness or death.
We will have 20 in the next 8 months and we might have 30 in the next two years. At the same time we are going to have a quantitative increase in every major oppressed community in the country. Got to happen! Its the only way we are going to attack capitalism. To exappropriate from that capitalistic system the goods, the technology, etc. put it down in the poor oppressed communities all of us the people that are oppressed and us too and everybody processing it and giving it away free. Its the only way I know start attacking the monster of capitalism. A monster of charging people money for everything they get, we're saying the music is free, the life is free, the world is free and if it ain't, free, lets start getting our chains off now. The psychology chains and the chains of oppression. Let's get it off now. That's have the chains off of us now, cause if we don't have the chains off of us they are going to annihilate us. They are going to annihilate us by polluting this earth, the capitalists and the fascists they are going to do this here. We saying the universe belongs to the people. Mars belongs to the people, and the people belong to the people, all power to the people. Thank you very much. Right on, Power to the people.

JERRY RUBIN
(first part not recorded)

..... also, PUN PLAMONDON is in jail, he is also with the Rainbow Peoples Party, he was the first person to become a fugitive and go underground in this country, and then he was caught and now's he's in jail and we ought to have this rally to free PUN PLAMONDON and to free the 2000 people who are now in jail for smoking dope, most of whom are black, and you see what people are going to feel most across the country, when they hear about this rally. Think of all the prisoners behind bars, how they are going to feel, fed shit food, isolated, treated like animals and if they do anything courageous they lose their good time, and they have to stay in jail longer and longer this rally is going to be the first prison rally all across the country demanding that they lay down the bars and let all the prisoners out. And while letting all the prisoners out, they ought to jail the judges, cause every judge, every judge should spend six months in a jail to see what its like. To see what the feeling is of being locked up, and see what that makes you feel any more human. This is the first event of the Rock liberation front and its really incredible that JOHN LENNON and YOKO ONO are going to be here, here tonight, and should really think of what the meaning of that is. Cause its really a committed act by people who are
very involved in music, who are identifying to the culture you and I are part of. The family that you and I are part of and for them to come on this stage, and for JOHN to sing his song it ain't fair JOHN SINCLAIR and for JOHN and YOKO to sing a song about the IRA and Attica state. It's really incredible. It shows that right now we can really unite music and revolutionary politics and really build the movement all across the country. (applause). It's like a whole, it's like a whole cultural renaissance, is about to begin and if JOHN and YOKO can come here we really have to go back to high school and colleges and communities and rebuild the movement to rebuild the revolution because all the people who say the movement and the revolution is over should see what's going on right here, because it doesn't look over to me. But there are, there are a lot of problems, for example the amount of heroin and dope that is smoked in the black and white youth communities is really serious so many young, 15, 16, 17 year old kids who are totally wiped out on downers, cause they have to find some way to get through the prison of high school and college and someway out of the prison of America, instead of building a revolutionary movement the amount of heroin that is floating around our communities, we have to drive the heroin pushers out of our communities and build (applause). So heroin is poison and you know it gets its source from Southeast Asia, Laos, and then, it's shipped by the CIA back to the U.S. as a poison to poison us so we don't make a revolution, that's why they are pushing all this heroin into us. (applause). Also, there is like a very strange spirit among young people today, a spirit of tremendous mistrust, a spirit of which anybody who takes an action, calls a demonstration, comes forward with something is attacked by someone else, in the movement for being an ego-tripper or media freak or doing something wrong, its a total anti-leadership spirit, so the people are afraid take the initiative or afraid to take actions, not because of what the pig might do, but afraid to take, take action because of what their own brothers and sisters might say about them. Its a very strange thing that people are afraid to speak out and that's why there's such a quiet across the country, cause the moment somebody does something someone else right next to him says, I didn't like what you did. We have to give each other a chance to make mistakes, we have to give each other a chance (inaudible) because if we are our own worst critics, no one is going to do anything, we are going to be paralyzed in fear, and all the violence and hostilities that we felt against
And JOHN SINCLAIR is a key person in the liberation struggle, the struggle to liberate all the people from the overt and the covert prisons, from the prisons behind bars and outside bars, and we need JOHN SINCLAIR out of prison not only for his own sake but to help in that struggle. JOHN SINCLAIR has united rock and revolution. He has united a position to political repression and to economic exploitation. His united opposition from domestic oppression and foreign aggression and we want JOHN SINCLAIR out of prison, we want him out of prison to help us organize the music at San Diego. (applause) And we want him out of prison to organize the music in a lot of events like this one that will take place up and down the country between now and San Diego to get those other prisoners out of jail, out of the jail of the factories that they are in, out of the jail of the money system, out of the jail of the foreign policy. Now I'm just going to say one sentence about the war and I think REINE indicated already that NIXON's program is not for winding down the war but for winding down the anti-war movement, it's the most cynical appeal to us, to say it doesn't matter that more people are being killed today than there were last month, it doesn't matter that there were more people killed last month than there were under JOHNSON, as long as they are Asians, as long as they are not Americans, but you want a real clue to that kind of syncism, I'll quote one of my political advisers, GEORGE WALLACE; GEORGE WALLACE came up with a shadow cabinet yesterday and who do you suppose was his secretary of state was, Ambassador WILLIAM PORTER who is NIXON's Ambassador to the Vietnamese peace talks. That tells you what's happening to the Vietnamese peace talks. That tells you what's happening to the war under the Nixon program. Now one last point, I also came here tonight to hear JOHN and YOKO, and so did a lot of other people, but I came here to hear JOHN and YOKO sing a song to the Liberation of JOHN SINCLAIR and the other prisoners. We have the power, we have the strength if like the Vietnamese and the Cambodian and the Laotians, we do not allow the government, visible or invisible, to pacify us, if we do not allow them to convince them that we are weak and impotent and that nothing we do will matter. Ever since 1964, the press, the doce press, mind you, and the government has been saying that the war is ending and the anti-war movement is dead, but it has never been through, and it is not through today, the war will not go away by itself, and JOHN SINCLAIR will not get free by
To: SACs, New York
   "Los Angeles"

From: Director, FBI

On 4/21/70 a representative of the Department of State advised that the American Embassy in London had submitted information showing the captioned individuals planned to depart from London, England, on 4/23/70 via TWA Flight 761 which will arrive in Los Angeles at 7:15 local time. These individuals are affiliated with theBeatles musical group and Lennon will be traveling under the name Chambers while the Harrisons are using the same Masters.

Lennon and the Harrisons will remain in Los Angeles until 5/6/70 for business discussions with Capital Records and other enterprises. They will travel to New York City on 5/7/70 for further business discussions and will return to London on or about 5/18/70.

Waivers were granted by the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Embassy was to issue visas on 4/22/70. In this case waivers were necessary in view of the ineligibility of these three individuals to enter the U.S. due to their reputations in England as narcotic users.
Airtel to New York
Re: John Lennon, George Harrison, Patricia Harrison

While Lennon and the Harrisons have shown no propensity to become involved in violent antivar demonstrations, each recipient remain alert for any information of such activity on their part or for information indicating they are using narcotics. Submit any pertinent information obtained in form suitable for dissemination.
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PEACE ACTION COUNCIL, IS - C. OFFICE OF ORIGIN: LOS ANGELES.

RE LOS ANGELES TEL, FEBRUARY FIVE LAST.

VISA OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, DETERMINED ON THIS DATE AN H PETITION (NON IMMIGRANT VISA OF TYPE ISSUED ENTERTAINERS) FILED WITH INS BY JOHN LENNON. THIS PETITION APPROVED; HOWEVER, NO INDICATION LENNON HAS APPLIED FOR VISA TO ENTER UNITED STATES.

END

FBI LOS ANGELES
Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

ATTN: LIAISON SECTION

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (163-1854) (RUC)

SUBJECT: b1c aka

UNIFIED MEMORANDUM

DATE: 8/4/70

DIRECTOR, FBI

ATTN: LIAISON SECTION

Los Angeles, CA

8/4/70

The Bureau airtel to Los Angeles dated 7/30/70, and Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau dated 8/3/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of a LRM dated and captioned as above.

All investigation in this matter was conducted by SA (source), unless otherwise indicated.

First source is SA contacted and (source).

Second source is SA who was contacted by SA.

Third source is SA who was contacted by SA.

Fourth source is SA who was also contacted by SA.

All sources furnishing information had no objections to the information they furnished being disseminated to the foreign government.

Information furnished by second source advised that the International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON) was backed by GEORGE HARRISON and JOHN LENNON, not further identified. It appears these individuals are members of the Beatles singing group who reside in England.

No further investigation is being conducted by Los Angeles in this matter.

Bureau (Encls. 6) (AA - REGISTERED)

Los Angeles

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
"Sum and substance of Krishna is chanting name of Supreme Being". Romance and conventional courting is frowned upon. The spirit master in each city chooses mates for members. Members of ISKCO do not partake in drugs, intoxicants, meat, fish, eggs, gambling or illicit sex life. Their chants are kept track of on a string of 108 beads which they repeat 16 times daily. Funds are obtained by ISKCO members by begging and selling incense.

On August 3, 1970, a second source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished the following information:

The Branch Manager of ISKCO is Gregory Scharf, who employs 75 people in Los Angeles, California. Headquarters of ISKCO is 3840 North Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts. ISKCO is backed by George Harrison and John Lennon (not further described). Assets of ISKCO in Los Angeles are $250,000, and this group is described as a "meditation group".

Files of the Los Angeles Office of the FBI disclosed no information regarding Gregory Scharf.

On August 3, 1970, a third source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished the following information:

The Beach Boys is a popular musical and recording group similar to the Beatles. The Beach Boys formerly enjoyed tremendous financial success, but current popularity has diminished. The Beatles and Beach Boys were interested in the philosophy of India and support the same spiritual leader, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.

On August 3, 1970, a fourth source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished the following information:
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FBI/DOJ
Memorandum

TO: SAC, HOUSTON (100-12734)
FROM: SA  
SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON SM - RA

DATE: 6/8/72

On 6/8/72, [redacted] INS, advised an investigator of INS intended to interview [redacted] and he wished to be advised whether this investigation would interfere with any investigation being conducted by this office. [redacted] was advised that this action by his service would in no manner interfere with any pending FBI investigation.
TO: CHIEF CLERK

Subject

Aliases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Birthplace</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Exact Spelling
- All References
- Main Criminal Case Files Only
- Criminal References Only
- Main Subversive Case Files Only
- Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)
- Subversive References Only
- Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File &amp; Serial Number</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Squad</th>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>File No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. Lennon</td>
<td>1947-12</td>
<td>015-7</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100-52854</td>
<td>26J.2p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Lennon</td>
<td>1947-12</td>
<td>015-7</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100-55341</td>
<td>2p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requested by

Search by

Consolidated by

Reviewed by

File: 160 Rev. 3-23-71

Social Security Account

Date

File Review Symbols

1 - Identical
2 - Not Identifiable
NT - Not Available
U - Unavailable Reference

AP: 1971-0-423-220

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS classifieD
DATE 4/15/76 BY
038 NY CODE
823P

PM URGENT 2-2-72 BGW

TO DIRECTOR
WASHINGTON FIELD
FROM NEW YORK (100-175288) 2P

ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (365:)
SK-NL (t-)432)

ON INSTANT DATE PERSONNEL AT I.M.S. NYC ADVISED
THAT JOHN WINSTON LENNON, DOB TEN NINE FORTY, POB ENGLAND,
ARRIVED NYC ON AUGUST ELEVEN SIXTY EIGHT UNDER A DASH
TWO VISITOR'S STATUS. HE LEFT THE UNITED STATES AND
REGISTERED NOW HOLDING A DASH ONE TEMPORARY VISA STATUS
WHICH EXPIRES END OF FEBRUARY INSTANT. LENNON HAS APPLIED
FOR ANOTHER DASH TWO STATUS LEADING UPTO BECOMING A
UNITED STATES CITIZEN. INC FILE LOCATED CENTRAL OFFICE INC,
WHO CHARGED TO BASIS MASON TELEPHONE TWO ZERO TWO DASH
SIX TWO SIX DASH ONE THREE THREE SIX. LENNON'S ALIEN NUMBER
A ONE SEVEN FIVE NINE SEVEN THREE TWO ONE.

END PAGE ONE

100-55429-1
SEARCHED ( ) ( )
SERIALIZED ( ) ( )
FBI W/C: ( ) ( )

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 6/15/62 BY ( ) ( ) ( )

67C
HE IS PRESENTLY MARRIED TO YOKO ONO LENNON.

INS LIST NYC RESIDENCE AS SAINT REGIS HOTEL,
ONE FIFTY BANK STREET. LENNON HAS SINCE MOVED TO UNKNOWN ADDRESS.

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE IMMEDIATELY REVIEW INS FILE REGARDING LENNON, AND FORWARD BACKGROUND INCLUDING PHOTO OF SUBJECT TO NYC.

END

CORR IN CAPTION SHOULDBE (CALREP)
ASK NF FBI FOR FOUR
TO: DIRECTOR (ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) AND SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-55361)

ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC); INTERNAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT (CALREP).

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN THE PAST, ADVISED FEBRUARY TWO, LAST, MOST STAFF MEMBERS OF PEOPLE'S COALITION FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ) FORMERLY OPERATING OUT OF WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC), AND ELSEWHERE, MOST OF WHOM HAVING HAD MAY DAY COLLECTIVE CONNECTIONS, TRANSFERRED TO NEW YORK CITY (NYC) DURING MID JANUARY, SEVENTY TWO, TO INITIATE EYSIC. SOURCE INDICATED PERSONNEL TRANSFER TO NYC INITIATED BY SUGGESTION OF RENNIE DAVIS, CONVICTED CHICAGO SEVEN CONSPIRACY TRIAL DEFENDANT. SOURCE IDENTIFIED TRANSFERRERS AS CAROLE SUE CULLUM, JAY CRAVEN, CHRISTINE HARRIET JOHNSON, STEWART ALPERT, NOREEN BANKS, ALLAN ALPERN, MIKE DROBINEAR, MIKE WEBER, AND WINSLOW PECK.
SOURCE INDICATED THESE INDIVIDUALS STAYING AT TOM HERCH'S APARTMENT, SIX HUNDRED WEST ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH STREET, NYC. TELEPHONE NUMBER (TWO ONE TWO) SEVEN FOUR NINE FIVE EIGHT ONE SEVEN.

SOURCE STATED THAT JOHN LENNON, FORMER BEATLES ROCK SINGER MEMBER, AND HIS WIFE YOKO ONO LENNON, ARE CURRENTLY VACATIONING IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS FOR HEALTH REASONS, AND MOST EYSIC PLANNING MEETINGS WILL BE POSTPONED UNTIL THEIR RETURN TO NYC - PROBABLY THE SECOND WEEK OF FEBRUARY, SEVENTY TWO. ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE, JOHN LENNON HAS FINANCIALLY CONTRIBUTED TO EYSIC.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE NY TELS TO BUREAU, FEBRUARY TWO, LAST.

SOURCE UTILIZED IS [REDACTED].

SOURCE UTILIZED BY WFO MOST LIKELY TO REPORT ON EYSIC ACTIVITIES IN FUTURE. SOURCE CURRENTLY DIRECTED TO DEVELOP
WFO 100-55361

PAGE THREE

INFORMATION RE SAME. OTHER WFO SOURCES FAMILIAR WITH NEW LEFT
ACTIVITIES CURRENTLY UNAWARE OF EYSIC.

WFO INITIATED SEARCH OF CENTRAL INS FOR JOHN AND YOKO
LENNON FILES. WFO WILL REVIEW AND FURNISH RESULTS WHEN COM-
PLETED.

ONE COPY TO SAN DIEGO VIA AIR MAIL.
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Lennon Decision Delayed

NEW YORK (AP)—A decision in the deportation proceedings against former Beatle John Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, may not be reached until September, the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service reported today.

The government was awaiting a transcript of a May 17 hearing in the case before submitting its brief. Special Inquiry Officer Ira Fieldsteel, in charge of the case, had set July 1 as the final date for both sides to submit briefs supporting their cases.

Fieldsteel will be away for the month of August, immigration officials reported, saying they do not expect a decision until September.

The Lenons are seeking permanent residence in the U.S., but the government has balked over granting residence to Lennon, on grounds of a 1968 narcotics conviction in England.
ASKING PRISONER'S RELEASE — Ex-Beatle John Lennon and his wife Yoko were among 20 people at the South Vietnamese embassy yesterday asking freedom for a Vietnamese "political" prisoner. The woman, Mrs. Ngo Ra Thanh, a Buddhist neutralist who opposed the war, has been held almost two years. According to Mrs. Lennon, the group was told that the woman's fate was a matter for the courts.

By Christopher Li—The Washington Post
On March 1, 1972, a confidential source of the Federal Bureau of Investigation who has provided reliable information in the past, advised that Thomas Hayden, a convicted Chicago Seven conspiracy trial defendant, flew to the Washington, D.C. area on February 26, 1972, and met with Kennard Davis, another convicted Chicago Seven conspiracy trial defendant. These two individuals discussed the possibility of forming a group calling itself the "anti-war union." This was described as a coalition of individuals who, in the past, had shown leadership in various new left oriented organizations. The projected purpose of the anti-war union would be to formulate tactics in regard to movement actions during the 1972 election year, primary elections, including confrontations with candidates during their speaking tours, and as a support base for the "arena stage" a recently coined description of the new left oriented "entertainment group" that would include John Winston Lennon, former "beatles" rock singer, and his wife, Yoko Ono, and function as a stimulus to encourage youths to be in the vicinity of election candidates when they are on tour.

The source indicated that currently the following organizational titles coined by Kennard Davis and his followers appear to be synonymous, and will be functioning toward the general goal of candidate harassment and general disruption during the 1972 election year: arena stage, International News Service, Election Year Strategy Information Center (Office), the youth contingent of the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice.
On January 21, 1972, a confidential source advised that a group called the "Allamuchy Tribe" was planning to open an office in New York City, New York, during the following two weeks. The source stated that this group was formed from meetings held at the Peter Stuyvesant Farm, Allamuchy, New Jersey, during the Month of December, 1971.

Members of this group, headed by Reniard Cordon Davis, also known as Rennie Davis, include Stu Alpert and Jay Craven. The source noted that all of these individuals have been, or are currently affiliated with the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ).

The PCPJ in a press release dated March 1, 1971, described itself as being headquartered in Washington, D. C., and consisting of over one hundred organizations which are using massive civil disobedience to combat racism, poverty, repression, and war.

The source further advised that the purpose of this group was to direct New Left movement activities during the 1972 National Election Year, with plans to culminate with demonstrations at the Republican National Convention scheduled to be held at San Diego, California, during August, 1972. The source concluded by noting that a large sum of money has been given to this group by John Lennon, a former member of the Beatles rock group, and who is currently residing in New York City, New York.
On January 24, 1972, the same source advised that the Allamuchy Tribe has rented two stories of warehouse space on Hudson Street, New York City, and anticipates utilizing this space for offices. This space is presently being equipped with furnishings and office equipment, and will be operational in the near future. Allegedly, John Lennon has contributed $75,000.00 to aid in the formation of the Allamuchy Tribe.

On January 28, 1972, a second source advised that the Allamuchy Tribe is a name coined by individuals that attended the Allamuchy, New Jersey, meetings, previously described. This second source advised that any meetings called by New Left Activists associated with Rennie Davis in the future, that deal with the topic of demonstrations surrounding the Republican National Convention, 1972, would call the participants, members of "The Allamuchy Tribe."

This second source further advised that while individual meetings concerning the Republican National Convention would be known as Allamuchy Tribe meetings, previously mentioned Rennie Davis, Stu Alpert, Jay Craven, with the additions of John Lennon, his wife, Yoko Ono, Lennon, and Jerry Rubin, convicted Chicago Seven Conspiracy Trial Defendant, were getting up office space in New York City, under the name "International News Service." The alleged purpose of the group would be to spear-head tours throughout the major states holding primary elections during 1972, presenting New Left movement messages, and attempting to encourage large numbers of individuals to demonstrate at the Republican National Convention at San Diego. This second source indicated that the office space being rented in New York City has been negotiated by the previously mentioned individuals, and that while, depending upon the situation, they call themselves "The Allamuchy Tribe" or "International News Service," these two terms are often used interchangeably by individuals closely involved with Rennie Davis and his current plans.
ALLAMUCHY TRIBE

The second source indicated that Davis continues, at present, to reside at 1736 Lanier Place, N.W., Apartment 3, Washington, D.C., but plans to spend a great deal of time in New York City coordinating the plans of "The Allamuchy Tribe - International News Service."
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NEW "NEW LEFT" GROUP FORMED

Operating under the cumbersome title of Election Year Strategy Information Center is a new organization which has been formed to direct New Left protest activities during the 1972 election year, with these efforts geared to culminate in massive demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego in August. Before finally settling on this name, EYSIC was known both as the Allauschiy Tribe and the International News Service, names which some members of the group still occasionally use. Organizers of this band of activists are seasoned veterans of protest: Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin, Stewart Albert, and Jay Craven. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Finances do not seem to be an immediate problem for EYSIC since John Lennon, formerly with the Beatles musical group, has reportedly contributed $75,000 to this embryonic organization. Lennon's money and name have placed him in a position of considerable influence in EYSIC--no key planning sessions are being held without Lennon (pictured at left). The Lennon, a British subject, has also taken steps to acquire American citizenship. (CONFIDENTIAL)

EYSIC is headquartered in New York City in space rented in a warehouse on Hudson Street. Plans are being generated there to get EYSIC members to appear at major primary elections in 1972 to confront the candidates with the "New Left message" and to additionally encourage individuals to travel to San Diego to demonstrate in August against the Republican Party. (CONFIDENTIAL)
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA)

CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS

The Twentieth National Convention of the CPUSA was held February 18-21 at The Towers Hotel in Brooklyn, New York, with 254 delegates and alternates in attendance (Volume II, Numbers 2 and 3). Observers from Canada, Cuba, Chile, and Puerto Rico were also present. As in the past, there was much pre-convention publicity on the importance of this meeting for the establishment of new policies for the CPUSA and of the vital roles to be played by those attending. However, the delegates' primary function was to serve again as a rubber stamp for the party hierarchy, headed by Gus Hall, General Secretary. Hall, in a three-hour speech opening the convention, reported on party accomplishments and outlined organization plans, placing stress on a new restructuring of the party. Without actually spelling it out for those at the convention, Hall's proposals were designed to appeal to the youthful element in the party while down-playing the roles of the older members. (CONFIDENTIAL)

The major development to come from the four-day convention was the establishment of a new organizational structure for the CPUSA. The Central Committee, comprised of approximately 50 members, will replace the National Committee and will be the party's most authoritative body. To run the day-to-day affairs of the CPUSA, the Central Committee will elect the Political Committee, to be made up of 7 to 9 members. Older and more experienced members will be relegated to positions on the National Council, which will have 100 members and meet semiannually to discuss party policies and operations. Four or five Regional Councils are to be established by the Central Committee to provide for local discussions of party matters; however, the resolutions of these councils will be advisory in nature and not binding on the Central Committee. (CONFIDENTIAL)
Party policy has traveled full circle concerning membership credentials. In 1948, as a security measure, party membership cards were discontinued. Twenty-four years later, a new generation of the party has demanded their use be reinstated. Prior to the convention, this matter had produced heated debate in the party, indicating a convention battle would center on this issue. Convention delegates were not given an opportunity to discuss this issue, because National Organizational Secretary Daniel Rubin flatly announced to the assembly that a decision had been made to begin issuing membership books and dues stamps. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Reports presented at the convention boasted of the CPUSA's support of party member Angela Davis, now awaiting trial in California on murder and kidnaping charges, and the party faithful were urged to continue their protest efforts in behalf of Miss Davis. Party members were also praised for their continued work in the "peace movement" and were instructed to increase their involvement. (CONFIDENTIAL)

The high point of the convention for Gus Hall was his re-election as General Secretary, by a unanimous vote. As with his idols in the Soviet Union, Hall ran unopposed. (UNCLASSIFIED)

PARTY DISCIPLINARY ACTION

Paul Novick, 80-year-old editor of the Morning Freiheit, a Yiddish language communist newspaper published in New York City, was not expelled from the CPUSA—as had been proposed—for failing to follow the party line concerning the Mideast situation and anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union (Volume I, Number 37). Instead, the CPUSA decided to avoid a possibly devastating internal fight over this issue and delayed acting on the ouster of the long-time communist. (CONFIDENTIAL)

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

During a convention press conference, Gus Hall strongly criticized President Nixon's trip to the People's Republic of China as an attempt to divide the socialist countries of the world. Related to this was National Chairman Henry Winston's statement relating to the President's trip: Peace has to be found in the United States, not in China. Not to be outdone on this general topic was James Jackson, Secretary of the International Affairs Commission, who, in a strange semantical twist, labeled Chinese Communist Party Chairman Mao Tse-tung as anticomunist. (CONFIDENTIAL)
NEW LEFT DEVELOPMENTS

YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY (YES)

British musician John Lennon, New Left activist Rennie Davis, and former Yippie leader Jerry Rubin are behind the recent formation of Youth Election Strategy (YES), which is to be the audio-visual arm of the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) (Volume II, Number 3). YES plans to make arrangements for videotapes, films, and other forms of entertainment to raise funds for financing EYSIC's upcoming demonstration activities at the Republican National Convention in August. (CONFIDENTIAL) NY entered 2/17/72 re: "Youth Election Strategy."

NEW YORK NEW LEFT CONFERENCE PLANNED

A new bid is being made to bring elements of the shattered New Left under strong centralized leadership in order to revive the radical youth movement. Literature is now being distributed by a group known as the Red Balloon Collective announcing a conference will be held March 3-5 at the State University of New York in Stony Brook, New York, to form a mass-based radical left organization which must be open to all levels and strategies to the left of electoral politics. Appeals are being directed to various segments of the youthful subculture--communes, collectives, coffee houses, community switchboards--to gain a large and varied representation at the meetings. (UNCLASSIFIED)

In its preliminary statements, the Red Balloon Collective has been strongly critical of the New American Movement (NAM), which is attempting to form a similar group (Volume II, Number 2). NAM is condemned for having its roots in the revolutionary American Constitution rather than Marxism and for offering no program of action. The type of action the collective has in mind can be inferred from the types of persons expressing interest in the proposed new group. For example, Stewart Albert, Jay Craven, Paul Pinsky, and Rennie Davis (all formerly associated with the violence-prone May Day Collective) have been in the forefront of those indicating a desire to affiliate with the organization. (UNCLASSIFIED)
DENTONSTATIONS DURING THE
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION,
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA,
AUGUST, 1972

A PCPJ press release dated March 1, 1971, described the PCPJ as being headquartered in Washington, D.C., and consisting of over 100 organizations which are using massive, nonviolent, civil disobedience to combat racism, poverty, repression, and the war.

The YIP is a New York based group which was formed in early 1968 for the purpose of conducting a "Festival of Life" during the Democratic Convention (DEMCON) in August, 1968, in Chicago.

The WPP is a national white, hippie-oriented revolutionary organization which...
was founded essentially to afford support to the Black Panther Party (BPP). It has advocated the published ten-point program of its own, all of which call for the unbridled personal freedom of the individual.

The BPP is a black extremist organization started in Oakland, California, in December, 1966. It advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about the overthrow of the U.S. Government.

John Sinclair, WPP Chairman, and a former member of the Beatles singing group, John Lennon.

Lennon and Sinclair
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JOHN WINSTON LENNON

A section 212(d)(3)(A) waiver of section 212(a)(23) was authorized for John Lennon by the Central Office on August 1, 1971. This order was based on State's recommendation that Lennon be permitted to enter for six weeks in August 1971 to edit films and consult with business associates at ABKCO Industries, 17 Broadway, New York City and Capital Records in New York City in connection with record release in September 1971, and to attend custody hearing on wife's child by former marriage in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on September 16, 1971.

Mr. Lennon was admitted as a temporary visitor (B-2) for this purpose at New York City on August 13, 1971 with stay authorized to September 24, 1971. His stay was subsequently extended to February 29, 1972.

On March 1, 1972 the District Director in New York City notified Lennon in writing that his stay had expired on February 29, 1972 and gave him until March 15, 1972 within which to depart voluntarily without the institution of deportation proceedings. Upon learning that he did not plan to depart, the District Director notified Lennon on March 6, 1972 that this privilege of voluntary departure was revoked. Thereafter an order to show cause was issued on March 7, 1972 with hearing scheduled for March 16, 1972.

During Lennon's stay the following H-1 petitions were approved on his behalf for the purposes indicated:

Memorandum

TO: Mr. E. S. Miller
FROM: TSS

DATE: 2/24/72

SUBJECT: FBI CURRENT INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS

Attached is FBI Current Intelligence Analysis dated 2/25/72.

This issue highlights the Twentieth National Convention of the Communist Party, USA, which was held in Brooklyn, New York, 2/18-21/72. Two major party decisions came from the convention: the restructuring of the organization and the reinstatement of the use of party membership credentials. Party members were urged to continue supporting black militant and were instructed to increase their participation in "peace" activities in the Nation. Criticism of President Nixon's trip to the People's Republic of China was voiced by party leaders. Reelected to head the party was Gus Hall, General Secretary.

The recent formation of Youth Election Strategy (YES) is reported. This New Left-oriented group is being formed by British musician John Lennon, New Left activist and former Yippie leader Jerry Rubin to raise funds for proposed demonstration activities at the Republican National Convention in San Diego during August.

A planned New Left conference 3/3-5/72 is also set out. A group known as the Red Balloon Collective is attempting to form a strong national organization to bring together the fragmented elements of the New Left.

Enclosures
Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: FBI Current Intelligence Analysis

It is recommended that dissemination to The White House, the Vice President, and the Attorney General be made by appropriate transmittal forms. These will be hand-delivered to The White House and the Vice President by our liaison representative. Dissemination to each field office is by appropriate transmittal form. The distribution list for dissemination outside the Bureau, as approved by the Director, is attached. This dissemination is handled by the Mail Room.

ACTION:

That the 2/25/72 issue of the FBI Current Intelligence Analysis be approved for dissemination.
The Twentieth National Convention of the CPUSA was held February 18-21 at The Towers Hotel in Brooklyn, New York, with 254 delegates and alternates in attendance (Volume II, Numbers 2 and 3). Observers from Canada, Cuba, Chile, and Puerto Rico were also present. As in the past, there was much preconvention publicity on the importance of this meeting for the establishment of new policies for the CPUSA and on the vital roles to be played by those attending. However, the delegates' primary function was to serve again as a rubber stamp for the party hierarchy, headed by Gus Hall, General Secretary. Hall, in a three-hour speech opening the convention, reported on party accomplishments and outlined organization plans, placing stress on a new restructuring of the party. Without actually spelling it out for those at the convention, Hall's proposals were designed to appeal to the youthful element in the party while down-playing the roles of the older members.

The major development to come from the four-day convention was the establishment of a new organizational structure for the CPUSA. The Central Committee, comprised of approximately 50 members, will replace the National Committee and will be the party's most authoritative body. To run the day-to-day affairs of the CPUSA, the Central Committee will elect the Political Committee, to be made up of 7 to 9 members. Older and more experienced members will be relegated to positions on the National Council, which will have 100 members and meet semiannually to discuss party policies and operations. Four or five Regional Councils are to be established by the Central Committee to provide for local discussions of party matters; however, the resolutions of these councils will be advisory in nature and not binding on the Central Committee.
Party policy has traveled full circle concerning membership credentials. In 1948, as a security measure, party membership cards were discontinued. Twenty-four years later, a new generation of the party has demanded their use be reinstituted. Prior to the convention, this matter had produced heated debate in the party, indicating a convention battle would center on this issue. Convention delegates were not given an opportunity to discuss this issue, because National Organizational Secretary Daniel Rubin flatly announced to the assembly that a decision had been made to begin issuing membership books and dues stamps. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Reports presented at the convention boasted of the CPUSA's support of party member Angela Davis, now awaiting trial in California on murder and kidnaping charges, and the party faithful were urged to continue their protest efforts in behalf of Miss Davis. Party members were also praised for their continued work in the "peace movement" and were instructed to increase their involvement. (CONFIDENTIAL)

The high point of the convention for Gus Hall was his re-election as General Secretary, by a unanimous vote. As with his idols in the Soviet Union, Hall ran unopposed. (UNCLASSIFIED)

PARTY DISCIPLINARY ACTION

Paul Novick, 80-year-old editor of the Morning Freiheit, a Yiddish language communist newspaper published in New York City, was not expelled from the CPUSA—as had been proposed—for failing to follow the party line concerning the Mideast situation and anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union (Volume I, Number 37). Instead, the CPUSA decided to avoid a possibly devastating internal fight over this issue and delayed acting on the ouster of the long-time communist. (CONFIDENTIAL)

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

During a convention press conference, Gus Hall strongly criticized President Nixon's trip to the People's Republic of China as an attempt to divide the socialist countries of the world. Related to this was National Chairman Henry Winston's statement relating to the President's trip: Peace has to be found in the United States, not in China. Not to be outdone on this general topic was James Jackson, Secretary of the International Affairs Commission, who, in a strange semantical twist, labeled Chinese Communist Party Chairman Mao Tse-tung as anticomunist. (CONFIDENTIAL)
NEW LEFT DEVELOPMENTS

YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY (YES)

British musician John Lennon, New Left activist Rennie Davis, and former Yippie leader Jerry Rubin are behind the recent formation of Youth Election Strategy (YES), which is to be the audio-visual arm of the Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) (Volume II, Number 3). YES plans to make arrangements for videotapes, films, and other forms of entertainment to raise funds for financing EYSIC's upcoming demonstration activities at the Republican National Convention in August. (CONFIDENTIAL)

NEW YORK NEW LEFT CONFERENCE PLANNED

A new bid is being made to bring elements of the shattered New Left under strong centralized leadership in order to revive the radical youth movement. Literature is now being distributed by a group known as the Red Balloon Collective announcing a conference will be held March 3-5 at the State University of New York in Stony Brook, New York, to form a mass-based radical left organization which must be open to all levels and strategies to the left of electoral politics. Appeals are being directed to various segments of the youthful subculture--communes, collectives, coffee houses, community switchboards--to gain a large and varied representation at these meetings. (UNCLASSIFIED)

In its preliminary statements, the Red Balloon Collective has been strongly critical of the New American Movement (NAM), which is attempting to form a similar group (Volume II, Number 2). NAM is condemned for having its roots in the revolutionary American Constitution rather than Marxism and for offering no program of action. The type of action the collective has in mind can be inferred from the types of persons expressing interest in the proposed new group. For example, Stewart Albert, Jay Craven, Paul Pinsky, and Rennie Davis (all formerly associated with the violence-prone May Day Collective) have been in the forefront of those indicating a desire to affiliate with the organization. (UNCLASSIFIED)
NOTE:

By communication 3/5/69, Congressman Ancher Nelsen (Rep. - Minnesota) forwarded a letter sent to him from [ ]. [ ] stated he is an employee of a radio station, the studio having stations in Pipestone and Luverne, Minnesota. [ ] stated the latest album of John Lennon of the Beatles contains a cover of Lennon and "his latest flame" Yoka One which depicts both completely nude.

Attorney Robert Mahony has previously reviewed the photograph contained on this record album and advised that it does not meet the criteria of obscenity from a legal standpoint. This is being confirmed in writing. We have had limited but cordial relations with Congressman Nelsen.
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
March 5, 1969

Congressional Liaison
F.B.I.

Sir:

The attached communication
is sent for your consideration.
Please investigate the statements
contained therein and forward me
the necessary information for re-
ply, returning the enclosed corre-
spondence with your answer.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Congressman Ancher Nelsen
2329 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C.

Attn: b6

b7c
RADIO ON THE GO
CLEAR CHANNEL
1050 KLOH AM
98.7 K KLP-FM
STUDIOS IN PIPESTONE & LOVRENE, MINN.

RADIO

January 31, 1969

Congressman Anchor Nelson

Dear Anchor:

Yesterday I received an album at our KLOH studios which came to me because I am in charge of

It is the latest album of John Lennon of the Beatles and his latest flame Yoko One. The cover of the album was a photograph of Lennon and Ono completely nude, and believe me they didn't hide a thing. It is now being sold to our young people on the record stands. Mr. Nelson, it is the most discolored and vulgar display of garbage I have ever seen in my life.

Isn't there some way we can get this album off the market?? It has to be sent in the mail to the stores which in turn sell it to the kids. It does have an envelope over the picture when bought in the stores, so it is also fraudulent advertising. Most of the store managers do not know this picture is on the cover because of the envelope. I am at this time trying to get a hold of all of the local merchants carrying this album and filling them in on what is really on this album.

You ask why the youth of today are like they are...this is one of the prime reasons. Anchor, I say to you, this has to stop...and I mean now!! Please write me as soon as you receive this letter and tell me what we can do to get this trash off our youth market.

Respectfully yours,

Anchor
March 11, 1969

Mr. Will R. Wilson
Assistant Attorney General

Director, FBI

PHONOGRAPHIC ALBUM BY
JOHN LENNON
INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION
OF OBSCENE MATTER

This will confirm conversation on March 7, 1969, between Mr. Robert Mahony and Special Agent of this Bureau.

Mr. Mahony was advised that this Bureau has received a communication from Congressman Ancher Nelsen of Minnesota forwarding a letter sent to him from [redacted] identified himself in his letter as an employee of radio station KLOH which has studios in Pipestone and Luverne, Minnesota. [redacted], because of his employment, has observed the cover of a phonographic album by John Lennon. This album, according to [redacted], contains a nude photograph of Lennon and Yoko One. [redacted] is concerned with the effect such a photograph may have on the youth in this country and requested to know what can be done to keep this photograph out of the hands of the American public.

Mr. Mahony advised he is familiar with the phonographic album by John Lennon, which cover contains the nude photograph of Lennon and Yoko One. He advised that the photograph does not meet the existing criteria of obscenity from a legal standpoint and is not a violation of the Interstate Transportation of Obscene Matter Statute. Congressman Nelsen was so advised.

CRM: emf

NOTE:
See letter to Congressman Ancher Nelsen dated 3/10/69.
As the Bureau is aware, the White Panther Party (WPP) and has continued as of that group since its origin despite the fact he has been incarcerated since 1969. His imprisonment has been developed in the past several years as a New Left cause in the Midwest and to some degree nationally. WPP efforts to dramatize the situation and to advocate the liberalization of marijuana laws...
has included many bizarre events including the mail distribution of marijuana joints to all state legislators in Michigan along with State Administration Officers, including the Governor of Michigan, State Police Officers, etc.

of the WPP, in personal papers claimed that prior to several years ago he had gotten several Michigan State Legislators on "pot" and other drugs. This claim to some extent has been corroborated by Detroit through a live informant.

The above referred to "Free JOHN SINCLAIR" rallies which have been the principal activities of the WPP during the past year culminated in a large rally held at the University of Michigan field house, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 12/10/71 with speakers including a wide range of national and area New Left leaders such as RENNIE DAVIS, JERRY RUBIN, DAVE DELINGER, WILLIAM KUNTZLER, BOBBY SEALE and Father JAMES GROPPI, representatives of the National Student Association, the National Welfare Rights Organization and a variety of other groups. Various "rock" music groups and performers including former Beatle JOHN LENNON and his wife YOKO ONO appeared.

The substance of this rally with known costs of $4,700 and an audience of 15,000 was the need to free JOHN SINCLAIR, to liberalize marijuana laws and to defeat President RICHARD NIXON in 1972.

Reference was made by one of the "Chicago Conspiracy" subjects above to the need to have JOHN SINCLAIR released so that he could arrange the rock groups for anti-administration demonstrations in 1972.

Another "Chicago Conspiracy" subject said to the effect "We will do to the GOP convention at San Diego what we did to the Democrats in 1968".
Specific rally results are being separately reported under the caption "FREEDOM RALLY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, 12/10/71, SPONSORED BY THE COMMITTEE TO FREE JOHN SINCLAIR, IS - NEW LEFT, WPP".

The committee sponsoring this rally was made up of several national figures such as DAVE DELLINGER, JANE FONDA and included a present and former Michigan State legislator.

JOHN SINCLAIR was released from prison on an appeal bond on order of the Michigan Supreme Court, 12/13/71. The Michigan Supreme Court announced that date they were acting in view of the passage of new Michigan State legislation regarding marijuana which liberalize the penalties for same.

In this connection the Michigan legislation passed legislation reducing marijuana possession penalty from 10 years to a misdemeanor with possible sentence ranging from 90 days to one year depending on circumstances.

As the Bureau is aware, a white revolutionary organization which has advocated violence to achieve revolutionary ends.

Information copies are furnished Indianapolis in view of the present incarceration of subject in that division. Predictably with the WPP, emphasis will commence regarding defense interests for who is still incarcerated.
Re Albany letter to Bureau dated 12/13/71.

The Newark and New Haven Divisions ascertained subscribers to automobile registrations which were included in LHM furnished Bureau with referenced letter.

Registrations of the vehicles requested were checked through sources and Albany indices with negative results regarding any phases of subversive activities regarding captioned case. As soon as results of investigation requested by Philadelphia have been received by Albany, and if there is no information received concerning individuals at Oneonta, N.Y. associating with captioned organization, this case will be closed.

Previous investigation showed members previously residing at [blank], Oneonta, N.Y., that may have been associating with the Summer Committee are no longer residing in that area.

1-Albany
RLS: dml
(3)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI  
FROM: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (100-12659) (P)  
DATE: 2/2/72  

SUBJECT: RAINBOW PEOPLE'S PARTY  
EAST PEORIA, ILLINOIS  
IS - NEW LEFT (EXTREMIST)  

Re Springfield report of SA dated 11/11/71, captioned "SM - WPP (EXTREMIST)".  
El Paso report of SA dated 1/18/72, captioned "SSN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SM WPP (EXTREMIST)".  

Referenced Springfield report advised of an attempt at Illinois Central College (ICC), East Peoria, Illinois, to start a chapter of the Rainbow People's Party i.e., the White Panther Party. [ ] was formerly a student at Western Illinois University (WIU), Macomb, Illinois, and had been a member of the White Panther Party there.

[ ] Dean of Student Personnel, ICC, East Peoria, advised on 1/21/72 that there has never been any organization on campus resembling the Rainbow People's Party. [ ] attempted to organize a chapter, but got absolutely no response. [ ] further advised that [ ] is not presently registered at ICC.

On [ ]/72 [ ] was arrested in El Paso, Texas on a charge of "failure to have a Selective Service Registration Card in his possession" and incarcerated at El Paso, Texas, County Jail.

Since no White Panther Party was ever organized at ICC, the activity was followed in Springfield files 100-12656 ( [ ] SM - WPP (EXTREMIST)" and 100-12659 (WHITE PANTHER PARTY, SPRINGFIELD DIVISION.)
ALL INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN NEW LEFT EXTREMIST ACTIVITY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED DANGEROUS BECAUSE OF THEIR KNOWN ADVOCACY AND USE OF EXPLOSIVES, REPORTED ACQUISITION OF FIREARMS AND INCENDIARY DEVICES, AND KNOWN PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE.
In Reply, Please Refer to File No.  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION  
Atlanta, Georgia  
March 31, 1972  

Title WHITE PANTHER PARTY  

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT  

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned as above prepared at Atlanta.  

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.  

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-112678)
FROM: SAC, ALEXANDRIA (100-506) (P)

WHITE PANTHER PARTY (WPP)
IS-WPP
(OO: DETROIT)

CALREP

MIDEM

Re Detroit airtel to the Bureau dated 3/23/72, (no copy to Miami and San Diego); and Detroit letter to the Bureau, 3/15/72.

For the information of Miami and San Diego, referenced airtel contained information from Detroit that the White Panther Party (WPP) is not a structured organization in that WPP activities in several cities throughout the country are not contingent upon approval of the Detroit Chapter or otherwise.

DATE: 3/31/72

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS LETTER IS CLASSIFIED'

ADDRESSING INFORMATION:

1 - BUREAU (BY COURIER)
2 - CHICAGO (RM)
2 - DETROIT (100-36217) (RM)
2 - MIAMI (RM)
(1 - 100-16553)
(1 - 80-1353) (DEMCON)
2 - SAN DIEGO (RM)
(1 - 80 - CALREP)
(1 -)
2 - ALEXANDRIA
(1 - 100-506)
(1 - 100-883) (CALREP)

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971-415-130
On 3/31/72, Alexandria source mentioned in referenced letter who has furnished reliable information in the past concerning the WPP and who has been characterized by the Detroit Office on the basis of information furnished as "a competent observer and an efficient interviewer who obtained very factual and significant information" advised as follows:

On ______/72, __________ told _______ that he had been recently contacted by one __________ who is allegedly a _______ and who allegedly had some connection with the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) in 1968, and who was said to have taken part in planning Youth International Party (YIP) demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

___________ told __________ that ________ related to him that he had been in contact in the recent past with individuals who were planning disruptive activities directed towards the Republican National Convention in San Diego, California, in August, 1972.

___________ stated that there would be no organized effort to disrupt the Democratic National Convention scheduled for Miami, Florida, in July, 1972, by this group as the Democrats are currently destroying themselves and will need no assistance from anyone to disrupt their own convention. However, "there will be a lot of trouble at the Republican National Convention in San Diego" and plans are currently being discussed but not implemented as how to best achieve this disruption. One of the primary reasons according to ________ as to why no active efforts have been made to implement these plans is a lack of funds at the present time. This group consists, according to ________, of people who were formerly affiliated with the PCPJ and YIP, and who have some funds left over from prior campaigns of these organizations.
told that many former leaders of the PCPJ and YIP have been discredited in the eyes of "rank and file" activists of these organizations as they feel that former leaders such as JERRY RUBIN have "become self-made superstars" and are only interested in obtaining fame and publicity for themselves rather than in the past stated goals of YIP and other related groups.

Leadership of PCPJ and YIP, according to , is currently fragmented and the task of "picking up the pieces" and putting together an effective organization has been assumed by and a former member of the Beatles singing group, JOHN LENNON. LENNON and are said to be working together and devised the following plan to obtain funds to finance activities against the Republican Convention:

A series of "rock concerts" featuring big-name established stars in the musical field as headliners and backed up with lesser known individuals and groups will be put on throughout the country. LENNON is said to have the know-how and the connections to achieve the above. These performances will provide the main source of funds needed by LENNON and to carry out the disruptive tactics in San Diego.

The first such concert, according to , is to be held in the Chrysler Arena, Ann Arbor, Michigan, in the near future. This will be, according to , "the opening gun of the campaign."

again advised that remind him that he desired no direct contact with the Federal Bureau of Investigation but would furnish information only to him. Additionally, for the information of the Bureau, still desires (Bureau refer to Alexandria airtel to Director, 3/10/72.)
Additionally, the above information if disseminated outside the Bureau could tend to compromise as it is not known how many individuals have had access to it.

LEADS

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will obtain background information on and advise Bureau and interested offices of any pertinent information.

DETROIT

AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 1. Will discreetly ascertain if a rock concert is scheduled to be held at the Chrysler Arena, Ann Arbor, in the near future.

2. Will attempt to obtain background information on and advise Bureau and interested offices of pertinent information developed.

3. Will through established sources ascertain if and LENNON are involved in attempt to cause disruption of the Republican Convention at San Diego, California, in August, 1972.

4. Will advise Alexandria if any of the above information in the body of instant communication is verified in order to assistant Alexandria in directing its source.

ALEXANDRIA

AT ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. 1. Will submit LHM regarding the above information.

2. Will maintain contact with source and await results of investigation set forth above.
MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, DALLAS (100-12165)(C)
SUBJECT: WHITE PANTHER PARTY (WPP), Fort Worth, Texas
       SM - WPP
       00: DALLAS

DATE: 4/7/72

6-11-676-321

Re: Dallas letter and LHM dated 10/20/71, and Detroit airtel and LHM dated 10/13/71, captioned "WHITE PANTHER PARTY, aka Rainbow Peoples Party, 00: Detroit".

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM dated and captioned as above. Two copies of LHM are being furnished to U.S. Secret Service, Dallas, Texas, and one copy of LHM is being furnished for the additional information of Detroit. Copies of LHM are not being designated for military agencies at their specific request.

The submission of an earlier LHM in this matter was delayed due to a lack of activity on the part of the WPP, Fort Worth.

Investigation at Arlington and Fort Worth, Texas, was conducted by SA

and

who were the leaders of the now defunct WPP in Fort Worth, as set out in enclosed LHM, are subjects of Dallas pending investigations, captioned "CENTRAL TEXAS WHITE PANTHERS/sidebar), SM - WPP (EXTREMIST)".

00: DALLAS, Dallas file 100-12162, Bureau file 100-466008; and

SM - WPP (EXTREMIST) 00: DALLAS, Dallas file 100-12164, Bureau file 100-466054. In an attempted Bureau approved interview of on 2/2/72, advised SA that neither he nor would make any statements, answer any questions or discuss anything concerning themselves

ENCLOSURE

2 - Bureau (Enc. 8)(RM)
- Detroit (100-36217)(Enc. 1)(Info)(RM)
3 - Dallas (1 - 100-12165)
(1 - 100-12162)
4 APR 1972

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
their activities, or anything concerning the WPP. stated that in light of his past experiences with law enforcement officers, "for him to answer any questions, he just gets into trouble". and have been recommended for Bureau approval for inclusion on ADEX, Category II.

Inasmuch as the WPP in Fort Worth, completely dormant for some time and considered to be completely defunct, no further investigation is being conducted in this matter at this time and this case is being closed. Sources and informants will remain alert for any information to indicate any renewed activity of interest in the WPP.

ALL INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN NEW LEFT EXTREMIST ACTIVITY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED DANGEROUS BECAUSE OF THEIR KNOWN ADVOCACY AND USE OF EXPLOSIVES, REPORTED ACQUISITION OF FIREARMS AND INCENDIARY DEVICES AND KNOWN PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE.
In Reply, Please Refer to

•

STATES DEPARTMENT OF Justice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
May 11, 1972

To: White Panther Party, also known as Railroad Peoples Party

Sources referred to herein have furnished reliable information in the past.

Set forth below is miscellaneous information developed regarding the White Panther Party (WPP), also known as the Rainbow Peoples Party (RPP) concerning miscellaneous activities and personnel of this organization during the period 1971 - 1972.

The WPP is a national white, hippie-oriented revolutionary organization which was founded essentially to afford support to the Black Panther Party (BPP). It has advocated the published ten-point program of its own, all of which call for the unbridled personal freedom of the individual.

The BPP is a black extremist organization started in Oakland, California, in December, 1966. It advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about the overthrow of the United States Government.

Summary Statement

The WPP which now publicly refers to itself as the RPP, however, whose leadership among themselves continue to refer to themselves as "White Panthers", during 1971, started the end of a history of advocacy of violent action, reckless alliances with revolutionary groups and individuals throughout the country, and concerted effort to formalize a national organization under the banner of the WPP.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

During 1971 it successfully transformed itself to the RPP as a local, unaffiliated organization, dedicated to "community organizations", retrenchment, and retrospective activity with limited, calculated activity, principally dedicated to its own welfare.

It claimed success in achieving notable support in the community on a wide variety of fronts, including local political action in the change of State Laws on marijuana and related matters, and most significant on achieving the release from prison of its Chairman, John Sinclair.

The guiding reference in its activity was furnished by [redacted] early in 1971, ran to the effect that revolution today in the United States is impossible and that committed revolutionaries must emulate Chairman [redacted] "Long March" to recognize that much effort and time is required to achieve success.

I. General

A. Leadership

MEMBERS OF SUBJECT ORGANIZATION

The current active leadership of the WPP and persons making up the "Central Committee" of that organization are identified as follows:

John Sinclair, Chairman
David Sinclair, Chief of Staff

DE T-1
May 5, 1972

[Confidential]

DE T-1
May 1, 1972
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

A source advised that the above-named individuals were included among the standing leadership and hardcore cadre of the WPP who can be assumed to share the WPP position of advocating violence to achieve revolutionary ends. Source noted that all of these individuals reside at , Michigan.

B. Location

The headquarters location for the WPP continues to be maintained at 1520 Hill Street, Ann Arbor. WPP formerly operated from this base from two adjacent mansions and a carriage house. Their base was retrenched to one of the residences when John Sinclair was in prison several years ago. Currently the WPP is negotiating for the purchase of all three of the properties mentioned and presently has some of its personnel located in the carriage house adjacent to 1520 Hill Street, and some personnel in the residence at 1510 Hill Street.

C. Publication

The current publication of the WPP is known as the "Ann Arbor Sun" which is presently disseminated at Ann Arbor as the "Community News Service" of the RPP. It reports to be a local publication only and its content is principally local in nature, serving somewhat as a "house organ" for the WPP. Its printing run is on the order of 4,000 copies. It aims at a twice a month publication schedule, which is generally met.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

The former national publication of the WPP, "The Sun/Dance" was abandoned by the WPP during early 1971. The source stated that "The Sun/Dance" has reappeared recently and is being published currently by several former members of the WPP, Ann Arbor, including [redacted]. The source advised this publication is currently published on the West Coast and is run off by an organization known as the "Running Dog Type Setters" located somewhere in the Bay Area of San Francisco. Source advised that the new "Sun/Dance" has no relationship with the WPP in Ann Arbor and is independently produced by personnel formerly associated with WPP leadership.

D. Finances

The financial fortunes of the WPP which have been tight within the past several years became dramatically improved December, 1971, with the release of John Sinclair from prison. A large and very successful "John Sinclair Benefit" held in the field house on the campus of the University of Michigan (UM), Ann Arbor, December, 1971, grossed something on the order of $45,000.00. With John Sinclair's release from prison, shortly thereafter, he has received a constant high volume of speaking engagement requests throughout the country, many of which he has accepted, and most of which include a healthy stipend.

As a consequence of the approved financial standing of the party through benefits, speaking engagements, and concerts, WPP Chairman has offered $130,000.00 in an attempt to purchase the property presently leased by the WPP as its headquarters.

E. Aims and Purposes

A source advised that the WPP in its initiation and in the first two years of its existence, currently and
and openly advocated revolutionaries in the United States, completely supported efforts of the BPP and its leadership in their endeavors and consistently advocated the efforts of "Third World" forces. Its leadership in their writings and speeches openly advocated finances to achieve revolutionary ends.

This organization with its renaming into the RPP and after a year's effort to change its image, has engaged in a significant retrenchment. It exists presently only as a local organization concerned with "Community Organization" and with attempting an impact on the so-called "Youth Culture".

It is presently deeply engaged in local political activities, with some degree of success and with the release of its chairman late in 1971, it has worked in a concerted fashion on two programs: Prison Refore, and Legalization of Marijuana.

Whereas this organization philosophically was earlier oriented by Fidel Castro and BPP leadership and as its "heroes", its principle hero today is "Chairman □□□□□".

II. WPP Claimed Accomplishments

The WPP, Ann Arbor, continues to refer to itself as the RPP publicly, and have gained much broader public acceptance and effectiveness as a result of the name and "image" change. While maintaining the "Rainbow Peoples" stance publicly, they continue among themselves to refer to themselves as "White Panthers".

John Sinclair, Chairman, WPP, was the one responsible for the name and "Image" change. While still in prison he demanded the name RPP and the change in public stature.
His directions to "soften" the image and the rhetoric lost the WPP some of its more militant personnel and supporters. Similarly, his demand that the WPP drop the weight of carrying or attempting to carry a national organization, lost the WPP many area supporters in other established chapters and with related groups throughout the country.

With John Sinclair's release from prison, December, 1971, he and his associates are reviewing the effectiveness of these moves, and are complimenting themselves on an excellent and effective strategy. Items for which this change is given credit, include the following:

1. Concerted Effort: The disengagement permitted most of the energies of WPP to be focused for almost a full years period of time on the imprisonment of John Sinclair, and the alleged injustice of his confinement for "two joints of Marijuana".

This concentrated focus resulted in:

a. Wide support through propaganda for liberalization of Marijuana laws in Michigan.

b. Gathered supporters to the WPP cause from among ranks of news media personnel, as well as from several State legislators.

c. Resulted in a dramatic change in Michigan narcotics legislation during 1971, for which WPP claims credit.

d. Demonstrated the pressure effectiveness of the WPP program.

e. Through the Marijuana issue, gave the WPP wide ranging and free public exposure.

f. Impacted the "youth culture" with a demonstration of the "rightness" of WPP advocacy of frontal legal assault to achieve their ends.
g. Achieved the release of John Sinclair from prison.

h. Called attention to the need for reform in prison and corrections affairs.

i. Made John Sinclair into an area "folk hero" to the "youth culture".

j. Brought in an unprecedented volume of requests for Sinclair and WPP personnel to appear at "youth culture" events, concerts, etc.

k. Brought financial support from throughout the country to the Sinclair defense funds, and more recently through speaking engagements, etc.

l. Brought support of national "Revolutionary" leaders to John Sinclair's cause, and, indirectly, to that of the WPP.

2. Community Action: The WPP disengagement from national affairs, permitted the concentration of local and area concerns, all of which have "blossomed" into viable, effective action programs:

a. The Ozone House: The increasing number of "run-aways" who sought refuge at WPP commune, Ann Arbor, and the number of traveling "crashers" needing lodging there, something over a year ago, dictated the establishment of a stable, visible "crash-pad", assisted by Ann Arbor and WPP supporter [ ], set up the Ozone House in downtown Ann Arbor. They established it as a living experiment of the "Ann Arbor Tribal Council" (AATC).

They acquired a large, old, home for lease, and obtained contributions from city service clubs, and ultimately obtained a $7,000.00 annual commitment from the City of Ann Arbor to subsidize the operation.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

The term AATC is used by the WPP whenever it wishes broad community support for an undertaking in which they either wish to avoid responsibility, or in which they feel the WPP will repel supporters.

The Ozone House operation was during 1971 a tremendous success, and after half of the year, it was apparent that the space would have to be doubled. Its existence aided the WPP Headquarters inasmuch as it cleared much of the transient traffic from that location. It enabled that commune to exert much better internal security.

b. The Drug-Help Program: [blank] and others of the WPP leadership helped launch this program, again under the nominal auspices of the AATC. It vigorously and publicly opposed hard drugs, specifically heroin, while demanding and obtaining wide community support, financially and otherwise, for this Drug-Help program. Many organizations, including completely legitimate groups joined the AATC in this effort, which at the close of 1971 was an acknowledged success.

c. The Free People's Health Clinic: [blank] and others of the WPP leadership assisted the success of this venture, which was started by an Ann Arbor Physician, known as the "Street People's Doctor". He is regarded as a radical by such persons, and previously, when engaged in private practice, he gave free treatment to WPP and "Street People" types.

He disbanded his practice and set up a Free Clinic. Numerous medical and quasi-medical personnel donated time and services to assist him in a thriving and free medical practice. Medical Students and some doctors from the UM faculty joined with their services on a part-time basis.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

d. The Food Coop: This operation, started by [redacted] of the WPP leadership, and carried originally solely by the WPP to service itself and area related communes, has mushroomed into a community wide food cooperative. It is presently promoted as a "Tribal Council" program. Participants take trucks into Detroit to the wholesale food and produce markets, where they buy wholesale in large lots. They deliver and sell at cost to participating Ann Arbor communes and groups.

e. "The Ann Arbor Sun": This publication has developed as the "Street Peoples" community news service from Ann Arbor. It was initiated by the WPP as the RPP, and is handled by [redacted] and [redacted] of the WPP leadership. They are assisted by a variety of WPP personnel, and "Street People" assistance. It confines its interest to area affairs and does not purport to compete with regular area or nationally circulated underground publications.

f. The Rock Concert Program: WPP originated and sold the city of Ann Arbor on a summer program of Rock Concerts in city parks, as part of a "cool summer" project. They have obtained city and UM support in use of city and UM campus areas to stage weekly concerts throughout the summer months. These have been tremendous successes for the past several summers. Noteworthy during summer, 1971, was the fact that the concerts were light on "revolutionary rhetoric" and were promoted under a broad base support, rather than solely WPP or RPP support, ie, "Tribal Council", and Community groups. This project is principally handled by [redacted] of WPP leadership and his "UP" Band.

g. The Community School: This is the newest of the community projects, and has not been in existence for sufficient time to evaluate its effectiveness. [redacted] and others at WPP Commune envisioned it originally as a "Baby sitting" service, to free families with small children for employment, or other interests. It was conceived as a "Pre-School" type of Kindergarten, with hopes of obtaining accreditation for Kindergarten, and primary grades. It was fashioned after an earlier "Ann Arbor Community School", operated at Ann Arbor in years past by Students For a Democratic Society (SDS) at the UM. Children of radical
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

professors and professional personnel at Ann Arbor supported that venture, and it was hoped to capture that same constituency.

The Community School has obtained space at the Unitarian Church, Ann Arbor, and is now more than a pilot program. (Characterization of SDS attached hereto).

h. Community Center: The success of all of these separate ventures, almost all operated as so-called "community services" for the "Tribal Council", have drawn widening community support from area civic and church groups and from the City of Ann Arbor. This support in November enabled the AATC to secure a former large two story Automobile Agency building, which is being developed into the Community Center.

All of the above services or programs, previously operated under separate group names, are now in the process of being moved into this new location, the Fisher Cadillac Building, located near the campus of the UM. The only exception is the Community School.

Community collection drives and financial contributions from sources noted above permitted acquisition and furnishing of this building. The building is owned by the City of Ann Arbor, purchased as a prospective spot for a future city parking structure. Until it is required for construction, the AATC will operate same on a rental basis from the City of Ann Arbor.

Another development in community organizing, not an action project as such, but a highly successful activity in which the WPP assisted in formation, is the Radical Independent Party (RIP).

RIP was initiated several years ago by of the WPP, and others from the AATC and area radicals, as an attempt to develop an alternative political vehicle.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party.

RIP and the WPP strongly supported candidates for local office in past several years, with the WPP claiming credit for assisting in the election of the present Mayor of Ann Arbor, as well as for the election of at least one member of the Ann Arbor City Council in the past.

RIP, now a completely independent political organization exists as a coalition of WPP, AATC, and UM campus radicals. It proposes to run candidates for most local offices at Ann Arbor, and recently obtained support of the city in its attempt at legitimizing itself for early 1972 elections. It similarly recently formed a coalition with area groups elsewhere in Michigan to form a state-wide party known as the "Human Rights/Radical Independent Party".

Through this wide variety of community projects, all effective, and well supported, the WPP, mainly through the AATC has been able to maintain steady and effective pressure on city authorities for the necessary city authorizations and support for their projects. The AATC has developed into a group with considerable political "clout", and is consulted with by city officials on a wide variety of matters.

For reasons cited above, John Sinclair and members of the Central Committee of WPP are at this time expressing satisfaction with the results of their change in strategy, and with their "Tribal Council" approach.

This period since release of Sinclair from prison is a time for celebration and self-satisfaction. No new programs are planned for launching. The leadership is most pleased with 1971 accomplishments and show no inclination to resume their previously more militant and aggressive stance.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party.

The only present indications for a change in direction is to capitalize on the release of Sinclair through publicity, and beefing up propaganda for defense of and release for . . .

WPP personnel show inclination to pull out of the successful AATC projects referred to above, now that they are self-sustaining, and give effort to above defense effort, as well as to the political opportunities afforded by the election year, 1972.

III. Miscellaneous Activities

A. Demonstration, Washington, D.C.

Demonstrations sponsored by the Peoples Coalition For Peace and Justice (PCPJ) at Washington, D.C. October 22-26, 1971, included a variety of events including a demonstration sponsored by the PCPJ held at the Sylvian Theatre adjacent to the Washington Monument grounds on October 26, 1971. At 2:00 PM on that date, and at that place a rock group known as the "Up" was introduced as a band from Ann Arbor. Franklin Bach was observed on the bandstand as the leader of this group which dedicated its first piece to Weatherman fugitive Bernadine Dohrn and the "Weatherman Underground".

DE T-2
October 26, 1971.

The source advised that a member of the Central Committee of the WPP handles the WPP sponsored rock band known as the "Up".

B. Freedom Rally

On December 10, 1971, there was held on the campus of UM, Ann Arbor, an event promoted as a "freedom rally" and
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

benefit for John Sinclair then incarcerated in the Michigan Prison at Jackson, Michigan, on a State Narcotic Charge. Complete action of the WPP leadership was directed toward arranging this rally during November and December, 1971. The rally's purpose was to promote the release of the WPP Chairman, John Sinclair, from prison and to promote a pending state charge in legislation regarding narcotics.

Jerry Rubin was of a great assistance in promoting cooperation from national movement figures in this rally and was instrumental in getting a commitment from John Lennon, formerly of the 'Beatles', and his wife, Yoko Ono to attend and participate.

Additionally, all members of the "Chicago Conspiracy", except the two minor subjects and  , were committed to participate. , , , , , , and Bobby Seale were early commitments. William Kunstler was  but taped a speech which was played at the rally.

With the commitment of John Lennon, many groups of performers who volunteered to participate, had to be turned away.

The rally developed as undoubtedly one of the national organizations successes of business affairs for the movement in recent years. It was unquestionably the most successful business event of the WPP's history. Attendance was capacity at some 16,000 persons. Gate receipts totaled in excess of $45,000.00. All participants donated their talent and time, and only some were paid for travel expenses.

In December, 1971, the Michigan State Legislature modified State Law on narcotics which action resulted in the release of John Sinclair from Michigan Prison at that time.

C. Radical Independent Party (RIP)

RIP is referred to above as a political action organization developed at the UM and Ann Arbor with a
coalition of radicals including the WPP who worked at political effort to secure election to local offices at Ann Arbor. WPP leadership serves on the original "Steering Committee" of RIP and during spring, 1972, WPP leadership was elected as a candidate for an Ann Arbor City Council seat.

The RIP organization, late in 1971, in preparation for 1972 elections merged with a newly formed state-wide organization known as the Human Rights Party of Michigan which in late 1971 was granted legal status as a state-wide political party in Michigan.

On April 3, 1972, local city elections were held at Ann Arbor and two RIP or HRP candidates won election to two of the five available City Council positions. of the WPP who was a candidate for that position was unsuccessful, however, she obtained some 1,500 votes in a contest whose victor gained 3,000 votes.

The WPP expended considerable effort in the RIP or HRP held at Ann Arbor for this election with personnel participation by most WPP leadership including its chairman in business election hearing events.

Immediately following the election of the two successful candidates the RIP at Ann Arbor announced its prime objectives to include:

- Dismissal of the Ann Arbor Police Chief, change in involvement of local narcotic violations, and establishment of control of the police department.

April 3, 1972.
Re: White Panther Party, also known as Rainbow Peoples Party

D. Republican National Convention Interests

At the John Sinclair freedom rally held at UM December, 1971, referred to above, several prominent speakers, including Jerry Rubin, called for massive demonstrations during 1972 at the site of the Republican National Convention. Speakers gave credit to John Sinclair and the WPP in that event in December, 1971, of combining "rock and revolution".

Source advised that in the months following reportedly met on several occasions with and Jerry Rubin, reportedly to discuss possible demonstrations concerned with the Republican National Convention, 1972.

DE T-3
December 13, 1971 and May 1, 1972.
Memorandum

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (62-112678)  DATE: 8/1/72
FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-61875)

SUBJECT: RAINBOW PEOPLE'S PARTY
(Formerly the white Panther Party)

IS - WPP

OO: DETROIT

Enclosed for Detroit is a xerographed copy of the May 19, 1972
issue of "GRASS ROOTS", self described as the National Publication
of the People's Party, which has its National Office at 1404 M
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. Enclosed item was xerographed
from a copy made available by on 6/8/72, as having been
received by

Items made available by were furnished to the Bureau,
WFO and St. Louis by SF Letter to Bureau dated 7/31/72, captioned:
PEOPLE'S PARTY, IS - NEW LEFT

Although enclosed item undoubtedly received wide distribution and needs no classification, any mention that it was received by must be classified to protect the sensitive relationship between and and such mention should be avoided, since is a valuable source who furnishes information on a continuing basis, which is not otherwise available.

Enclosed item, on pages 10 through 15 sets forth an article by LOWELL YOUNG, captioned:"A TIME OF TRIAL FOR THE PEOPLE'S PARTY", in which he deplores the fact that some potential and actual supporters of the People's Party have decided to support McGovern's candidacy. LOWELL spends some time discussing the captioned organization and its having united with the Youth International Party and deplores the fact that "ABBY HOFFMAN, JERRY RUBIN, JOHN SINCLAIR, GENIE PLAMONDON" and the entire Rainbow People's Party of Michigan have come out in support of George McGovern's candidacy.

YOUNG's article appears to be of interest and is set out in xerographed form as the following four pages of instant letter.
OPINION
AN OPEN FORUM FOR THE PEOPLE'S PARTY

A TIME OF TRIAL FOR THE PEOPLE'S PARTY

By Lowell Young

"My candidacy is the only way to avoid a fourth party on the left in 1972." — George McGovern

The George McGovern candidacy for the Democratic nomination for President has been transformed from an invisible campaign supported by only a faithful few into a lavishly financed campaign of a front-runner. From the beginning, McGovern's campaign has been an attempt to co-opt a fourth party on the left by adopting the left's issues and rhetoric as his own. His initial strong stands in opposition to the war and in favor of amnesty for all draft evaders and exiles, legalization of marijuana, abortion on demand, and the shifting of the burden of taxation from the poor and the working class onto the shoulders of the super-rich and the corporations were all designed to rally all possible fourth party constituents to his cause. And, for the moment, he has partially succeeded.

Recently, Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, John Sinclair, Gene Plamondon, and the entire Rainbow People's Party of Michigan have come out in support of George McGovern's candidacy. Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin founded the Youth International Party (YIP) in early 1967. Their perfection of the use of guerrilla theater was designed to gain media attention in order to try to educate the American people about the hypocrisy of the present system.

To strengthen their organization and broaden their base of support, they united YIP with the Michigan based White Panther Party. The White Panther Party was founded by John Sinclair and "Pun" Plamondon with the intention of it becoming
the white counterpart of the Black Panther Party. But, that never came to be due to the different forms of oppression the different constituencies of the Black and White Panther Parties are subjected to. Black people are oppressed racially and materially; so the ten-point program of the Black Panther Party related to those forms of political oppression by making political demands for "land, bread, housing, clothing, education, justice, and peace." The white people Sinclair and Plamondon were attempting to organize were primarily culture-oriented; so the ten-point program of the White Panther Party related primarily to their cultural oppression by demanding an open society where free dope, free sex, and free rock music abounded. (They did make political references as well, the principle ones being the right of armed self-defense and complete support for the ten-point program of the Black Panther Party.)

While their followers were primarily culturally oriented, Sinclair and Plamondon were themselves very political. They were thought to believe that the perverted system of values in this country was a direct outgrowth of the undemocratic political system and the competitive economic system. By primarily relating to their followers' cultural oppression now, they supposedly hoped to educate them to the system's role in that oppression later. They were therefore viewed as very dangerous by the power structure and were moved against. Plamondon was framed on a charge of attempting to blow-up a Federal Building in Ann Arbor and is still in jail today. Sinclair was given a ten year jail sentence for possessing two joints and wasn't released until early this Spring.

The Rainbow People's Party was founded by Sinclair as the successor to the White Panther Party. It concentrated its efforts on local community organizing in the Ann Arbor area and linked-up with the state-wide Human Rights Party. Five Rainbow candidates, including "Pun" Plamondon's wife Genie, ran for Ann Arbor city council seats in April under the Human Rights Party banner. Part of the agreement between the two parties was that neither would support any Democratic candidates. But, two weeks after two of their candidates got elected, Sinclair, Genie Plamondon, and the rest of the Rainbow Party broke the agreement and announced their support for George McGovern.
But they are not alone. Such "radical" entertainers as Joan Baez and John Lennon have also come out in support of McGovern. Also, Gore Vidal, Secretary of State in the People's Party Shadow Cabinet, and an individual with the means to provide the party with much needed economic assistance, never came across with a cent and at the May 4th Moratorium rally in New York City announced his support for George McGovern.

The defections by potential members and, worse yet, by people within the party itself, makes this a period of extreme darkness for the People's Party. But, that proverbial light at the end of the tunnel is coming into view; and the reason is George McGovern himself.

As his chances of getting the nomination have become better, McGovern has found it necessary to broaden his base of support by moving to the right. He is making an attempt to win over the reactionary labor leaders currently in the Humphrey camp. He is talking more about the economic issues relevant to George Wallaces alienated constituency than about the political or cultural issues relevant to his own alienated constituency.

George McGovern has a history of backing off on strong stands he might initially take. He initially agreed to introduce a bill on the floor of the Senate calling for Statehood for the Colony of Columbia, but at the last moment changed his mind, much to the embarrassment and anger of Julius Hobson and the D.C. Statehood Party. He initially agreed to run a slate of delegates in Chicago as a challenge to Mayor Daley in the Illinois Primary, but, after a twenty minute talk in the Mayor's office, agreed not to challenge Daley, much to the chagrin of his Chicago supporters. During the recent Nebraska primary, McGovern was accused of harboring "radical" views regarding the issues of marijuana, amnesty, and abortion. He immediately changed his previously stated positions. Now, he is opposed to the legalization of marijuana, says that abortion is a matter for the states to deal with, and that all draft evading cases should be dealt with on an individual basis.
"Radicals" who support George McGovern do not have a clear understanding of the true nature of this society and the ruling system responsible for the current oppressive conditions. Some in the People's Party have a general understanding of the problem but by no means do we possess a specific or a clearly thought-out understanding to the point that we can serve as that force which will educate and awaken the unconscious and mislead (by McGovern on down) masses of the American people.

In order to develop that specific and clearly thought-out understanding, we must turn our energies inward—i.e., concentrate on educating those of us already committed to building the People's Party so that we can begin to make clear the differences between what we must advocate and the "New Populism" of George McGovern and the left-wing of the Democratic Party. They advocate reforming the present capitalist system; we must advocate replacing the present capitalist system with Socialism. But, in order to talk about Socialism to others, we must first have a complete understanding of Socialism ourselves.

Our attempts at recruitment should center upon those groups and individuals politically educated enough to contribute to this period of internal development. This doesn't mean that we should be closed to those who through their own bitter experience decide that they should join the party. In the immediate future, as McGovern's move to the right—and thus his duplicity—becomes more blatant, the People's Party can expect an influx of McGovern's more radical supporters, including, hopefully, all those mentioned above. The doors should and will be open to them.

The further one looks into the future the brighter that light at the end of the darkness becomes. If McGovern gets the nomination, wins the election, and then proceeds to carry on Johnson's and Nixon's policies (since he can't do any different because of the nature of the system); then for many millions of the American people that will be it. They will be through with the Democratic Party and the capitalist system, and they will turn to the only mass-based, independent political party calling for Socialism: the People's Party!
SAC, Detroit (100-36317)

8/9/72

Acting Director, FBI (62-112678)

WHITE PANTHER PARTY IS - WPP

X

On page 2 of 5/26 - 6/9/72 issue of the "Ann Arbor Sun," published by the Rainbow People's Party (RPP), 1520 Hill Street, Ann Arbor, there is set forth the identities of the editorial committee and staff of this publication. Although White Panther Party (WPP) adopted the name RPP in 1971, to reportedly soften the previous revolutionary image of the organization, nevertheless, with the recent release from prison of the two top leaders in WPP, John Sinclair and Lawrence Flammang, the potential for return to revolutionary tactics on the part of WPP membership remains strong.

The "Sun" editorial committee consists of Mike Brady, John Collin, Ann Hoover, Kathy Kelley, Mike Minnich, Linda Ross and Walden Simper.

ALL INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN NEW LEFT EXTERMINIST ACTIVITY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED DANGEROUS BECAUSE OF THEIR KNOWN ADVOCACY AND USE OF EXPLOSIVES, REPORTED ACQUISITION OF FIREARMS AND INCENDIARY DEVICES, AND KNOWN PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE.
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

September 25, 1973

Director, FBI

l - Mr. Keith

JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

Reference is made to your memorandum dated September 18, 1973, requesting electronic surveillance information on captioned individual.

On the basis of identifying data provided by the Department concerning captioned individual(s), a review has been made of appropriate records. (He was) not the subject of a direct electronic surveillance nor were any of (his) conversations monitored by an electronic device of the FBI. Further, this Bureau did not maintain any electronic surveillance on premises which were known to have been owned, leased, or licensed by the above individual.

It is suggested that other Federal investigative agencies be contacted to determine if they had coverage of the subject(s).

MAILED 25
SEP 25 1973
FBI

NOTE: The above individual's name was cleared with SA Intelligence Division.

WAH: dsl
(4)

Return to , Room 1535.
I,

TO DIRECTOR
FROM NEW YORK (92-4564) 1 P

ELSIE, JOHN WINSTON AND LENNON, SUBD: 0-2A 73.

PBU AIRTEL TO NEW YORK, 9-12-73.

THE SPECIAL INDICES OF THE NYS AND CORRESPONDING RECORDS
WERE REVIEWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CRIMINAL DIVISION MEMORANDUM
DATED 4-16-69, CONCERNING CAPTIONS INDIVIDUAL, WITH THE FOLLOWING
RESULTS:
(A) NO
(B) NO
(C-F) NOT APPLICABLE

SUCH A REVIEW FAILED TO INDICATE THAT LENNON OR PREMISES
IN WHICH HE HAD PROPRIETARY INTEREST HAVE BEEN SUBJECT TO ANY
LAWFUL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE.

END

REC. 70 [illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]

[illegible]
Airtel

9/19/73

To: SAC, New York

From: Director, FBI

REG-70 ELSUR
JOHN WINSTON ONO LENNON
BUDED: 9/24/73

Enclosed for your office is one copy of Department of Justice memorandum dated 9/18/73 requesting electronic surveillance information in accordance with specific questions set forth in the enclosed memorandum.

Conduct check in order to answer specific questions in enclosed memorandum and Criminal Division memorandum, 4/16/69, furnished field 5/2/69. Key answers to correspond with questions A through F. If results reveal positive information, insure microphone sources monitoring individuals involved are identified to the Bureau.

New York check captioned individual.

Submit your response to reach Bureau by COB 9/24/73. If positive, submit logs and pertinent documents by airtel.

Enclosure
Memorandum

TO: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FROM: Henry E. Petersen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

SUBJECT: In re John Winston Ono Lennon
Board of Immigration Appeals

The individual named on the attached list is the subject of a deportation proceeding before the Board of Immigration Appeals scheduled for October 29, 1973, at 2:00 p.m.

Would you please supply us with electronic surveillance information pertaining to the individual named on the attached list, following the form set forth in our memorandum to you dated April 16, 1969.

In addition, should your files reveal that the individual or the premises in which he had a proprietary interest were subjected to electronic surveillance, we would appreciate your furnishing Mr. Robert P. Weidner, Government Regulations Section, Criminal Division, with the following:

1. Logs disclosing the conversation of the individual and logs of any of the premises in which the individual is or was the owner, lessee, or licensee.

2. Any airtels which expand or summarize the portions of the logs disclosed unless fully reflected in the logs themselves.

3. Any memoranda, including reports to the Department of Justice, which expand or summarize the portions of the logs mentioned above or which demonstrate pertinent leads which may have come from the illegal electronic surveillance.
It is also requested that you advise us whether the individual has been subjected to any lawful electronic surveillance, including such surveillance where one of the parties may have consented to the surveillance, as well as such surveillance conducted pursuant to the provisions of Title III of Public Law 90-351.

If your records indicate that the individual has used names other than that given, please check your electronic surveillance indices with respect to the additional names.

Attachment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>John Winston Ono Lennon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wife:</td>
<td>Alien Citizen of Japan, age 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry:</td>
<td>Entered U.S. at New York 8/13/71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Address:</td>
<td>Dakota House, Central Park West, New York City (most recent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Address:</td>
<td>105 Bank Street, New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliases:</td>
<td>None Known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth:</td>
<td>October 9, 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Birth:</td>
<td>Liverpool, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship:</td>
<td>English Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment:</td>
<td>Entertainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Place of Employment:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney:</td>
<td>Leon Wildes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>515 Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York, New York 10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceeding Date:</td>
<td>October 29, 1973, 2:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TO: Special Investigative Division
FROM: [Domestic Intelligence] [General Investigative] [Special Investigative]

REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of request: 9/24/73

Please complete following and return one copy to:

[Organized Crime Division]

Section

Domestic Intelligence General Investigative Special Investigative

NAMES TO BE SEARCHED

John Winston Cho Lennon

KNOWN ALIASES


Search Date: 4-8-83

Results of Criminal and Security Special Indices Search (attach separate sheet, if necessary)

[Handwritten note: 1678 RS#184m]

[Handwritten note: B6 B7C]

Bulit: [Handwritten note]

[Handwritten note: 2/24/73]
TO: Special Investigative Division

FROM: Domestic Intelligence

REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of request: 9-18-73

Please complete the following and return one copy to:

Section

Names to be searched

John Winston - Known Aliases: Lennon - NR

Results of Criminal and Security Special Indices Search
(attach separate sheet, if necessary)

File 4-3-23 167288598

Searched by

Date 9-9-73
FBI WASH DC

FBI NEW HAVEN

1006AM URGNET 1/9/69 LAL

TO DIRECTOR

FROM NEW HAVEN (100-New)

DEMONSTRATION: UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD, HARTFORD, CONN., JANUARY NINE, SIXTYNINE.

SECURITY OFFICE, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD, HARTFORD, CONN., ADVIS.

INSTANT DATE STUDENTS ARE PLANNING MARCH DEMONSTRATION PROTESTING THE SUSPENSION OF THE "UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD NEWS-LIBERATED PRESS" STUDENT PUBLICATION FOR ITS PRINTING WEDNESDAY, JANUARY EIGHT LAST, OF NUDE PHOTOGRAPHS OF BEATLE JOHN LENNON AND GIRLFRIEND YOKO ONO.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END

CKG

FBI WASH DC

X

51 JAN 23 1969
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN: ID/LFS)
FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-NEW) (P) (#21)
SUBJECT: UNSUB ake
J. L. N. E X T R O N T I O N (A)
(00:NY)

ReNYtel, 12/2/77.

Enclosed for Identification Division is the original and two xerox copies of a letter addressed to JOHN LENNON, member of rock group The Beatles. Letter postmarked 11/29/77, Jamaica, New York, return address 16-35 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11229, a non-existent address. Letter threatens LENNON and family and demands $100,000. Letter makes reference to FALN organization.

Above letter made available on 12/1/77 by JOHN LENNON.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

Identification Division is requested to search the enclosed letter through the Anonymous Letter File. Also to compare with specimens previously submitted in case entitled, BUREAU FILE 174-7729 and other FALN related files. Further the Identification Division is requested to conduct any other examination that would help in identifying Unsub.

Bureau File (Encls. 3)
(1 - ID/LFS)
(1 - FALN 174-7729)
1 - New York (174-2667)
1 - New York (EN 174-2667)
MED: jfc

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-78 BY 1678 REPLEM L.P.B.

Approved:__________
Transmitted______
(Per)______

PRO 1977 Q - 225-659
2. ID/LFS is requested to conduct appropriate latent examination. If latents developed, eliminate following prints:

JOHN LENNON, DOB 10/9/40
USINS# A17597321

USINS#   DQB    b6    b7c
This letter is not a joking. It may be one of the most important and ungrateful letters that you may never receive before. But everything can be happily and normally, if you follow us very careful, without wrong move.......

This letter is a positive (Threat) to your life, & (Special) to our life...

WE ARE THE TERRORIST'S THE PAIN PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT.
We are responsible for the bomb explosion, in several City's through of U. S. A. We are strong on weapon's, dynamite & munition.
But we are weak on money problem's and we most need five million dollar's to keep our operation going on for the next three year's.

Now how to obtain five million? Perhaps we most start from kidnap, and may be we can reach this amount in just two or three shoot's.
But the head of our organization said no; we most try it slowly, without kidnap, without asking for big ransom, without bloodiness & distress. We try do it with a (Threat) in a simple letter.

But if ours victim's fail our demand, then we most go ahead with our revenge and we most transform their million's in one cent worth, and the sorrow will be with them for a long time. Also what ever we most do against them, will be without ransom.

Now we like to inform you this? Letter's like this one, we send to over twenty four victim's in the past three month's and we are doing it so well, that we collect already two million's & four hundred thousand dollar's. No one fail's our demand, so we hope you to...

Our demand from you, is one hundred thousand dollar's, this is the same amount that we collect from the other's. We want the money in follow way. 50 thousand in bill's of one hundred, twenty five thousand in Fift's & twenty five thousand in twenty's. We don't accept the money series number's all in order, if it come all in order it will be return to you and our negotiation will be completely off. So don't try to play any trick to us because we are good preparedly for it.
You have exact nine day's frome the date of this letter to decide & to get the money.
It most be put in a strong package and brought down to the clerk, by front entrance of the DAKOTA HOUSE. to be (pickup) by you. The package must be there, Dec. 9 at two P.M. After that, any time during seven days the package will be (pickup) After seven days, you must find out if the package remain there, if it remain there it most be return to you and you'll receive new instruction about it.

Continue on second page.
Remember? the people who is spouse to pickup the package, they are innocent people. they don't know nothing about us or what is inside of the package. it will pass on several hand's of innocent people, before it reach our hand. But if anything comes suspicious, it mean any trap for us the package will never reach our hand and there will not be the last pickup.

But if it happen you can oe sure, that you and your family, will never be free until our revenge be done and then after this, you will be free to suffer and live with sorrow far is long you live.

If you decide our demand, you most stay away from the F. B. I. or any police agents included friend's too.

But if you do not decide our demand, so there is nothing helpfully to you or to us, we will remain silence until the moment come. we will not disturb you with second letter nor even one telephone call.
In this case you can go ahead to the F.B.I. and show to them this letter, also you can make it public or any publicity that you like.

But don't forget, they will not protect your family for ever, but you can be sure, that we will be in every corner.

We the puerto rican terrorists.
We are responsible for this letters.
We are fighting for what we believe.
We have nothing to lose & Puerto Rico.
Some day most be independent.

THANK YOU
T. F. P. E. I. M.

P.S. THE RETURN ADDRESS OF THIS LETTER IS FALSE.
Here is some meaning reference's

We know that you live in one of most security house, in New York, City.

We know that your APT. Number, is 72 - 7th floor, with front & back door. Your APT. is face to Central Park, & South corner.

We have seen many times out, with

You Know, that money can buy all most evrything. It mean, if for any reason we decide to go into the Dakota, you'll find out, that no place is security today.

With one or two or three thousand dollar's, we can buy any employee and get a free pass, but in case the employee refuse our offer, we take them by force and less than twenty minutes evrything be overcloud, or when you are travel expensive limousine, a grenade or somethings else may explode and it is it.

All this meaning, is just for you take this case very seriously, and think twice before you do any mistake.

Your problem is be rich, if you was a poor man it never happen to you.

We know, that you are very nice person and we don't want nothing happen to you or to your family, we just want the money without problem's and then you can be free for one hundred year's ahead, we will not disturb you AGAIN.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS CONFIDENTIAL
DATE 4-4-83
BY E678219783
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (21)

SUBJECT: CHANGED

UNSUB aka

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
(60:NY)

Title marked "Changed" to add alias found on enclosed letter.

ReNYairtel, dated 12/2/77.

Enclosed for Ident Division is the original and two xerox copies of a letter addressed to the LENNONs. Letter postmarked 12/18/77, New York, NY. Letter turned over to FBI, 12/19/77.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

ID/LFS requested to conduct same examinations requested in reairtel. Further, to compare enclosed letter with previously submitted specimen.

4 - Bureau (Encls. 3)
(l. - ID/LFS)
(1 - PALN 174-7729)
1 - New York (174-2667)
1 - New York

MED: geg (7)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 06/0/38M

UNRECORDED COPIED IN 174-7729
FROM

BROOKLYN N.Y. 11229

MR. & MRS. JOHN LENNON
I -WEST 72nd STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023
MR. & MRS. JOHN LENNON

You didn't pay any attention to our threat, you didn't follow any word of our letter. In this case our promise, was we step out and break up our deal until some day.

But before we do, we have to clear up a few things that we have in suspicious or confuse.

On the date of December, 8 one day before the package was suppose to be let with the clerk, your building was under our supervision with seven training man's specialize in recognize police agents.

On Dec. 9 our man's call our headquarters, and they said we are 90 per one hundred sure that at least two police agents went inside of the building, and so very late on that day they come out.

In our figure, as the package was suppose be let there at 2 P.M. probably there was an ambush waiting for us. We are all in confuse about it, we don't believe that you will be that stupid, but in your situation we don't believe nor even our mother's.

Our troop is number of two hundred and fifty seven men! Suppose because of you, we loss two or three man's in a shoot out with police, figure for you self how many is left be looking for you and then after how many policemans will remain with you (none).

Right know we are going to put an strict investigation on, to find out if there was an ambush, or if you are dealing with police or if any body know about our threat. We know how to find out we have the plan made up that we will make some body talk, and let us know whatever they know.

On Dec. 9 it was the day that we plan to pickup the package. At 11 P.M. your building was surround by 23 armed man's of our troop, it just for in case of any ambush. At 12,15 A.M. we call Dakota Office, and we ask if there was a package for Mr. Reviera, from Mr. Lennon. The clerk said no, we have no package, but we have a letter for you. We order him to return the letter back to Mr. Lennon.

At 12,30 A.M. we call your Apt. and we spoke to _____ for about two minutes, she try to sell us a story, but we are grownup people and we didn't buy it. Is you know and we know, every building like yours, all clerks they hold lots of packages to be delivery to tenants or to be pickup by people, the clerks they never Know what is inside of the package, unless you tell them.

One thing we are sure, you and _____ are coverup something, but we will find out the true.

Our negotiation are close until Jan. 15 ± 1978

We will have a meeting on Jan. 16 at 6 P.M. in reference to your case, we will let you Know the results of this meeting.

In the meantime we like to remind you, if you are dealing with police, you better think twice because you may turn us very madly.

This is Christmas time, do your normal life, dont be afraid is no body outside looking for you, on this you can have our trust.

THANK YOU
ON DECEMBER 1, 1977, JOHN LENNON, MEMBER OF BEATLES ROCK GROUP, ADVISED HE RECEIVED A SPECIAL DELIVERY LETTER POSTMARKED NOVEMBER 30, 1977, JAMAICA, QUEENS, Bearing return address BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, 11229. THE LETTER THREATENED LENNON AND HIS FAMILY AND DEMANDED $100,000 TO BE READY BY DECEMBER 9, 1977.

IN LETTER PASSING REFERENCE MADE TO FALN. NYO INDICES AND DMV NEGATIVE AND RETURN ADDRESS IS NON-EXISTENT.

ORIGINAL LETTER AND COPIES ARE BEING FOWARDED TO FBI LABORATORY AND LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION FOR EXAMINATION.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

DATE: 4-4-83 BY 10678RFP

56JAN 171278
NYO WILL KEEP BUREAU APPRAISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.
DOCUMENT (S) CANNOT BE SCANNED

DESCRIPTION:

PHOTO NEGATIVES
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

From: Director, FBI

Lab. No. 71206187 D MS
Lab. No. 71227019 D MS

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

LAB NO. UNSUB, aka

Re: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
EXTORTION (A)
CO: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtels dated December 2, 1977 and
December 20, 1977

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Remarks: ST-135

MBLD.319 9-63510

DO NOT INCLUDE ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE(S) - INFORMATION IN INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

Enclosures (2). (2 Lab report)

JEL: sig* (4)

ENC. BEHIND FILE

7K

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

5-7 MAY 1978 MAH. ROOM TELETYP UNIT
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)                                      January 27, 1978

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510—

LAB. NO. 71206187 D MS

UNSUB, aka

Re: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;

LABORATORY

EXTORTION (A)

Specimens received December 5, 1977, under cover of communication dated December 2, 1977 (71206187 D MS):

Q1 Envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 29 PM 1977," bearing the typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72nd STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q2 First page of accompanying three-page typewritten letter dated 11/29/77, beginning "MR & MRS. JOHN LENNON This letter is not a joking..."

Q3 Second page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Remember the people who is..."

Q4 Third page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Here is some meaning reference's..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper
Specimens received December 22, 1977, under cover of communication dated December 20, 1977 (71227019 D MS):

Q5. Envelope postmarked "New York----G.P.O. (i.m.) 1977 Dec 18 PM" bearing typewritten address "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon 1 West 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023".

Q6. Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 12/19/77, beginning "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon You didn't pay attention...".

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Result of examination:

Q1 through Q6 were compared with specimens in the Anonymous Letter File, but no identification was effected. Representative photographs will be added to the file for future reference.

The typewriting on Q1 through Q6 is a style of type used on Olympia typewriters which are manufactured in West Germany. Although the typewriting on Q1 through Q6 lacks sufficient identifiable characteristics to permit a definite determination whether the same typewriter was used to prepare all those specimens, a limited number of characteristics in common were noted.

It was determined that the typewriting on Q1 through Q6 was not prepared by the use of any of the typewriters used to prepare typewritten communiques previously submitted to the Laboratory in the various PALN bombing matters.

The examinations of the submitted envelopes and sheets of paper failed to reveal any watermarks, indented writings of significance, or other significant features which might be of assistance in determining the immediate source of those items.

Q1 through Q6 were photographed. The submitted specimens will be returned to New York with the results of the requested latent fingerprint examinations.
To: ADIC, New York (9-new)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510-4

LAB. NO. 71206187 DMS

YOUR NO. 71227019 DMS

UNSUB aka

Re: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

EXTORTION (A)

(00: New York)

EXAMINATION BY:

12/8/77

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated December 2, 1977

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: December 5, 1977

Q1 Envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 29 PM 1977," bearing the typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72 nd STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q2 First page of accompanying three-page typewritten letter dated 11/29/77, beginning "MR & MRS. JOHN LENNON This letter is not a joking. . ."

Q3 Second page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Remember the people who is . . ."

Q4 Third page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Here is some meaning reference's. . ."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper
most
shift defect all UC (check)↑

Q1 - Q2, AS
white paper 8.5" x 11" x .0025
no watermarks/stamped writing

Q1 - Q4, AS

Q1 - Q4, NE, all added

Q1 - Q2, ice 40# type used on Olympia 2's which are mphn
W. Bemery. Although we wish to use chrome foridgeter, ltd
check is common and sold
that the Q1 - Q2 are not gray on the word to say commiss, press is F40

Print: / CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749)

Re: UNSUB, aka

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
EXTORTION (A)
00: New York

Examination requested by: New York
Reference: Airtel dated December 20, 1977
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint
Specimens received: December 22, 1977.

Q5 Envelope postmarked "New York--G.P.O. (i.m.) 1977 Dec 18 PM" bearing typewritten address "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon 1 West 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q6 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 12-19-77, beginning "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon You didn't pay attention..."

Also Submitted:
Blank sheet of paper.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREOF IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 FLIPED
AS white paper
similar in appearance
characteristic to Q1

Q6: Preliminary
AS white paper
similar to above
characteristic to Q2-Q4

AS warm mottled/undulated
characteristic to Q5-Q7, AS
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, New York (;

UNSEE aka; b6
b7c

Re: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM EXECUTION (A)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

LAB. NO. 71200127 D 138

YOUR NO. 

Examination by: b6 b7c

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Aired dated December 5, 1977

Specimens received: December 5, 1977

ALPHA INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 1-4-77 BY 1671CPPLBM

Q1 Envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 20 PR 1977," bearing the typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q2 First page of accompanying three-page typewritten letter dated 11/28/77, beginning "EX & MRS. JOHN LENNON This letter is not a joke..."

Q3 Second page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Remember the people who is..."

Q4 Third page of three-page typewritten letter beginning "Tore in some meaning reference's..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:
Blank sheet of paper

Specimen submitted to FBI on 1/21/78

FBI/DOJ 4
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749)

FBI FILE NO. 9-G3510
LAB. NO. 71227019 D MS
YOUR NO.

Examination by: [Blank]

Re: -CHANGED-
UNSUBL. aka b6
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
00: New York

John Lennon You didn't pay attention...

Specimens received:
Document - Fingerprint
December 22, 1977

QS Envelope postmarked "New York----P.O. (i.m.) 1977 Dec 19 PM" bearing typewritten address "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023"

QS Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 12-19-77, beginning "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon You didn't pay attention..."

Also Submitted:
Blank sheet of paper.

LFPS will process and return the submitted evidence

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 1-4-78 BY 1637887788
TRANSMIT VIA: Teletype

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (ATTN: ID/LFS)
FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749)
SUBJECT: CHANGED UNSUB aka

DATE 1/24/78

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

ID/LFS is requested to conduct same examinations requested in referenced air tales.

ID/LFS is also requested to compare enclosed letters with previously submitted specimens.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
January, 22/ 1978

T. F. P. R. I. M.

Mr. LEIGH

Something very important just come up, that we most postponed the date of the pickup your delivery. At the present time we don't know what you have in mind, but if you intent to give us the money we demand, here is the new date. Please send the shoppingbag with the money down; to be put in the package room on thursday february, 2 it most remain there in the period of seven day's, and 24 hour's a day. On Feb. 9 if it remain there, it can be return to you and we let you know why. Also foget about the name of bloomingdale's store, and get this new one. To be pickup by Lorraine Fashions Store. All other's intruction is effective

T.F.P.R.I.M.
Mr. Lennon, we don't care more or less to know the completely story of what happen on that day. We only like to know is this; there was or wasn't an ambush for us. So Mr. John, this is unbelievable you a young rich man with a great future ahead, and for 100G that it not make you much rich or poor, you jeopardize your family and you self. Mr. Lennon we know you are all confused, we know your answer; your answer is this, why I have to give 100G to this sonofabitch, when I ever don't know who they are, why me etc etc. Our answer is this, we know all about of what is fair and what is unfair, we know that you are not a bad. But we are in underworld operation, we are out of law and we select you know more than never for the big deal, if you do not agree with our reasonable demand. We like to tell you, that we had in mind two more people for ransom in the same building of the Dakota, but because of you we call it off... So far you are the first one who try a trap for us.

Mr. John, what happen to you if we wasn't in good operation, and one or two of our man fall into police ambush, how you get out of it. You don't know yet how far a man can go, and how fast a man can die.

Mr. John, any one of our man in duty, they are arm with machine gun's, grenad's etc etc. But we don't struggle with police because it don't bring profit to us, we are very very careful to stay away when police is on. We only use our arm in case we be into an ambush, So far we are holding nothing from you, but second our plan, some day you will wish no police involve because you will know what happen.

In the first letter we send to you, we mention very clear that we try it slowly, without kidnap, no big ransom, without blood or distress. our english written is poor, but we think is good enough for you understand. Know lets talk about of our meting. We was suppose to breakup our deal, and put it in silence until someday our revenge be sound exactly we promised. But some objection's of pity from some of our member's, they bring up some of your life story, that you one time you was poor. And honest you become famous and very rich from it. We all agree try to deal for second time, also reduce the ransom from 100G to 60G. If you agree with our new demand we like to have it in follow way... 30G in bill's of one hundred's and 30G in fift's. Put it in a strong package, and then replace the package inside of an shoppingbag, and write on To be pickup by Bloomingdale's store, send it down to the Dakota basement-to be put in the package room. We find out the Dakota have the package room down in the basement. It most be there on wednesday, January 25, and it most remain there in the period of seven day's and 24 hour's a day. On Feb. 2 if it remain there, it can be return to you and we let you know why. No indemnification or signature should not be ask for the pickup, and don't worry about the package it will come to us, after that we will let you know when we have it, and then you and your family can go free we will not disturb you again. But if you do not agree with our reasonable demand, it is so simply is this; Don't send nothing down, and again do what ever you have in mind. If you have any doubt about us, you will meet us some day in ski mask, and it probably will cost you one to 1½ million dollars cash or the lost of you or some one you love. We believe you know how to drive a car, but if [ ] don't know we advise her to start taking her license because she maybe need to drive 200 miles, and at this time we don't want to see any police movement, if we see it you or [ ] will never meet the end of the road, after that we do what we have to do and then we go back home. We hop you understand us at this time.

THANK YOU

T. F. P. R. I. M.

DATE 4-4-83 BY 167228REP 160M
MR. JOHN LENNON

Here is the result of our meeting and the termination of your case. Also the result of our investigation in police ambush waiting for us.

But before that, we like to explain something more about us. We are a troop with 257 mans, and 97 per cent of our mans they are worker's for many different trade. The five million that we need, is for to be invest for our security and the interest from it, is for to be use in pay off, to get informations and to be use in any expense that we always have in our movement. Per example, our operation on you, it cost almost nine thousand dollar's, we can't explain how because it is part of our security. If you think we are play it stupid, you are wrong. We know we are sonofabish, or anything the worst you like to say. But we are Terrorist's fighting for what we believe to be better tomorrow.

One week before Christmas, we collect 110 thousand, from a man across the street where you live Majestic building, we ask him for 1000 ransom but he send a package with 110, and one simple letter with this word's? (We are sad of this demand, money is not important to us I only have one life to live, my family is the most important thing I have: but in the same hand we are glad that you mention it before you do it. I'm send up 1000 more for please stay away from my family. The money I'm sending, is not exactly in order is you demand but you can use it without fear, you can have my trust worthy nor even my wife knows about this threat. etc. etc.)

Not long ago, we threat one very rich man for 1000. He send to us the package and when we open it, it was fill with pieces of newspaper's and one letter with this word's. (Don't make me laugh because I don't like comical, if you need money you better find a job and work for it. seven day's late we call him up after we send second letter. he's wife a nswer the call and she said? I know all about and I'm very glad you call, I'm sorry what happen but my husband is taking it is a joke, plus he is a very sick man he suffer from heart condition. I don't want nothing happen to my grand child or to my family, I will give you the money but please give me time to prepare it, please call me up again in one month or so.) We have other man ransom for the same amount, and when we receive the package there was only 300 and a letter with this words. (This is all cash I have, I have about 5000 more but it is in stocks, and my family they are living with the interest of it. New York City is full up with so many millionaires and why me etc etc.) We put an investigation on it, and we find out that man tell us the true. we send back the 300 to him, with our apology because we misstook him as rich man. we dont want money from the poor or middle class people.

Know let's get the point of our investigation.
All we get was this: On that time, was some police action on the Dakota Office, it was something in connection with John Lennon, something about a threat and kidnap. There was a police woman on the front, and on the next room was more police agents, waiting for a person that was supposed to come pickup a package with money, and thats all I know said the man.

Continue on next page
Investigation was conducted by below listed agents: in the vicinity of 16-35 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, New York, for the purpose of identifying and locating at that address a [ ]

At 16-35 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, New York, a two story building was located, the first floor of which houses a florist shop and the second floor a dentist [ ]. Through inquiry with the proprietor of the flower shop it was learned that both the flower shop and dentist had occupied 16-35 East 17th Street for the last few years. The proprietor advised he had never heard of any individual in the area with the name of [ ] or any combination of that name.

At 16-35 East 16th Street was located a bakery which occupied both floors of the two story building there. Inquiry at that location also did not identify any individual with the name [ ] or variation of the same. It was further determined that 16-35 East 18th Street, Brooklyn, New York, was a non-existent address. A neighborhood investigation was also conducted in the vicinity of these addresses with negative results.

These three aforementioned addresses are located directly off Kings Highway in the Flatbush section of the borough of Brooklyn, New York.

12/2/77
Brooklyn, New York

File # NY 9- 7749 -5

Interviewed on [ ]
SAS [ ]

by [ ]

Date dictated 12/6/77
FVB:jfc.

NY. 9-7749

A surveillance was maintained by Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in the vicinity of the front desk at "The Dakota" building, One West 72nd Street, New York, New York, on December 9, 1978, from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and no contact was made by Unknown Subject (Unsub) with the desk clerk who had a package to be delivered to Unsub.
Substation E, 98-34 Jamaica Avenue, was advised of the official identity of the interviewing agents and the purpose of the interview provided the following information:

Advised that Pitney-Bowes postal meter number 153263 is located at his substation, this having been determined from physical inspection of the postal meter machine located at substation E.

Was shown a photocopy of an envelope addressed to "Mr. JOHN LENNON, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023," post marked, "Jamaica, N.Y. 11490, Nov. 29, PM 1977" with return address "From: 16-32 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229.

Advised he returns from lunch at 12:30 pm and it was shortly after this that an individual, apparently by himself, brought the above letter into the substation.

Said the individual requested it to be sent Special Delivery. Stated he noticed the return address was not in his postal zone, but did not consider this unusual.

Said he weighed the letter and requested $1.38 for postage which he believes the individual obtained from his front pants pocket.

Stated the only thing he recalls the individual saying was, "Special delivery."

Advised he did not notice the letter was addressed to JOHN LENNON, possibly a former Beatle, until after the person posting the letter had left the substation.

Stated, he does not recall having seen this individual before at the substation or in the neighborhood.

Advised that he did not regard this transaction as being unusual.

Based on his recollection:

Sex: Male
Race: Hispanic, possibly Puerto Rican or South American

Interviewed: 12/2/77 Queens, New York

Date dictated: 12/8/77
NY 9-NEW

Age: Forty
Height: 5 feet 6 inches
Build: Medium
Clothing: Outer jacket
Characteristics: No glasses, no beard, no hat

advised he would contact this office.
if he recalled any additional information concerning this individual or the above transaction, or in the event this individual returned to the substation.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D.C. 20537

REPORT
of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

TO: ADIC, New York

RE: UNSUB., AKA
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION

REFERENCE: Airteils 12-2-77 and 12-20-77 and telephone call 1-30-78
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: New York
SPECIMENS: Envelope, Q1, and accompanying three-page letter; Q2, Q3 and Q4
Envelope, Q5, and accompanying one-page letter, Q6
Two blank sheets of paper

MAILED
FEB 2 1978

This report supplements and confirms Buccal
1-31-78.

ENC. (8)

The specimens were examined and two latent fingerprints of value were developed on an envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 29 PM 1977," Q1.

(Continued on next page)

ACTING ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
TELEPHONE 202-324-3000
DIRECTOR'S SEAT

This report is furnished for official use only
ADIC, New York

February 2, 1978

The two latent fingerprints on Q1 have been identified as finger impressions of John Lennon, USINS #A17597321, who was named for elimination purposes.

The specimens are enclosed.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Recorded 1/27/78 8:30 a.m. c JW

To: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (21)

Re: UNSUB. aka b6 b7C

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (F)

00: New York

Reference:
Airtel dated December 20, 1977

Examination requested by: New York

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received:
December 22, 1977

Q5 Envelope postmarked "New York--G.P.O. (i.e. 1977 Dec 18 PM"

Bearing typewritten address "Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon 1 West
72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q6 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 12-19-77, beginning

"Mr. & Mrs. John Lennon You didn't pay attention..."

Also Submitted:
Blank sheet of paper.

Specs. per min 1/20 s

In lat part of spec. on specs (1, min 50)

Specs. enclosed

Lab report self

Examination Completed 2:30 p.m. 1/31/78 Dictated 1/31/78

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4-4-83 BY [Redacted]

[Redacted] 2-2-78

[Redacted] 5CS-mil
RECORDED 12/27/78

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Recorded 1/27/78 8:40 a.m. cjw

Received 1/27/78

To: ADIC, New York ( ) (F) (#21)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

LAB. NO. 71209187 D MS

UNSUB aka

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

EXTORTION (A)

Re:

b6

b7C

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated December 21, 1977 and telephone call

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: December 5, 1977

Q1 Envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 29 PM 1977,"
bearing the typewritten address "MR JOHN LENNON
WEST 72 ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q2 First page of accompanying three-page typewritten
letter dated 11/29/77, beginning "MR & MRS. JOHN LENNON
This letter is not a joking..."

Q3 Second page of three-page typewritten letter
beginning "Remember the people who is..."

Q4 Third page of three-page typewritten letter
beginning "Here is some meaning reference's..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:
Blank sheet of paper

Continued on page 2

Examination Completed 7:30 PM 1/30/78

Dictated 1/30/78 7:30 PM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-78 BY 1678.RFP/EDM
Names submitted for elimination purposes of:

JOHN LENNON
DOB 10/9/40
USINS #A17597321

Specs enc. min. 1/22
Names to C/S 1/22
Q1 to photo (man) 1/30
2 lat faphs of val. devo min on Q1 (2 spots #4 elim John Lennon)
No additional lat. parts of val. devo. on spec
Specs enclosed
Subsequent enc
Enc. (5)
TO:            DIRECTOR, FBI  
               (ATTN: ID/LPS)  
FROM:          ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7742) (P) (21)  
SUBJECT:       CHANGED  
               IRSUS aka  
               JOHN LENNON - VICTIM  
               EXTORTION (A)  
               (CO: NY)  

Title marked "Changed" to add alias found on enclosed letter.  

Re: NYairtel, dated 12/2/77.  

Enclosed for ID Division is the original and 
two xerox copies of a letter addressed to the LENNONs. 
Letter postmarked 12/18/77, New York, NY. Letter turned 
over to FBI, 12/19/77. 

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU:  
ID/LPS requested to conduct same examinations 
requested in reairtel. Further; to compare enclosed letter  
with previously submitted specimen.  

4 - Bureau (Enclo. 3)  
   (1) - ID/LPS  
   (1) - FALN 174-7729)  
1 - New York (174-2667)  
1 - New York  

MED:geg  
(7)  

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED  
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.  
DATE 9-4-83 BY 1678 RTF/ESM  

9-63510
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-NEW) (P) (#21)

SUBJECT: UNSUB aka
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
(00:NY)

ReNYtel, 12/1/77.

Enclosed for Identification Division is the original and two xerox copies of a letter addressed to JOHN LENNON, member of rock group The Beatles. Letter postmarked 11/29/77, Jamaica, New York, return address 16-35 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11229, a non-existent address. Letter threatens LENNON and family and demands $100,000. Letter makes reference to FALN organization.

Above letter made available on 12/1/77 by JOHN LENNON.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

Identification Division is requested to search the enclosed letter through the Anonymous Letter File. Also to compare with specimens previously submitted in case entitled, "FUGITIVE (A); MOBOM; EID; (00:NY)", Bureau File 174-7729 and other FALN related files. Further the Identification Division is requested to conduct any other examination that would help in identifying Unsub.

4 - Bureau (Encls. 3)
   1 - ID/LFS
   1 - FALN 174-7729
1 - New York (174-2667)
1 - New York

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4-4-83 BY M/W2
2. ID/LFS is requested to conduct appropriate latent examination. If latents developed, eliminate following prints:

JOHN LENNON, DOB 10/9/40
USINS # A17597321

DOB

USINS#
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription: 12/15/77

The Dakota, 1 West 72nd Street, furnished the following information:

Shortly after midnight, on December 10, 1977, he received a phone call from an unknown male who spoke with a Spanish accent who asked if there were any messages for a [redacted]. He advised him that there was a letter waiting for [redacted]. The unknown male at that point told [redacted] that he could send the letter back to the apartment and hung up. [redacted] understood this to mean that the letter should be returned to the apartment of JOHN and [redacted]. Apartment 72.

Interviewed on 12/11/77 at Westwood, New Jersey File #: NY 9-7749 - 7

by SA

Date dictated 12/12/77

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency. It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATT: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (#21)

SUBJECT: UNSUB: aka JOHN LENNON - VICTIM EXTRORTION (A) (00:NY)

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

Enclosed for ID/LFS is the original and two Xerox copies of letter, dated 2/3/78 addressed to LENNON and postmarked 2/3/78, NY, NY.

ID/LFS requested to compare enclosed letter with previously submitted specimens and conduct same examination requested in referenced airtel.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4-4-83 BY /R/T RFD/168m

MED:nc (5)

Bureau (Encs. 3)
1 - ID/LFS
1 - New York

Approved: Transmitted (Number) (Time) Per
FROM

STATEN ISLAND N.Y.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10314

SPECIAL
DELIVERY

MR. JOHN LENNON
1 West 72nd Street
NEW YORK N.Y. 10023

SPECIAL
DELIVERY
FEB. 3 1978

T. F. P. R. I. M.

Dear John,

We are very proud of you.

Your magnificent English quality deserve all our respect. You are strong with a lot of courage, people like you we love them. At last you show you are not chickening. You are just right baby to take it in hard way.

But in the mean time, we think you shuld call down to the basement and tell the police to go home OK.
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)  
From: Director, FBI  
February 27, 1978  
FBI FILE NO.  
LAB. NO. 9-63510  
80127058 D MS  
80214002 D MS  

Re: UNSUB, aka  
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;  
EXTORTION (A)  
CO: New York  
Reference: New York  
Examination requested:  
Airtels dated January 24, 1978 and February 8, 1978  
Remarks: Document - Fingerprint

The submitted specimens will be returned to New York with the results of the requested latent fingerprint examinations.

For your investigative assistance only, literal translations into English of Spanish idioms and phonic spellings of words such as "most" for "must" and "this" for "these" are consistent with Spanish pronunciations and would indicate that the writer (or writers) is Spanish-speaking. In the absence of a Spanish language sample by that writer, it would be difficult to determine the country of origin or educational level of the writer. However, countries to be considered would include Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico and perhaps others.

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)
REPORT of the
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)  February 27, 1978

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510
LAB. NO. 80127058 D MS
80214002 D MS

UNSUB, aka
Re: b6
b7C
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
EXTORTION (A)

Specimens received January 26, 1978 under cover of communication dated January 24, 1978 (80127058 D MS):

Q7 Envelope postmarked "Jamaica Jan 18 '78 N.Y.
PB meter 159263" bearing the typewritten
address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND
Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q8 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten
letter dated Jan. 19 1978 beginning "Mr. John
Lennon Here is the result..."

Q9 Second page of two-page typewritten letter
beginning "Mr. Lennon, we don't care..."

Q10 Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '78
N.Y. PB meter 643359" bearing typewritten
address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Street
New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q11 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated
January 23 1978 beginning "Mr Lennon Something
very..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Two (2) sheets of white paper

Page 1 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678Rap/18m
Specimens received February 16, 1978 under cover of communication dated February 8, 1978 (80214002 D MS):

Q12 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 1001 G.P.O. (I.M.) 1978 FEB 3 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72nd Street NEW YORK N.Y. 10023"

Q13 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 2/3/78 beginning "Dear John. We are very proud of you..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Result of examination:

The submitted envelopes and sheets of paper are similar in observable physical characteristics to those previously submitted in this matter. No significant features were noted which would assist in determining the immediate source of those items.

It was determined that the typewriting on Q7 through Q13 is the same size and style of type as the typewriting on specimens previously submitted and contains limited characteristics in common. However, there are an insufficient amount of identifiable characteristics to permit any definite determination whether the same typewriter was used.

The submitted specimens were photographed and will be returned separately.
telephonically advised of the following:

At approximately 12:05 AM, on December 11, 1977, received a phone call. An unknown male with a Spanish accent stated that, and asked what was the meaning of the letter that was left for him. The man then went on to say something to the effect, "You blew it!" explained that had left the package for with the front desk for all of Friday afternoon. When it was not picked up, they recovered it and left a letter for stated that they were concerned that the package might be stolen or lost if left for an indefinite period of time with the front desk.

explained that and were willing to cooperate with, but wished he would furnish new instructions.

The unknown male then stated, "Okay" and hung up.

explained that this unknown male caller was the same individual who had contacted by phone on November 29, 1977. stated that could hear no background noises during the phone call which lasted from approximately 12:05 AM, until 12:07 AM.

Interviewed on 12/11/77 at Westwood, New Jersey File in NY 9-7749

by SA  b6

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510-8

LAB. NO. 80127058 DMS

YOUR NO. 80214002 DMS

UNSUB. aka

Re:

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
EXTORTION (A)

00: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated January 24, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: January 26, 1978

Q7 Envelope postmarked "Jamaica Jan 18 '78 N.Y.
PB meter 159263" bearing the typewritten
address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND
Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q8 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten
letter dated Jan. 19 1978 beginning "Mr. John
Lennon Here is the result . . . ."

Q9 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"Mr. Lennon, we don't care . . . ."

Q10 Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '78 N.Y. PB
meter 643359" bearing typewritten address
"Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Stree New York,
N.Y. 10023"

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 FER/EDM

PAGE 1 OVER

97-911 AS

Physicals

2/2/78


Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated January 24, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: January 26, 1978

Q7 Envelope postmarked "Jamaica Jan 18 '78 N.Y.
PB meter 159263" bearing the typewritten
address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND
Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q8 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten
letter dated Jan. 19 1978 beginning "Mr. John
Lennon Here is the result . . . ."

Q9 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"Mr. Lennon, we don't care . . . ."

Q10 Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '78 N.Y. PB
meter 643359" bearing typewritten address
"Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Stree New York,
N.Y. 10023"

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 FER/EDM

PAGE 1 OVER

97-911 AS
Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated January 22, 1978 beginning "Mr. Lennon Something very..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Two (2) sheets of white paper

Results: The envelopes and sheets of paper are thin, in some places due to these poor conditions. Part of the text is lower right corner, text cut off. However, minor details appear to be defined if some two.

T.F. - Send some NY and WA results.

For your interest, literally literal, translations into English of Spanish idioms and phonics spelling of words such as "most" for "más" and "this" for "este" are consistent with Spanish pronunciation and would indicate that the writer (or writer) is Spanish-speaking. The absence of a Spanish language, English that writer would be difficult to define.

The county is Spanish or educational level of the writer, however, countries to be considered would include Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico, all perhaps others.
**FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION**

**2/22/78**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TL#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TL#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TL#</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Kelleher</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Avignone</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Miss E. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Herndon</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Ball</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. McMichael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#155</td>
<td>Mr. Silas</td>
<td>#152</td>
<td>Mr. Cross</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Assignment Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Strain</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Dewan</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Assembly Locate, 10270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Kelly</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Buckley</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Assembly Section, 10861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Strain</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Dixon</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Consolidation, 4905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Lila</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Grimes</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Reading Room, 6558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Devine</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Hallett</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Corresp. Review Unit, 6658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#152</td>
<td>Mr. Furgerson</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Harker</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Data Processing, 1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Oberg</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Hayden</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>L. F. P. S., 10955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Stangel</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Holmes</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mail Room, 1B327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Kelly</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Jones</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Pr. &amp; Space Mgmt., 1B879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Carter</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Kanaskie</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Payroll, 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mrs. Fox</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Kanaskie</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Photo Operations Unit, 1B803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Miss Sabol</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Lile</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Printing Unit, 1B973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Oberg</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Lattessa</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Property Unit, 6132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Stangel</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Mathis</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Records Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mrs. Materazzi</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Mears</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Technical Section, 7554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Miss Novotny</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Moneys</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Teletype Unit, 6247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Miss Prucnal</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Mr. Moreau</td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Translation Unit, 3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#241</td>
<td></td>
<td>#241</td>
<td>Voucher Unit, 1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**From:** Room 3176

**Note:** Lab

**ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED**

**Date:** 4-4-73 **By:** 1678 REP/ESM

**DOCUMENT SECTION**

**LABORATORY DIV.**
I does appear that the person who wrote these letters is Spanish-speaking. There are literal translations into English of Spanish idioms and there are phonic spellings of words such as "Most" for "Must" and "This" for "These" which would be consistent with a Spanish pronunciation imposed on these words.

The country of origin of this person is difficult to determine without a Spanish sample. The countries to be considered could include Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico, among others.

The level of education is also difficult to determine without a Spanish sample.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, New York (9-749) (#21)

Re: UNSUB; aka JOHN LENNON - VICTIM; Extortion (A)
OO: New York

Examination requested by: New York
Reference: Airtel dated February 8, 1978
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint
Specimens received: February 16, 1978

QL2 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 1001 G.P.O. (I.M.) 1978 FEB. 3 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72nd Street NEW YORK N.Y. 10023"

QL3 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 2/3/78 beginning "Dear John. We are very proud of you . . ."

ALSO SUBMITTED:
Blank sheet of paper

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-78 BY 1678 REPRINT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

UNSUS. aka: b6 b7C
Re: b6 b7C
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
EXTORTION (3)

QO: New York

Examination requested by: New York
Reference: Airtel dated January 24, 1973
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint
Specimens received: January 28, 1973

Q7 Envelope postmarked "Jamaica Jan 15 '73 N.Y.
PO meter 159333" bearing the typewritten
address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND
Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q8 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten
letter dated Jan. 19 1973 beginning "Mr. John
Lennon Here is the result...

Q9 Second page of two page typewritten letter beginning
"Mr. Lennon, we don't care...

Q10 Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '73 N.Y. PO
meter 64359" bearing typewritten address
"Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Street New York,
N.Y. 10023"

PAGE 1

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-73 BY 1678REPCOM
Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated January 22 1978 beginning "Mr Lennon Something very."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Two (2) sheets of white paper
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749) (#21)

UNSUB: aka, Etc.: b6, b7c

Re: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;
   EXTORTION (A)
   CO: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated February 8, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: February 16, 1978

Q12 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 1001 G.P.O. (I.M.) 1978 FEB 3 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72nd Street
   NEW YORK N.Y. 10023"

Q13 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 2/3/78 beginning "Dear John. We are very proud of you..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

   Blank sheet of paper

   LFPS exam. in 10-40 inc. with LP.
   This submitted cont- Cont. 1978

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-88 BY 1678 Rep/Tag
The Dakota Building, 1 West 72nd Street, furnished the following information:

He does not recognize the name __________. He stated that The Dakota has only 22 employees. He displayed a list of the current employees and there was no ______ or combination of that name on the list. He stated that to the best of his knowledge, there has never been anyone employed at The Dakota bearing that name.

________________________ read the letter that was addressed to JOHN LENNON of Apartment 72. Upon finishing the letter, he stated that he did not recognize the manner of writing, but that the author apparently had some knowledge of the building.

________________________ stated that every outsider, who comes into the building for work, has to have a pass and a photograph of them is taken if they do not have an identification tag. A review of the card file indicating all visitors to The Dakota during the past year was conducted. None of the cards had the name ________ or any combination thereof.

________________________ stated that it would have been possible, although very difficult, for someone to obtain the LENNON's phone number from the front desk.

________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
REPORT
of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

YOUR FILE NO. 9-7749 (P) (#21) March 7, 1978
FBI FILE NO. 9-63510
LATENT CASE NO B-57263

TO: ADIC, New York

UNSUB. AKA
ET AL.
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION

REFERENCE: Airtels 1-24-78 and 2-8-78
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: New York
SPECIMENS: Three envelopes, Q7, Q10 and Q12
Four pages of typewritten letters, Q8, Q9,
Q11 and Q13
Three blank sheets of paper (designated A
through C in the LFPS)

The specimens are further described in a
separate Laboratory report.

The specimens were examined and five latent
fingerprints, one of which is from the extreme tip area
of a finger, were developed on Q8, Q10, Q12 and the sheet
of paper designated .A.

Three latent fingerprints developed on three
specimens, have been identified as finger impressions of
John Winston Ono Lennon.

(Continued on next page)
One of the latent fingerprints is not identical with the fingerprints of Lennon. The remaining latent fingerprint was compared, insofar as possible, with the available fingerprints of this individual, but no identification was effected. Fully recorded inked impressions of the extreme tip areas of the fingers are necessary for a conclusive comparison.

The specimens are enclosed.
Envelopes postmarked "Jamaica Jan 18 '78 N.Y. PB meter 159263" bearing typewritten address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

First page of accompanying two-page typewritten letter dated Jan, 19 '78 beginning "Mr. John Lennon Here is the result . . . ." 

Second page of two page typewritten letter beginning "Mr. Lennon, we don't care . . . ."

Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '78 N.Y. PB meter 643359" bearing typewritten address "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

All information contained herein is unclassified.

Date 4-4-78 by 1678 Rep'78m

Dr. W. Lop

PAGE 1
2/64 left neg sep.
Ogres. gve N10
2/67 gve neg sep & photos
3/21 lat. jot det. on Q6, #42 for John Winston ono hennon
3/3 lat. jot det. 19, which is from extreme tip of jet
det on 810 - 10 for #6 for John Winston ono hennon
1 lat jot det on blank sheet of paper 1, A, & #6 for
hennon.
No lat. g val det. leave sign.
Rem. lat jot comp. inquad as poss jot det hennon.
No lat. flt 400 recorded interal limps & tip
areas & legs nec for concl. comp.
3/3 Q42 and 1 add 't let's clue. cler.
(Nend)
Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated January 22, 1978 beginning "Mr Lennon Something very...".

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Two (2) sheets of white paper (A-B)
To:  
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION  
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE  
Laboratory Work Sheet  
Recorded 2/24/78 12:45 p.m.  cds  Received 2/24/78  

To:  
ADIC, New York (9-7749) (#21) (P)  

UNSUB : aka  
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;  
EXTORTION (A)  
OO: New York  

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510  
LAB. NO. 80214002 D MS  
YOUR NO. LC#B-57263  

Examination requested by: New York  
Reference: Airtel dated February 8, 1978  
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint  
Specimens received: February 16, 1978  

Q12 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, N.Y. 1001 G.P.O. (I.M.) 1978 FEB 3 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON I WEST 72nd Street NEW YORK N.Y. 10023"  

Q13 Accompanying one-page typed letter dated 2/3/78 beginning "Dear John. We are very proud of you..."  

ALSO SUBMITTED:  
Blank sheet of paper (C)  

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED  
DATE 4-4-78 BY KFP 11:30  

Examination Completed 3/28/78  
Dictated 3/28/78 (C)  

RECEIVED 2/17/78
31st Oct. First met Mr. John Lennon.
32nd.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI  
(ATT: ID/LFS)  

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (#21)  

SUBJECT: UNSUB; aka  

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM  
EXTORTION (A)  
(00:NY)  

ReNYair, 1/24/78.  

Enclosed for ID/LFS is the original and two Xerox copies of letter, dated 2/3/78 addressed to LENNON and postmarked 2/3/78, NY, NY.  

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU  

ID/LFS requested to compare enclosed letter with previously submitted specimens and conduct same examination requested in referenced airtel.  

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED  
DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 RF/SM

Bureau (Encs. 3)  
1 - New York  
MED:ncg  
(5)
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI  
(ATTN: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749)

SUBJECT: CHANGED

Title marked "Changed" to add aliases and

ReNYairtels, 12/2/77 and 12/20/77.

Enclosed for ID/LFS are the originals and two xerox copies each of the two letters addressed to the LENNONs.

It is noted that the first letter was postmarked 1/18/78 at Jamaica, New York, and the second letter postmarked 1/22/78, at New York, New York.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

ID/LFS is requested to conduct same examinations requested in referenced airtels.

ID/LFS is also requested to compare enclosed letters with previously submitted specimens.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK. (9-7749) (P)

SUBJECT: UNSUB: aka
JOHN LENNON VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
(00:NY)

RENYairtel, 12/2/77.

Enclosed for ID/LFS is the original and two xerox copies of letter postmarked 3/7/78, at New York, New York, addressed to JOHN LENNON. Documents include two page letter, the envelope, a blank sheet, and a newspaper clipping.

REQUEST OF BUREAU

ID/LFS requested to compare enclosed letter with previously submitted specimens, and conduct same examination requested in referenced airtel.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4-4-83 BY 1678 RFP/MA
T.F.P.R.I.M.
March, 7/1972

MR. JOHN LENNON

On a very slow motion everything looks like nice and cool, like nothing never happen. But this is the way we do things, and on many case's we end things in the same way.

On Feb. 3 we call our people to stand off and clear up the area. On Feb. 4 we had just one very quick meeting that so far it result that you lost for completely the ground and the opportunity to deal with us again.....It mean that we don't need your money any more. We don't need money and having the F.B.I. looking for it. But let us tell you this; it never happen yet to us receive money marked bill's, but if it happen we will know it before we start use it, and if it is marked bill's it only will be good to us, to throw fire on every bill and burn to dead who ever give it to us, this is our plan for who ever try do it to us. Also we like to inform you that is completely off of our plan any attempt of kidnap for a small or big ransom on you or on your family, you are worth not one penny to us, revenge is all our plan same day in coming futur.

This is all so far what we get from our quick meting, we will have soon a final meting for revenge, it will be made up with a vote against you and in favor of you. You only will hear from us if anything come up in your favor, but if the vote number against you be greater you will not hear from us any more, we will turn you over to 12 man's that they name them selfs in a deathblow, and then you will be part of our war. We did advice you from the first to the last letter, what you should do and what you shouldn't do, but all we get in trust of it is you did try to fish us twice supported by the F.B.I. We Know plenty about your deep involvement with the F.B.I. included we have two recorded conversation's of your wife and the F.B.I. We think that we give you more than time enough to satisfy your self with your revenge against us. Know the time is up, the F.B.I. give up and you are left with all your money. What you need know is the time to enjoy all of it. Also you are left by the F.B.I. with a nice promise; for any time you need them, they will be right of way for search, and in the mean time they will call you up some times just to see how is everything, it is very nice of them. But your problem is we are not behind bars, and the time needed for you call them you may haven't. We have lots of many plan's to be presented on our final meting. but nothing can be done.
till it be approve by our staff. According to many of our opinion you are the worse enemy of the T.F.P.R.I.W.

So far, we have four persons that they refuse to give our demand. But we still negotiate with them, but so far no one did try call the police because they know all threat's come with a warning, but is no warning for revenge. You pushover every thing real deep in a badly situation. But in the mean time, you have some chance to step out free from it because you still have sympathy from some of our man's included [name], the fifth chief of our organization.

Telephone call's between us and threat victim's, is not allow by our people. We only do it from public telephone booth to telephone booth when is needed. But [name] is allow, and he will call you soon. You will have exactly 75 second's to say anything in your defense if you have any to be use in our final meeting. [name] is not allow to answer any question or to talk, if there is any question to be answer, we will do it by letter. No more special delivery be send out destined to you, if we have to answer any question we do it by duplicate letter and we send it to you by regular mail.

Also if every thing turns against you, we have no plan for any attempt where you live; but anyway we will send a letter to the superintendent of the Dakota, for him to advise all the employees for in case of any attempt, all most obey orders all most stay still; any one who try to move will be shoot. We know you have all the sympathy from all the employees of the Dakota, but it will help you nothing.

T.F.P.R.I.W.
Hoy, Holanda, y secuestrado al embajador y a otros diez funcionarios de la misión diplomática. A cambio de sus vidas, habían demandado la libertad de un miembro de la organización terrorista japonesa, Yutaka Furuya, que había sido arrestado en el parcísimo aeropuerto de Orio cuando trataba de pasar ciertos inmenso sobre futuras acciones terroristas.

En sus negociaciones con los terroristas, el Gobierno holandés trata de mantener la calma y efectuar las negociaciones lentamente con el fin de que no se produzca una captura de los embajadores y la caída de las ciudades. Pero los franceses sospechan que la captura de Furuya es un triste de capturar a los terroristas y hacerlos desistir de sus planes. Pero los franceses sospechan que la captura de Furuya es un triste de capturar a los terroristas y hacerlos desistir de sus planes.

Cuando estos dos últimos pasan en un país más avanzado, la acción terrorista no se limitará a la captura o secuestro de un embajador o un funcionario, sino que se podran poner en peligro incluso las ciudades enteras y por ellas el país completo.

ARMAS ADICIONALES

Los grupos terroristas principalmente los de Izquierda han demostrado sobradamente que se producirá en el futuro aún y años después de las acciones terroristas.

En las negociaciones, los terroristas se han asegurado de que las autoridades holandesas tengan la intención de capturar a los terroristas y hacerles desistir de sus planes. Pero la captura de Furuya es un triste de capturar a los terroristas y hacerlos desistir de sus planes.

Cuando estos dos últimos pasan en un país más avanzado, la acción terrorista no se limitará a la captura o secuestro de un embajador o un funcionario, sino que se podran poner en peligro incluso las ciudades enteras y por ellas el país completo.

ARMAS ADICIONALES

Los grupos terroristas principalmente los de Izquierda han demostrado sobradamente que se producirá en el futuro aún y años después de las acciones terroristas.

En las negociaciones, los terroristas se han asegurado de que las autoridades holandesas tengan la intención de capturar a los terroristas y hacerles desistir de sus planes. Pero la captura de Furuya es un triste de capturar a los terroristas y hacerlos desistir de sus planes.

Cuando estos dos últimos pasan en un país más avanzado, la acción terrorista no se limitará a la captura o secuestro de un embajador o un funcionario, sino que se podran poner en peligro incluso las ciudades enteras y por ellas el país completo.
who is furnished the following information:

At approximately 9:00 PM, on November 29, 1977, received a phone call from an unknown male. The man speaking with what sounded like a Hispanic accent, stated "Is JOHN LENNON there?" asked who the caller was and he answered "Never mind who I am", then added "Tell him he is going to receive the most important letter in his life tomorrow". Again attempted to learn the identity of the caller, and he repeated "Never mind who I am", and hung up.

advised of the incident. The next morning, they searched the mail and found a letter addressed to JOHN LENNON, postmarked November 29, 1977, at Jamaica, New York, with a return address of:

Brooklyn, NY 11229

furnished the letter, which consisted of three typewritten pages and one blank page. In essence, the letter threatened JOHN LENNON and his family if $100,000.00 was not prepared for payment on December 9, 1977.

and discussed the matter, and since they had in the past received many crank letters, they hesitated turning it over to the authorities. However, combined with the phone call the previous night, they felt alarmed enough to contact the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

stated that they have never received a similar type letter and have no idea who might have authored it.

Interviewed on 12/1/77 for New York, New York by /MED/1mm

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
stated that the details regarding their residence as well as their normal habits, are generally public knowledge. added that the phone number the unknown subject used to contact them, stated, however, that this was not the first time that fans or other individuals have managed to get that number, and to contact them. explained that often people in the office will give out the number to individuals who might ask for it.

advised that was born on , and , JOHN LENNON, was born October 9, 1940, stated that , who was born stated that would furnish the United States (US) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) numbers for both and stated, further that would notify the FBI immediately in the event there is any further contact made by the unknown subject.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (9-63510) (ATTN: FBI LAB AND ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (#204)

SUBJECT: CHANGED UNSUB aka 

Et Al: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

EXT (A)

(00:NY)

Title is marked "CHANGED" to show the additional alias as used by unsub in letter postmarked 3/20/78.

Enclosed for the Bu is the original of a typewritten letter and two xerox copies of a letter postmarked 3/20/78, NY, NY, to NY, NY, with the return address of Brooklyn, NY, 11229. Letter is a "Special Delivery" letter that was received by the LENNONS on 3/21/78 and made available to the NYO on the same date. Letter is threatening in nature. Letter is one typewritten page, however, one blank page was enclosed with letter.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

FBI Lab is requested to compare enclosed letter with letters previously submitted in this case.

ID/LFS is requested to conduct appropriate examination to develop any latents of value and to compare with latents previously found on other letters.

Investigation continuing at NY.
March, 14.

I am [name redacted], the fifth chief of T.F.P.R.I.M. TERRORIST ORGANIZATION.

I, and one third of our members we are much sympathizers to your family, and because of my sympathy for all of you, I've been put over everything in a difficult conclusion, and that's why we go ahead for a final meeting with votes against, and in favor. Now I am in charged to carry some good reson from you, to speak in your behalf in our final meeting. I don't have any. Everything you said by the telephone, is comprehensive by me but it don't accomplish much to them. That ever you said it was recorded to be listen by all of us in our final meeting.

You are in a very serious situation because they are very angry they want revenge because we lost over 23 thousands dollars on this operation with you, and hundreds of hours lost for nothing. The problem now, is they don't want any part of your money anymore, they only want is all of you be part of our war. Part of our war it mean, that all of you will blow up in somewhere, and then they will send a letter to the F.B.I. claiming responsibility for the act.

This letter is only between you and me, I will never jeopardize any one of our man's, but I will try to help all of you, but you must follow my instructions exactly in what I say.

FIRST. I'm going to call you up again soon, whatever you say it will be recorded. SECOND. I only say by the telephone, I'm [name redacted] and then you say? YES [name redacted], I REAL DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY, BUT WE ARE VERY SORRY FOR WHAT WE DID, BUT WHEN WE RECEIVE YOUR FIRST LETTER, IT TURN US IN PANIC AND WITHOUT THINKING GOOD, WE DECIDE CALL THE F.B.I. BUT LATER WE REALIZE IT WAS A MISTAKE CALL THE F.B.I. BUT IN OTHER HAND WE ARE RICH BUT WE DONT HAVE THAT MUCH CASH, WE HAVE EVERYTHING INVESTED BUT WE MAY CAN HELP YOU WITH 24 THOUSANDS, I PROMISE THIS TIME I WILL NOT CONTACT THE F.B.I., AND THE MONEY WILL BE CLEAN, NO MARKED BILL'S. PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU AGREE WITH OUR REQUEST, WE DON'T LIKE VIOLENT WE LOVE PEACE.

Thank you.

This is my best idea to try put you off of revenge, I do believe with this my idea, they will calm down and they will accept the request, but if they don't accept the request, at least I have more card's and good reson to try make them to forget everything.

One thing that I like to clear up is this, I'm not demand of what you have to do, I'm just giving you my best idea. But if you have better idea made up of your own better than mine, please give it to me and what ever you give to me I'll have to put it on the table.

In anyway, I'll give my vote in favor of you, I'll speak in favor of you and I do what I can do for all of you.

Good Luck
REPORT
of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

YOUR FILE NO. 9-7749 (P) (#204)
FBI FILE NO. 9-63510
LATENT CASE NO. B-57263

TO: ADIC, New York

REF. UNSUB., AKA
ETC.: JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION

REFERENCES:
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY:
SPECIMENS:

New York
Two envelopes, Q14 and Q17
Three pages of typewritten letters, Q15, Q16 and Q18
Two blank sheets of paper
Newspaper clipping

REFERENCE: New York 3/9/78 and 3/22/78
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: New York
SPECIMENS: Two envelopes, Q14 and Q17
Three pages of typewritten letters, Q15, Q16 and Q18
Two blank sheets of paper
Newspaper clipping

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-78 BY DP72 RFR/88

The specimens are further described in a separate Laboratory report.

Fourteen latent fingerprints and one latent palm print of value were developed on six specimens, Q15,
Q16, Q17, Q18 and two blank sheets of paper. No latent prints of value were developed on the remaining specimens.

Ten of the latent fingerprints have been identified as finger impressions of John Winston Ono Lennon.

Enc. (8)

REC-46
9-63510-12
(Continued on next page)
ADIC, New York

May 4, 1979

The remaining latent fingerprints are not identical with the available fingerprints of Lennon. No palm prints are contained in our Identification Division files for this individual.

The currently reported unidentified latent prints were compared with the comparable areas of the previously reported unidentified latent prints in this case, but no identification was effected.

The specimens are enclosed.
RECORDED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

3/21/78
Laboratory Work Sheet

slg* Recorded 4/25/78 12:05p.m. mcl

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749) (P) (+204)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

LAB. NO. 80315081 D MS

YOUR NO.

LC# B-57263

Examination by:

Noted By:

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated March 9, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: March 13, 1978

Q14 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (I.M.)
MAR 7 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. HOHN LENNON
1 WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. X0023"

Q15 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten letter
dated 3/7/78 beginning "MR. JOHN LENNON On a very slow
motion..."

Q16 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"till it be approve..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blahk sheet of paper
Newspaper clipping

Space above min 4/25
4 paper spaces to photo 4/26 (n)

Examination completed 11:30am 5/7/78 Dictated 5/7/78 DWD

Time Date Date

FBI/DOJ
5/1/78 — Lat. fpt. g. onl. dev. on 9/15—
1#1, 1#2 — John Winston & Sons.

4 lat. fpt. g. onl. dev. on 9/16—
1#2. — John Winston & Sons.

3 lat. fpt. g. onl. dev. on a blank sheet g. paper (4/5)
1#3. — John Winston & Sons.

No lat. g. onl. dev. on remaining pages. (Rev)

Remaining lat. fpt. cons'd. as far as possible, fpt.
g. Lennon, but no effects. Need finely & clearly scored
dotted impressions of the extreme top and side dead of
the fingers for a conclusive comparison.
Current unit & lat. fpt. not & lat. fpt. prev. reported
in this case.

5/3/78 —
Proc'd spec's 5.0 — No lat. g. onl. dev.
destoried.

Specimen enclosed.

Enclosures (5)

[Signature]
RECORDED
4/6/78

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Recorded 4/25/78 11:55 a.m. mcl

Received 4/25/78

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749) (#204) (P)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

LAB. NO. 80327075 D MS

YOUR NO. LCN# B-57263

Examination requested by: New York

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received:

Q17 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (L.M.) March 20 PM 1978" bearing typewritten address "NEW YORK, NY 10023".

Q18 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 3/20/78, beginning "...This letter is in reference to our talk ...

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Examination completed 11:30 a.m. 5/6/78

Dictated 5/2/78

Time Date

FBI/DOJ
5/1/76 — 5 lat pp t. 1 lat pp dev. on 3 specimens
1 lat pp q.mel dev. on 9/17
3 lat pp 1 lat pp q. mel dev. on 9/18. 24#6 14# 7. John Winston. One specimen.
1 lat pp q. mel dev. on a black sheet of paper (R/S) 14 # 2. John Winston. Dev. 2 specimens.
remaining lat pp melt, lat pp q. lemon.
No pps located here for lemon.
remaining 1 box 2 lat pp melt & lat pp q. prep. reported in this case.
5/1/78 —
Pro'd specie 511. No lat q. mel dev.
Stained
Specimen enclosed.
Enclosures (3)
LCA
3/9/78

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN: ID/LFS)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P)

SUBJECT: UNSUB: aka, Etc., b6
JOHN LENNON-VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
(00:NY)

ReNYairtel, 12/2/77.

Enclosed for ID/LFS is the original and two xerox copies of letter postmarked 3/7/78, at New York, New York, addressed to JOHN LENNON. Documents include two page letter, the envelope, a blank sheet, and a newspaper clipping.

REQUEST OF BUREAU

ID/LFS requested to compare enclosed letter with previously submitted specimens, and conduct same examination requested in referenced airtel.

3-Bureau (Encs. 3)
(1-ID/LFS)
1-New York

MED:dar
(5)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-78 BY 1671 Apt/Ham

5-4-78
D.R. Wilk

9-6-510
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (9-63510)  
(ATTN: FBI LAB AND ID/LFS)  
FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (5204)  
SUBJECT: CHANGED  
UNSUB aka b6  
DATE: 4-4-78  
D  
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED  
80327073  

Title is marked "CHANGED" to show the additional alias b6  
as used by unsub in letter postmarked 3/20/78.  

Re: NYairtols to Bu, 12/2/77 and 3/9/78.  

Enclosed for the Bu is the original of a typewritten b6  
letter and two xerox copies of a letter postmarked 3/20/78,  
NY, NY, to b6  
return address of  
Brooklyn, NY, 11229. Letter is a "Special Delivery" letter b6  
that was received by the LENNONs on 3/21/78 and made available b6  
to the NYO on the same date. Letter is threatening in nature.  
Letter is one typewritten page, however, one blank page was  
enclosed with letter.  

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU  

FBI Lab is requested to compare enclosed letter with b6  
letters previously submitted in this case.  

ID/LFS is requested to conduct appropriate examination b6  
to develop any latents of value and to compare with latents b6  
previously found on other letters.  

Investigation continuing at NY.  

4 - Bureau (Encls. 3)  
1 - New York:  
(1 - FBI Lab)  
(1 - ID/LFS)  
(P)  
(6)
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

From: Director, FBI

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510
LAB. NO. 80315081 D MS
80327075 D MS

Re: UNSUB; aka, Etc.; b6, b7C
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM; EXTORTION

OO: New York

Examination requested by: New York


Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Remarks:

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab. report) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED DATE 4-4-79 BY 1178 RPT.

JEL/tap* (4)

MAY 17 1978 FBI

MAIL ROOM [ ] TELETYPE UNIT [ ]
REPORT of the
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

Re: UNSUB; aka Etc., b6
John Lennon - Victim; b6c
Extortion

Specimens received
March 13, 1978, under cover of communication
dated March 9, 1978 (80315081 D MS):

Q14 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (I.M.)
MAR 7 PM 1978" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON
I WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q15 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten letter
dated 3/7/78 beginning "MR. JOHN LENNON On a very slow
motion..."

Q16 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"till it be approve..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper
Newspaper clipping

Page 1 (over)
Specimens received March 24, 1978, under cover of communication dated March 22, 1978 (80327075 D MS):

Q17 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (I.M.)
March 20 PM 1978" bearing typewritten address "NEW YORK, NY 10023".

Q18 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 3/20/78 beginning "This letter is in reference to our talk..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Result of examination:

The Q14 through Q17 envelopes and sheets of paper and the ALSO SUBMITTED sheet of paper accompanying Q14 through Q16 are similar in observable physical characteristics to the envelopes and sheets of paper previously submitted in this matter. The Q18 sheet of paper and the ALSO SUBMITTED sheet of paper accompanying Q17 and Q18 bear the watermark "EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND USA BERKSHIRE 25% COTTON FIBRE." Paper bearing that watermark is manufactured by the Eaton Paper Company, a division of Textron, Inc., Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

The examinations of Q14 through Q18 and the ALSO SUBMITTED items failed to reveal any additional watermarks, indented writings of significance, or other significant features which might be of assistance in determining the immediate source of those specimens.

It was determined that the typewriting on Q14 through Q16 is the same size and style as typewriting on specimens previously submitted in this matter and contain limited characteristics in common and no significant differences with that previous typewriting. However, there are an insufficient amount of identifiable characteristics in that typewriting to permit a definite determination whether the same typewriter was or was not used.

The typewriting on Q17 and Q18 is a style of pica type, spaced ten characters to the horizontal inch, used on Royal typewriters. That typewriting is different from the typewriting on the remainder of the specimens submitted in this matter.
The typewriting on Q17 and Q18 was compared with specimens in the Anonymous Letter File, but no identification was effected. Representative photographs will be added to the file for future reference.

Q14 through Q18 were photographed. You are being advised separately of the results of the requested latent fingerprint examination and the disposition of the submitted specimens.
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749) (#204)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510 - 13

LAB. NO. 80327075 DMS

YOUR NO.

Examination by: 

(See 80315081 DMS)

FBI/DOJ

Latent

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: UNSUB aka

Et AL;

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;

EXT (A)

OO: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated March 22, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimen received: March 24, 1978

Q17 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (1 PM).
March 20 PM 1978" bearing typewritten address

ONE WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, NY 10023"

Q18 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 3/20/78,
beginning[ ]. This letter is in reference to our talk ...

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83 BY 167819 F. E. L. E. M.

Class/Not Class member added

Q17 envelope same as above.
phys. damage to other envelopes (over in letter)
Q18, AS paper: 8.5" x 11" x 0.035"

Unlined Writing

917-18, AS

Watermark

Eaton's

Corrasable Bondo

USA

Berkshire

25% Cotton Fibre

Eaton Paper Co.

Div. of Textron, Inc.

75 S Church St.

Lafayette, Mass. 01201
RECORDED
3/21/78

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

LAB. NO. 80315081 D MS
YOUR NO. 80327075 D MS

LATENTS 3/13/78

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

RE: UNSUB: aka JOHN LENNON-VICTIM;
EXTORTION (A)
OO: New York

Examination requested by: New York
Reference: Airtel dated March 8, 1978
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: March 13, 1978

Q14 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (I.M.)
MAR 7 PM bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON
I WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q15 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten letter
dated 3/7/78 beginning "MR. JOHN LENNON On a very slow
motion..."

Q16 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"till it be approve..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:
Blank sheet of paper
Newspaper clipping

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 4-4-83

PHOTOGRAPHED
APR 1 1973
- The Q14 → 18 columns + sheet A page two sum in column plus close to the columns + sheet A page one sum in this path. The Q18 sheet A page + the AS sheet B page occurring Q17 → 18 from the WM "EATON'S COMBINATION BOND USA BERKSHIRE 25% COTTON FIBRE" page being that WM is supplied by The Eaton Loom Co., a Div. of Thexton Inc., Pittsfield, Mass.

- G110 Q14 → 18 + AS' is not found to remind any added WMS, instead, say or other sign of errors without sight of assistant in action. The line is a

  *G110 of those errors.*

- Not the two or Q14 → 16 in same 545 as two in Signs grad and this

  *Not the two or Q14 → 16 in same 545 as two in Signs grad and this*

  *Not the two or Q14 → 16 in same 545 as two in Signs grad and this*

- Not the two or Q17 → 18 in a style of signs type 18 + not used on Signet 18. Not highly defined or signs used this matter. Q17 + Q18 not continued.

- Q14 → 18 added. Above page CP & Lised.
RECORDED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

3/21/78
Laboratory Work Sheet

s1g*

To: ADIC, New York (9-7749)

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510

LAB. NO. 80315081 D HS

YOUR NO.

Prep. to read:

UNSUB: aka

JOHN LENNON-VICTIM;

EXTORTION (A)

00: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel dated March 18, 1978

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Specimens received: March 13, 1978

Q14 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (I.M.)
MARCH 7 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON
7 WEST 72ND STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023"

Q15 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten letter
dated 3/7/78 beginning "MR. JOHN LENNON On a very slow
motion..."

Q16 Second page of two-page typewritten letter beginning
"till it be approve..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:
Blank sheet of paper
Newspaper clipping

Specimen in LFS5
And not to cont.
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749) (9204)

FBI FILE NO. 9-6351013
LAB. NO. 80327075 D MS
YOUR NO.

Examination by:

Examination requested by: New York
Reference:
Examination requested: Airtel dated March 22, 1978
Specimens received:

Q17 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 10001 G.P.O. (L.H.) March 20 EN 1978" bearing typewritten address "NEW YORK, NY 10023".

Q18 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 3/20/78, beginning "..." This letter is in reference to our talk "...

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Specs them in LEPS and let us cont
New York, N.Y. furnished an original envelope postmarked December 18, 1977, addressed to Mr. & Mrs. JOHN LENNON from:

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

advised that received the letter this date when it was hand delivered by , who is for the Dakota. advised that has had no other contacts with the individual sending the letter.

Interviewed on 12/19/77 at New York, New York File NY 9-7749 - 14

by SAS and MED/cmq Date dictated 12/20/77
New York, New York, furnished a Special Delivery letter addressed to Mr. JOHN LENNON, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, New York. The letter was postmarked January 18, 1978, Jamaica, New York.

The letter was stamped Special Delivery and bore a return address "Brooklyn, New York 11229". Inside the envelope were two typewritten pages.

A copy of the letter is attached.
Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (9-63510)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7749) (P) (#212)

SUBJECT: UNSUB, aka ET AL;
JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)

Re: NYlet to the Bu, dated 3/22/78.

Last letter received by [redacted] on 3/21/78, and subsequently forwarded to FBI Laboratory.

There have been no contacts by unknown subject either by letter or telephone since the letter of 3/21/78.

The LENNON family went to Japan for summer months and are not expected to return to the US until September, 1978. Contact being maintained with their secretary in NYC and the manager of The Dakota, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, New York (LENNON's residence). No contact had with unknown subject.

Bureau will be kept advised of any new developments in this matter.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 4-4-73 BY 1678 RFP/1286
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REPORT MADE BY

CHARACTER OF CASE

EXTORTION (A)

REFERENCES

New York teletype to Bureau, 12/1/77.
New York airtel to Bureau, 12/2/77, 12/20/77, 1/24/78,
New York Letter to Bureau, 8/2/78.
FBI Lab letters to New York, 2/27/78, 2/27/78, and
5/16/78.
FBI LFS letters to New York, 2/2/78, 3/7/78, and 5/4/78.

ADMINISTRATIVE

It is noted that the investigative period has been
extended, however, contact has been maintained with victim.
Victim and his family were in Japan for the Summer months and
returned to U.S. during the latter part of September, 1978.
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A complete list of employees of "The Dakota", One West 72nd Street, NY, NY, was furnished by [ ]. Background investigation and criminal checks on these individuals are not being set forth in the report, but are maintained in the files of the NYO.

Surveillance of the drop site at "The Dakota" was maintained by SAs of the FBI on 12/9/77 and 2/2-6/78 with negative results.

All logical investigation has been conducted and no prime suspects developed. Since there has been no contact by Unsubs either telephonically or by letter since 3/21/78, no further investigation being conducted by the NYO. If additional information is received, this case will be re-opened and the Bureau immediately advised.
REPORT OF:

Title: **UNKNOWN SUBJECTS; JOHN LENNON - VICTIM**

Character: **EXTORTION (A)**

Synopsis:
Seven special delivery letters sent to JOHN LENNON, One West 72nd Street, NY, NY, from unknown individuals. Two letters received in December, 1977, two in January, 1978, one in February, 1978, and two in March, 1978. Letters postmarked Jamaica, New York, 11/29/77; GPO NYC, 12/18/77; Jamaica, NY, 1/18/78; GPO, NY, 1/22/78; GPO NY, 2/3/78; GPO, NY, 3/7/78; GPO, NY, 3/20/78. Letters had return address of [illegible], Brooklyn, NY; [illegible], Brooklyn, NY; and [illegible], Staten Island, NY. Letters threatened life of JOHN LENNON, [illegible], and [illegible], if $100,000 was not paid to Unsubs. Several telephone calls made by Unsubs to residence of JOHN LENNON during this period. Composite photo of individual who mailed special delivery letter at Jamaica Post Office on 1/18/78, exhibited with negative results. Surveillance of drop site maintained on 12/9/77 and from 2/2/78 to 2/5/78, with negative results. FBI Lab and LFS reports set forth. No contact by Unsubs since 3/21/78.

DETAILS:

This case is predicated upon telephonic contact to the New York Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on December 1, 1977, by [illegible], telephone [illegible], who advised that [illegible] received a special delivery letter, in which the writer threatened to kidnap or kill [illegible]. [illegible] requested to see an agent immediately.
Memorandum

To: O. B. Revell

From: John Lennon

Subject: UNSUBS; AKA

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)
EO: NEW YORK
BU FILE 9-63510
NY FILE 9-7749

Date: 5/16/83

PURPOSE: To determine if latent prints of unsub in this matter are identifiable to prints of _______.

RECOMMENDATION: That latent prints obtained in this matter be compared with those of _______. FBI number _______.

APPROVED: _______.

Identification Division latent case number B 57263 indicates that fourteen latent fingerprints and one latent palm print of value were developed on six specimens in this matter by the Latent Fingerprint Section, Identification Division.

ARG: file (8);

CONTINUED - OVR.
Memo from O. B. Revell to [ ]
RE: UNSUBS; AKA; JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

Ten of the latent fingerprints were identified as finger impressions of John Winston Ono Lennon. No identification was effected of the remaining four latent fingerprints or the palm print previously mentioned.

the murder of John Lennon on 12/8/80 and [ ].

The Personal Crimes Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, requests that [ ] fingerprints and palm prints be compared to those aforementioned unidentified prints in this matter.
Envelope - 3 page letter, 41 thin 44
Sheet of paper - A S

Undubtably

John Lennon - Victim,
Extortion

Photos of hat pets
Fruits (Fruits of Eden
John Lennon)
LENNON John Winston Ono
England M W
England

Application for permanent residence in U.S.A
127-52-1582
A17 597 321
SAC NY (9.7749)(P) # 21

612-613 N/S

Date: 

John Hennan, Victim 

Extortion

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE: 4/5/83 BY 578/571/COL.
May 24, 1983

TO: ADIC, New York

RE: UNSUB. AKA
ET AL.; JOHN LENNON - VICTIM
EXTORTION (A)

REFERENCE: Bureau letter 5/16/83
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: Bureau

Specimens: May 24, 1983

Three of the previously unidentified latent fingerprints are not the fingerprints of FBI 4.

The remaining three previously unidentified latent fingerprints were compared, insofar as possible, with the available fingerprints of this individual, but no identification was effected. Complete comparisons were not possible since the extreme tips of the fingers were not fully recorded. There are no palm prints in the Identification Division files for...

1 / SA, Room 5096, TL #233

Mailed 3

May 25, 1983

Mail Room

This report is furnished for official use only
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION WORK SHEET

Recorded: 5/18/83

Received: 5/18/83

Answer to: ADIC, New York

Examination requested by: Address

Copy to: UNSUBS.

RE:

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

Examination completed 12:10 pm 5/19/83

Result of examination:

(21 Lat Fpnts x 1 RP Proo Reported - 15 Of ELM Prints Lennon)

3 Proo Unident Lat Fpnts Not - Remaining 3 Proo Unident

Lat's Compd In 3 Of Ptnt As Pos No 9 - TIPS NEEDED 5/1983

Evidence noted by:

Examination by:

Rem 6 Adjusted 5/1983

Time

Dictated 5/19/83

Date
The Dakota, 1 W. 72nd Street, furnished the following information:

He noticed a suspicious person in the vicinity of The Dakota during the past two weeks. He stated that on January 17, 1978, an unknown male driving a green Chevrolet, New York license [redacted], was parked immediately in front of The Dakota. This man was there from roughly 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., until 2:00 a.m. the following morning. [redacted], who had been in and out of the building during that period of time, asked the man what he was waiting for. The individual answered that he was waiting for JOHN LENNON. The man explained that he was hoping to get a picture of [redacted]. He added that the picture was for his wife. When asked if the picture was of [redacted], the man answered no, but of [redacted] who was visiting from England.

noticed that the individual had some casual conversation with [redacted]

One week later on January 19, 1978, [redacted] noticed the same individual at the front of the building and again in conversation with [redacted]. He thought that the unknown male’s car was parked in the alleyway and asked about this. [redacted] stated that it was not this man’s car, but a doctor who was visiting one of the residents of The Dakota.

described the unknown individual as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race:</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex:</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td>In his 20's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td>5'5&quot; or 5'6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>135 to 140 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build:</td>
<td>Slim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexion:</td>
<td>Dark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
United States Post Office, Station E, 98-34 Jamaica Avenue, Queens, New York, was interviewed at the New York Office (NYO) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 201 East 69th Street, New York, New York.

Advised that at approximately 2:00 pm in the later part of December, 1977, an identified white male mailed a letter at his station. This same individual had been into the post office on a previous occasion, and he had recalled that this individual had mailed a letter to Mr. JOHN LENNON. Between the first and second occasions he had been approached by Special Agents (SAS) of the FBI. On the second occasion, he asked the unknown white male if JOHN LENNON was the same JOHN LENNON with the Beatles, and the unidentified male replied, "Yes, that's him." During the time that this individual was at his window, he got change out of his pocket and upon leaving the post office, walked to the right of the main entrance down Jamaica Avenue.

Provided the following description of the unknown subject (unsub):

- Race: White
- Sex: Male
- Age: 40 - 45 years
- Height: 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 5 inches
- Complexion: Dark
- Build: Solid; medium
- Eyes: Unobserved
- Hair: Black
- Shape of Head: Oval
- Eyebrows: Thick, dark
- Shape of Nose: Average
- Shape of Mouth: Both lips thick
- Shape of Chin: Average
- Cheek and Cheekbone: Average
- Facial lines: None
- Moustache: None

Interviewed on 1/25/78 at New York, New York File # NY 9-7749

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beard</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pock Marks</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Irregularities</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>3/4 length dark blue overcoat, warm; plaid shirt, red and blue squares, open at neck; fur hat, black; sunglasses, metal framed, dark grey lenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>No noticeable accent; No gloves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I viewed the Facial Identification Catalog of the FBI and selected samples of photographs which represent a likeness to the features of the unsub. Of the photographs, a composite drawing was made by SA which stated resembled the unsub.
furnished a letter addressed to Mr. JOHN LENNON, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, New York. The letter was postmarked "3/7/78 New York, New York," "GPO" for General Post Office.

The letter was stamped Special Delivery and bore a return address: Staten Island, New York, N.Y. 10314." Inside the envelope were two typewritten pages, a blank sheet of paper and a newspaper clipping from a Spanish-language newspaper bearing the word "Terrorismo."

stated the letter was received late in the evening, March 7, 1978.
Jamaica Post Office, E. 98-34 Jamaica Avenue, furnished the following information:

At approximately 2:00 or 2:30 pm, on January 18, 1978, the same individual whom he had previously described on December 2, 1977, entered the substation. This unknown male handed a letter for special delivery mail. It was noted that the letter was addressed to JOHN LENNON, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, New York 10023. The man asked, "Is this the JOHN LENNON?" and the unknown male answered, "Yes." The unknown male paid the $1.38 necessary for the special delivery.

stated that there was no other conversation, and the individual left. stated that he did not see the individual enter or leave an automobile. furnished the following description of the unknown individual:

Sex: Male
Race: Hispanic, possibly Puerto Rican or South American
Age: 40-45 years
Height: 5 feet 4 inches to 5 feet 5 inches
Weight: 150 pounds
Build: Solid
Marks: None
Hair: Black, medium cut
Clothing: Black fur hat (Russian hat), blue 3/4 length coat, dark grey dress trousers, red plaid shirt
Charactertics: Clean shaven, wore dark glasses
Complexion: Five or tan complexion

stated that he would recognize the individual should he see him again.
NY 9-7749

Clothing: Wearing a dark colored short jacket and brown pants.

[ ] explained that [ ] has been employed by The Dakota for approximately eleven years. He stated further that [ ] has never been the cause of any trouble in the building and is considered a reliable employee.

[ ] furnished a complete listing of the employees of The Dakota.
New York City (NYC), furnished the following information:

On January 23, 1978, [redacted], JOHN LENNON received another letter similar to those three earlier letters. [redacted] made available the original letter and envelope.

The envelope disclosed a postmark of January 22, 1978, at New York, New York (NY), and a return address of [redacted], Staten Island, NY 10314. This letter, as with the previous three, was addressed to Mr. JOHN LENNON and marked special delivery.
To: ADIC, New York (9-7749).  

FBI FILE NO. 9-63510  
LAB. NO. 80127058 D MS  
   80214002 D MS

UNSUB, aka 

Re: 

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM;  
EXTORTION (A) 

Specimens received January 26, 1978 under cover of communication dated January 24, 1978 (80127058 D MS):

Q7 Envelope postmarked "Jamaica Jan 18 '78 N.Y.  
PB. meter 159263" bearing the typewritten  
address: "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND  
Street New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q8 First page of accompanying two-page typewritten  
letter dated Jan. 19 1978 beginning "Mr. John  
Lennon Here is the result..."  

Q9 Second page of two-page typewritten letter  
beginning: "Mr. Lennon, we don't care..."

Q10 Envelope postmarked "New York Jan 22 '78  
N.Y. PE meter 643359" bearing typewritten  
address: "Mr. John Lennon 1 West 72 ND Street  
New York, N.Y. 10023"

Q11 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated  
January 23 1978 beginning "Mr Lennon Something  
very..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:  

Two (2) sheets of white paper  

Page 1 (over)
Specimens received February 16, 1978 under cover of communication dated February 8, 1978 (80214002 D MS):

Q12 Envelope postmarked "NEW YORK, NY 1001 G.P.O. (I.M.) 1978 FEB 3 PM" bearing typewritten address "MR. JOHN LENNON WEST 72nd Street NEW YORK N.Y. 10023"

Q13 Accompanying one-page typewritten letter dated 2/3/78 beginning "Dear John. We are very proud of you..."

ALSO SUBMITTED:

Blank sheet of paper

Result of examination:

The submitted envelopes and sheets of paper are similar in observable physical characteristics to those previously submitted in this matter. No significant features were noted which would assist in determining the immediate source of those items.

It was determined that the typewriting on Q7 through Q13 is the same size and style of type as the typewriting on specimens previously submitted and contains limited characteristics in common. However, there are an insufficient amount of identifiable characteristics to permit any definite determination whether the same typewriter was used.

The submitted specimens were photographed and will be returned separately.
JOHN LENNON, Apartment 72, 1 West 72nd Street, viewed the composite drawing of the individual believed to be mailing the threatening letters and stated that the individual was unknown to them.
The Dakota, 1 West 72nd Street, viewed a composite drawing of the individual who had been mailing the threatening letters to JOHN LENNON, and stated that the individual is unknown to him. He stated that the drawing did not resemble the individual who had been standing outside of The Dakota the previous two Thursdays and that that latter individual was much younger.
REPORT of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

TO: ADIC, New York

RE: UNSUB., AKA

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM EXTORTION

REFERENCE: Airtels 12-2-77 and 12-20-77 and telephone call 1-30-78

EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: New York

SPECIMENS: Envelope, Q1, and accompanying three-page letter, Q2, Q3 and Q4

Envelope, Q5, and accompanying one-page letter, Q6

Two blank sheets of paper

This report supplements and confirms Buca 1-31-78.

The Q specimens are described in a separate Laboratory report.

The specimens were examined and two latent fingerprints of value were developed on an envelope postmarked "JAMAICA, NY 114 NOV 29 PM 1977," Q1.

(Continued on next page)

Enc. (8)

ACTING ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

THIS REPORT IS FURNISHED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
ADIC, New York

February 2, 1978

The two latent fingerprints on Q1 have been identified as: finger impressions of John Lennon, USINS #A17597321, who was named for elimination purposes.

The specimens are enclosed.
New York, New York (NY), was interviewed and voluntarily furnished the following information:

She had been notified by at approximately 10:45 PM on February 3, 1978, that there had just been a special delivery letter addressed to JOHN LENNON, delivered at the front desk of the building.

Notified the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Agents immediately upon opening it and made the letter and envelope available to SA.

The letter was postmarked February 3, 1978, NY, NY, and specifically instructed JOHN LENNON to "Tell the police to get out of the basement."

A copy of the letter and envelope is attached.

Advised that the only three persons who handled the letter were herself, and.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Dear John.

We are very proud of you.

Your magnificent English quality, deserve all our respect. You are strong with a lot of courage. People like you we love them. At last you show you are not chickening. You are just right baby to take it in hard way.

But in the mean time, we think you should call down to the basement and tell the police to go home. OK.
A surveillance was instituted in the basement of "The Dakota", One West 72nd Street, New York, New York, at 10:00 a.m., February 2, 1978, by Special Agents of the FBI near the pay-off location, which was a desk located in the basement. A shopping bag with the name "Lorraine's Fashions - Lennon" was placed in the bottom drawer, right side of desk, at 11:30 a.m., February 2, 1978. Surveillance was continued until 4:00 p.m. on February 6, 1978, and no contact was made by Unsub.
RE: UNSUB - AKA

ETC -

JOHN LENNON - VICTIM

EXTORTION

REFERENCE: Airtel's 3/9/78 and 3/22/78

EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: New York

SPECIMENS:

Two envelopes, Q14 and Q17
Three pages of typewritten letters, Q15, Q16 and Q18
Two blank sheets of paper
Newspaper clipping

The specimens are further described in a separate Laboratory report.

Fourteen latent fingerprints and one latent palm print of value were developed on six specimens, Q15, Q16, Q17, Q18 and two blank sheets of paper. No latent prints of value were developed on the remaining specimens.

Ten of the latent fingerprints have been identified as finger impressions of John Winston Ono Lennon.

Enc. (8)

Assistant Director, Identification Division

THIS REPORT IS FURNISHED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
The remaining latent fingerprints are not identical with the available fingerprints of Lennon. No palm prints are contained in our Identification Division files for this individual.

The currently reported unidentified latent prints were compared with the comparable areas of the previously reported unidentified latent prints in this case, but no identification was effected.

The specimens are enclosed.
On May 1, 1978, JOHN LENNON advised that
they had no contact with Unsub either by letter or
telephone since the receipt of their last letter on
March 21, 1978. He stated that they will be going to
Japan on May 8, 1978 for three or four months (Summer
vacation). Mr. LENNON stated that their secretary will
contact the New York Office of the FBI should any letters
be received.

On October 4, 1978, JOHN LENNON advised that
they (his family) returned to the United States during
the latter part of September, 1978. He stated that no
letter or contact was made by the Unsub during this
time. He advised he will call the New York Office if he
receives any information.

On December 15, 1978, JOHN LENNON advised
that no contact has been made by Unsub with him since
their last letter of March 21, 1978.
New York, New York, telephonically advised as follows:

At about 9:00 PM on both March 11 and 12, 1978, she received phone calls from a man who stated that he was watching a certain area. On both occasions, she asked the caller to hold on, placed his call on hold and left it there until he hung up.

[Telephone]

Interviewed on: 3/17/78 at Washington Township, New Jersey NY 9-7749-50

by SA [Signature]

Date dictated: 3/15/78

46

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is issued to you agency, and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

New York, New York, an employee of the United States Postal Service, was interviewed at the United States Post Office, General Post Office (GPO), West 33rd Street, New York City. Present at the interview was Postal Inspector .

observed a composite drawing of an individual who had mailed letters to JOHN LENNON, 1 West 72nd Street, New York City. She stated that the individual is unknown to her. stated she was working at (Special Delivery), GPO, on Sunday, 1978. She added that under normal circumstances the window would be closed by 5:00 PM and customers would not have access to a postal meter.

Interviewed on 3/15/78 at New York, New York File # NV 9-7749

by SA / Tmj

Date dictated 3/17/78

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U.S. GPO: 1974-555-294
New York, Apartment advised as follows:

At approximately 7:00 PM, Tuesday, March 14, 1978, she took a call from an unknown male who stated "This is...". He said nothing else for the three to four minutes they were on the line together. He would occasionally respond "hmm...".

The operator cut in signalling: the end of their initial period. asked if he had a nickel and apparently he did not because they were disconnected. spoke the full time stating she did not understand why he had picked on them since stand for love and peace.

stated apparently had called at about 4:00 PM the same date asking for..." the governess, said she was not in and hung up.
On March 21, 1978, [name redacted] was contacted and advised that on the morning of March 21, 1978, she received in the United States Mail a special delivery letter addressed to her with the return address [redacted], Brooklyn, New York 11229. The letter is postmarked 3/20/78 PM New York GPO. The letter is a one page typewritten letter addressed to [redacted] dated 3/20/78.

The letter states that [name redacted] will be in further contact with [name redacted].

[name redacted] made the envelope and letter available.

3/21/78  New York, New York  NY 9-7749

Investigation on ___________________ Date dictated 3/23/78

by SAS and TVD/mmk

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
This letter, is in reference to our talk on telephone March, 14.

I am ________, the fifth chief of T.F.P.R.I.M. TERRORIST ORGANIZATION.

I, and one third of our members we are much sympathizers to your family, and because of my sympathy for all of you, I'm been put over everything in a difficult conclusion, and that's why we go ahead for a final meeting with votes against, and in favor. Now I am in charged to carry some good reason from you, to speak in your behalf in our final meeting. I don't have any. Everything you said by the telephone, is comprehensive by me but it don't accomplish much to them. What ever you said it was recorded to be listen by all of us in our final meeting.

you are in a very serious situation because they are very angry they want revenge because we lost over 23 thousands dollars on this operation with you, and hundreds of hours lost for nothing. The problem now, is they don't want any part of your money anymore, they only want is all of you be part of our war. Part of our war it mean, that all of you will blowup in somewhere, and then they will send a letter to the F.B.I. claiming responsibility for the act.

this letter is only between you and me, I will never jeopardize any one of our man's, but I will try to help all of you, but you must follow my instructions exactly in what I say.

FIRST, I'm going to call you up again soon, what ever you say it will be recorded. SECOND, I only say by the telephone, I'm what you said by the telephone, I'm and then you say? YES ________ I REAL DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY, BUT WE ARE VERY SORRY FOR WHAT WE DID, BUT WHEN WE RECEIVE YOUR FIRST LETTER, IT TURN US IN PANIC AND WITHOUT THINKING GOOD, WE DECIDE CALL THE F.B.I. BUT LATER WE REALIZE IT WAS A MISTAKE CALL THE F.B.I. BUT IN OTHER HAND WE ARE RICH BUT WE DON'T HAVE THAT MUCH CASH, WE HAVE EVERYTHING INVESTED BUT WE MAY CAN HELP YOU WITH 24 THOUSANDS, I PROMISE THIS TIME I WILL NOT CONTACT THE F.B.I., AND THE MONEY WILL BE CLEAN, NO MARKED BILL'S. PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU AGREE WITH OUR REQUEST, WE DON'T LIKE VIOLENT WE LOVE PEACE.

Thank you.

This is my best idea to try put you off of revenge, I do believe with this my idea, they will calm down and they will accept the request, but if they don't accept the request, at least I have more card's and good reason to try make them to forget everything. One thing that I like to clear up is this, I'm not demand of what you have to do, I'm just giving you my best idea. But if you have better idea made up of your own better than mine, please give it to me and what ever you give to me I'll have to put it on the table.

In anyway, I'll give my vote in favor of you, I'll speak in favor of you and I do what I can do for all of you.

Good Luck
The previously mentioned letters were forwarded to the FBI Lab and Latent Fingerprint Section in communications dated 12/2/77, 12/20/77, 1/24/78, 2/8/78, 3/9/78, and 3/22/78.

In communications dated 1/27/78, 2/27/78, and 5/16/78, the FBI Lab and in communication dated 2/2/78, 3/7/78, and 5/4/78, the Latent Fingerprint Section furnished results of their examination.
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NR 039 NY CODE
100 PM PM URGENT 5-23-72 BGW
TO ACTING DIRECTOR (100-469910)
ATTN: DID
HOUSTON
FROM NEW YORK (100-175EQOL) 2P

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES (ORIGIN: NEW YORK)

RE NEW YORK TEL TO BUREAU MAY ONE EIGHT LAST. HOUSTON
NOT IN RECEIPT OF REFERENCED TEL.

FOR INFORMATION OF HOUSTON, SUBJECT AND INVOLVED IN ANTI-WAR ACTIVITIES AND PLAN TO TRAVEL TO REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION THIS YEAR. INS ATTEMPTING TO DEPORT ON GROUNDS OF SUBJECT'S ONE NINE SIX EIGHT NARCOTIC CONVICTION IN ENGLAND.

USING DELAY TACTICS IN DEPORTATION OF ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE WHO WAS REPORTED ABDUCTED BY

HOUSTON COURT HAS NO PROCESS OUT ON

END PAGE ONE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 5-23-72 BY 100-469910

MAY 23 1972
FBI-HOUSTON
NYO IN RECEIPT OF INFORMATION THIS DATE THAT

HAVE HIDDEN AT RESIDENCE OF, IN ATTEMPTS

TO DELAY DEPORTATION.

INS HAS ADVISED THEY WILL FILE PERJURY CHARGES AGAINST

IF ESTABLISHED LENNON FURNISHED FALSE INFORMATION DURING INS HEARING.

LEAD

HOUSTON

AT KOUNTZE, TEXAS. CONDUCT APPROPRIATE INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE IF IS AT ABOVE ADDRESS, AND ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH IF IN CONTACT WITH IN NYC. SUTEL.

END

REC'D FBI HO KOB

CLR
NR062 WA CODE

P6:40PM IMMEDIATE 5-24-72 JDJ

TO NEW YORK (100-175319)
HOUSTON

FROM ACTING DIRECTOR (100-469910) QP

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES.

RENYTEL MAY TWENTY-THREE LAST.

HOUSTON DISREGARD LEAD SET BY NEW YORK IN REFERENCED TELETYPExCEPT FOR CONTACT WITH ESTABLISHED SOURCES ONLY.

BUREAU FULLY AWARE PROGRESS OF NEW YORK OFFICE IN DEVELOPING EXCELLENT COVERAGE SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES. HOWEVER, ASPECTS INVESTIGATION RELATING TO SUBJECT’S APPEARANCE AT INS HEARINGS AND POSSIBLE PERJURY INVOLVED IN FALSE STATEMENTS MADE BY SUBJECT STRICTLY RESponsIBILITY OF INS. INFORMATION DEVELOPED BY NEW YORK SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY, IF NOT ALREADY, FURNISHED TO INS. ALL SUBSEQUENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED REGARDING SUBJECT’S VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL AND LOCAL LAWS INCLUDING NARCOTICS OR PERJURY, SHOULD LIKewise BE DISSEMINATED WITHOUT DELAY TO PERTINENT AGENCIES.

END

REC'D FBI HOUSTON LRW

CLR
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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9:40 PM NITEL 5-24-72 LRW
TO ACTING DIRECTOR (100-469910)
   NEW YORK (100-175319)
FROM HOUSTON (100-NEW) (RUC) TWO PAGES

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION.

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES.

RE NYTEL MAY TWENTY-THREE LAST AND BUREAU TEL MAY TWENTY-
FOUR INSTANT.

ON MAY TWENTY-FOUR, SEVENTY-TWO, , ESTABLISHED SOURCE, STATED
YEARS OF AGE, HIPPIE TYPE, WHO TRAVELS TO OTHER COUNTRIES IN-
CLUDING ENGLAND. STATED HE SEES HER OCCASIONALLY IN
BUT HAS NEVER SEEN FITTING DESCRIPTION OF WITH
HER. , , FORMER
, HAS QUESTIONABLE REPUTATION IN COM-
MUNITY.

ON MAY TWENTY-FOUR, SEVENTY-TWO, , TEXAS, STATED HE HAS KNOWN

END PAGE ONE
No blue copy
Approved by Supr.
WELL FOR YEARS. VERIFIED THAT THE FAMILY HAS QUESTIONABLE
REPUTATION AND IS KNOWN TO BE SOMEWHAT RADICAL. StATED FAMILY
CAPABLE OF ________, BUT HE HAS NEVER SEEN ________
FITTING ______ DESCRIPTION. HE RECENTLY SAW ______ AT THE
_________ BUT SHE DID NOT HAVE ______ WITH HER.

IN VIEW OF INSTRUCTIONS IN REBUTEL, NO FURTHER INQUIRY
BEING MADE BY HOUSTON DIVISION.

E N D

KJB FBI WA DC CLXX REC THREE TELS
CLR

NY-JMC
5/25/72

AIRTEL

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319) (P)
SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES
(00:NY)

ReButel and Houston teletype both dated 5/24/72.

On 5/25/72, Mr. VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial
Attorney, INS, NYC, advised that his agency is in receipt
of a letter from [redacted], dated
5/19/72, which states the following:

[Redacted]

The letter was signed [redacted]

SCHIANO advised that he will contact his headquarters
in Washington this date and advise the appropriate official,
[redacted], who is in charge of INS Investigation of
the above information. He will request INS officials in
[redacted] to contact [redacted], concerning the letter.

1 - New York
   CJL: slb
(8)

2 - Bureau (RM)
(1) - Houston (INFO) (RM)
3 - Miami (RM)
   (1 - MIDEM)
   (1 - MIREP)
also advised that he has considered requesting INS to place the subject and_______ on bond pending the outcome of their deportation proceedings and to restrict their travel. He has received information that ________ are planning a large rock concert in Miami during the Conventions and that the rock concert was to be held in front of the Convention Hall.

The above information is being furnished in view of possibility ________ may contact the Houston Office. ________ name should be appropriately indexed.
TO: SAC, HOUSTON (100-12734)
FROM: SA
SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON
SM - RA

On 6/8/72, [Redacted], INS, advised an investigator of INS intended to interview [Redacted] at [Redacted], and he wished to be advised whether this investigation would interfere with any investigation being conducted by this office.

[Redacted] was advised that this action by his service would in no manner interfere with any pending FBI investigation.
Immigration and Naturalization - General 39-0-A
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(date) July, 1974

(initials) Purge
Lennon Is Given 60 Days to Leave

The Justice Department announced yesterday that John Lennon, the former Beatle, had been given 60 days to leave the country or be forcibly deported. The order is based on a decision reached by the Board of Immigration Appeals on July 10, and Mr. Lennon's departure deadline is retroactive to that date.

Mr. Lennon, who has been living in New York and other American cities since 1971, has fought lengthy and costly legal battles, through the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Federal courts, to have his visa extended. Extensions have been denied because he pleaded guilty in Britain, in 1968, to a charge of possession of marijuana. In his appeals of earlier denials of extensions Mr. Lennon contended the marijuana had been planted in his home and he had pleaded guilty to the possession charge only to spare his former wife, then pregnant, the ordeal of a court appearance.

A spokesman for Mr. Lennon's lawyer said that "various avenues for appealing the order are being explored."
To: SACs, New York
   Los Angeles

From: Director, FBI

INFORMATION CONCERNING

On 4/22/70 a representative of the Department of State advised that the American Embassy in London had submitted information showing the captioned individuals planned to depart from London, England, on 4/23/70 via TWA Flight 761 which will arrive in Los Angeles at 7:15 local time. These individuals are affiliated with The Beatles musical group and Lennon will be traveling under the name Chambers while the other two will be using the name _____

Lennon and _______ will remain in Los Angeles until 5/6/70 for business discussions with Capital Records and other enterprises. They will travel to New York City on 5/7/70 for further business discussions and will return to London on or about 5/16/70.

Waivers were granted by the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Embassy was to issue visas on 4/22/70. In this case waivers were necessary in view of the ineligibility of these three individuals to enter the U.S. due to their reputations in England as narcotic users.

FBG:kks (8)  EX-115

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
Air
tel to New York
Re: John Lennon,

While Lennon and _______ have shown no
propensity to become involved in violent antiwar demonstra-
tions, each recipient remain alert for any information of
such activity on their part or for information indicating
they are using narcotics. Submit any pertinent information
obtained in form suitable for dissemination.

NOTE:

The above information was made available by _______(former SA), Visa Security Office, United States
Department of State.
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May 18, 1981

Honorable William H. Webster
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20535

Attention: FBI Laboratory

Re: John Lennon deceased victim

Dear Mr. Webster:


Preliminary investigation indicates that the copy depicted in the news photo was copied from one of the photos attached to official New York City Department of Correction documents. Since the enclosed photos can be identified with specific documents, a positive identification as to the photo copied would help to narrow the scope of our investigation as to the individuals having access to said documents.

I am sending you, by registered mail, a package containing the following evidence:

1. News photograph of [Redacted]

2. Six (6) New York City Department of Correction photographs from official documents.

It would be appreciated if you would examine the photographs to determine which one was used to obtain the copy shown in the New York Post.

This evidence, which we would like to have returned to us, has not been examined by any other expert.

Sincerely,

ROBERT GOLDMAN
Inspector General
To: Commissioner  
Department of Correction  
100 Centre Street  
New York, New York 10013  

FBI FILE NO.  
REGISTERED  
95-243496  

LAB. NO.  
10527026 P MG  

Re: Attention: Mr. Robert Goldman  
Inspector General  

REPORT of the  
FBI LABORATORY  
LOCAL & STATE  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION  
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535  

July 15, 1981

Examination requested by:  
Addressee

Reference:  
Letter dated May 18, 1981

Examination requested:  
Photographic

Specimens:

Q1 News photograph of [blank] which appeared in the New York Post 12/15/80

Six New York City Department of Correction photographs further described as follows:

SPECIMEN NUMBERED
K1 3 and 4
K2 5 and 6
K3 7

Enclosures (7)
Page 1

This examination has been made with the understanding that the evidence is connected with an official investigation of a criminal nature, and that the Laboratory report will be used for official purposes only, related to the investigation or a subsequent criminal proceeding. Authorization cannot be granted for the use of the Laboratory report in connection with a civil proceeding.

[Stamp]  
JUL 17 1981  
[Signature]  
FBI/DOJ

[Stamp]  
JUL 22 1981  
[Signature]  
MAIL ROOM
SPECIMEN       NUMBERED
K4              8
K5              9
K6              10

Result of examination:

It was concluded that Q1 was not prepared from K1, K2 or K4 through K6. Similarities were noted when Q1 was compared with K3 indicating that K1 could have been used to make Q1.

The submitted evidence has been photographed and is returned herewith.
To: Commissioner

Department of Correction
100 Centre Street
New York, New York 10013

Attention: Mr. Robert Goldman
Inspector General

Re: John Lennon - Victim;
Homicide;

Photograph of

Examination requested by: Addresser

Reference: Letter dated May 18, 1981

Examination requested: Photographic

Specimens received:

Specimens:

Q1: New York City Department of Correction photographs further described as follows:

SPECIMEN: NUMBERED:
K1: 3 and 4
K2: 5 and 6
K3: 7

Page 1 (over)

There could be two used to make A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIMEN</th>
<th>NUMBERED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PEACE ACTION COUNCIL, IS - C. OFFICE OF ORIGIN: LOS ANGELES.

RE LOS ANGELES TEL, FEBRUARY FIVE LAST.

, VISA OFFICE, VISA OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, DETERMINED ON THIS DATE AN H PETITION (NON IMMIGRANT VISA OF TYPE ISSUED ENTERTAINERS) FILED WITH INS BY JOHN LENNON. THIS PETITION APPROVED; HOWEVER, NO INDICATION LENNON HAS APPLIED FOR VISA TO ENTER UNITED STATES.

END

FBI LOS ANGELES

REMAINS UNCLASSIFIED

[Handwritten annotations and stamps]
THE ABBIE HOFFMAN-ISAAC HABER "STEAL THIS BOOK" CONTROVERSY HAS DIED DOWN SOMEWHAT WITH ABBIE'S QUIET DEPARTURE FROM THE SCENE, BUT NOTHING REALLY HAS BEEN RESOLVED. SO INTEREST WILL PROBABLY BE HIGH AND BIDDING HOT WHEN THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT PLUS ALL CORRESPONDENCES (IN ABBIE'S HANDWRITING) ARE AUCTIONED OFF THIS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, AT 4:30 IN ST. PETER'S CHURCH AT 484 BROMLEY STREET. THE BOOK AND NOTES ARE BEING SOLD WITH THE STIPULATION THAT THEY MUST BE TEMPORARILY RETURNED WHEN NEEDED IN ANY FUTURE COURT DISPUTE. WILL ABBIE AND ISAAC'S LAWYERS SHOW UP TO BID AGAINST EACH OTHER?

THE AUCTION IS A BENEFIT FOR SUN/DANCE, A NEW MAGAZINE SCHEDULED TO DEBUT AROUND THE FIRST OF THE YEAR. ALONG WITH THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS FROM BOOKS, SONGS, AND POEMS, PAINTINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTS, AND SCULPTURES ARE BEING DONATED. GUEST AUCTIONEERS ARE JERRY RUBIN, PATTY OLDENBURG AND RIP TORN, AND THE FAMOUS COTERIE OF SOHO SUPERSTARS MAKE UP THE LIST OF ARTIST AUCTIONEERS: CARL ANDRE, GREGORY CORSO, CHARLES HENRI FORD, ALLEN GINSBERG, JASPER JOHNS, JOHN LENNON, GORDON MATTA, ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG, LARRY RIVERS, ANNE WALDMAN, AND ANDY WARHOL.